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FOREWORD
Throughout the Buddhist states of Southeast Asia the landscape is.
dotted with monuments purportedly enshrining some corporeal relic of the
Buddha, or a footprint he left on some dimly-remembered visit. Every
such shrine, in Burma, Thailand, Laos, or Cambodia, is provided with an
historical tradition that explains how that relic crune to be present in
that place, and who was responsible for enshrining it. The genre of
historical writing represented by such traditions has long exercised an
important influence on Southeast Asian historiography.

James B. Pruess's edition of The That Phanom Chronicle, presented
in this volume, gives us an important example of Buddhist historiography.
In the course of introducing this work, Pruess also contributes notably
to our understanding of the historical consciousness of the Lao and
(now) Thai-Lao of the Middle Mekong Valley, for whom the shrine of the
Buddha's Breast-bone Relic at That Phanom long has served as a symbol of
their identity.
The faculty of the Southeast Asia Program is deeply grateful to
Dr. Pruess for making available this by-product of his research.
David K. Wyatt
June 1976
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PREFACE
This translation of the That Phanom shrine chronicle is an indirect
product of field research on contemporary Theravada Buddhist pilgrimage
in Thailand. This research, made possible through a Fulbright-Hays
Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship, was undertaken from
September 1971 to August 1972. While the chronicle was a valuable aid
in understanding the origins and background of an important pilgrimage
center, attention to the text itself (as a representative of contemporary
Buddhist literature in Thailand) and the task of translation did not be
gin until after my doctoral dissertation was completed (cf. "Veneration
and Merit-Seeking at Sacred Places: Buddhist Pilgrimage in Contemporary
Thailand"; University of Washington, 1974).

I would like to thank Dr. Charles F. Keyes for his encouragement
and criticism. In addition, I wish to express my gratitude to the
venerable Phra Thep Rattanamoli, abbot of Wat Phra That Phanom, both in
appreciation of his work as editor of the Thai text, and for his kind
ness in permitting me to reside at the temple-monastery during part of
the research period.
J.s B. P.
Seattle, Wash.
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TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION
I

The Shrine of the That Phanom Relic is situated on the west bank of the Mekong
River in Nakhon Phanom province in northeastern Thailand. This sacred place attracts
hundreds of Buddhist pilgrims from all over the country, and until recently was
visited annually by devotees from neighboring Laos as well. The greatest number of
pilgrims assembles at the shrine during the seven-day period of the annual festival
held in late January or early February for purposes of veneration, merit-making, and
recreation. 1

Devotees consider the shrine to be sacred because it is a place where the Bud
dha himself is believed to have made an appearance during his lifetime. A token of
this visit, a portion of his physical person, allegedly is preserved at the site.
This enshrined object is one of the adamantine bone-relics. which· (according to Bud
dhist tradition) remained on the funeral pyre after the Buddha's cremation. These
relics (which are enshrined in the Theravada Buddhist countries of South and South
east Asia) are viewed by devotees as representations or "reminders" of the Buddha,
as imperfect symbols of the Buddha's spiritual force manifested in the transcendence
of this-worldly suffering, and as objects which possess supernatural power. Thus,
the site of the That Phanom shrine has been sanctified by a manifestation of the
transmundane or supernatural: the appearance of the Being who was·both founder of
the religious tradition and its model for salvation. The sacred object which has
been enshrined at the site "reminds" the devotee of this Being's passage through the
world of mundane existence.

Neither the presence of the sacred object nor the Buddha's visit are empiri
cally verifiable phenomena. Unlike the famous Tooth-Relic that was enshrined at
Kandy (Sri Lanka), the Buddha's Relic at That Phanom is not visible to the eyes of
the faithful. It is enclosed within the base of a rectilinear brick-and-stucco tower
which soars to a height of 57 meters. This reliquary is the focal point for the
ritual behavior displayed by devotees at the shrine. The physical structure itself
is believed to be suffused with supernatural power derived from the alleged relic
which it encloses. This reliquary, which dominates the local landscape, is the most
obvious indication of the spot sanctified by the Buddha's visit and the token of this
event, the non-visible Relic.s2

1For a description of Theravada Buddhist pilgrimage at the That Phanom shrine,
see J. Pruess, "Merit-Seeking in Public: Buddhist Pilgrimage in Northeastern Thai
land, " Journal of the Siam Society 64: 1 (January 1976).
2on 11 August 1975 ,. the tower which surmounts the reliquary collapsed into
rubble after several days of heavy rains. Preparations are underway for the con
struction of another tower similar in style, financed by Thai government funds and
public donations (Bangkok Post,-20 August 1975, p. 3). The relationship between
this catastrophe and the unstable political conditions in the region must remain
problematic, as the present author does not yet know whether local devotees have
interpreted this misfortune as an ill omen for the future of religion and kingdom.
An identical event, occurring during an earlier "time of troubles, " is mentioned in
the sixth chapter (section 14) of this translation.

1

2

Similarly, no historical documentation exists to support the belief that, dur
ing his lifetime, the Buddha Gotama ever journeyed through the region which is now
northeastern Thailand. The source for this belief is not history in the sense of
what really happened in the past but rather myth and legend, which suggest what
should have happened. The origins of nearly all major Theravada Buddhist pilgrimage
centers in South and Southeast Asia can be sought
in material which provides answers
to certain questions about any particular sacred place: What sacred object is en
shrined here? How did it come to be at this very spot? Why? Who first constructed
the shrine? For what reasons? The answers to these questions are not always pre
sented in terms of past events that leave a residue of evidence in their wake, but
are instead usually embodied in the form of myths and legends which transcend his
tory, which possess meaning and value for those who record, transmit, and absorb
their content.

The sacred place in Nakhon Phanom province, Thailand, is no exception. In his
torical terms, the origins of the That Phanom shrine are obscure. The original
structure, the base of the present-day tower, is thought to be quite old, but the
degree of its antiquity has not been ascertained. A French scholar has suggested
that it was built sometime during the tenth century A.D., while the abbot of the
That Phanom temple-monastery has speculated that it was constructed sometime during
the period of the early Khmer empire of Funan (ca. first-seventh centuries A.D.).t3
The persons who built the reliquary and their reasons for doing so are matters for
which no epigraphic evidence exists. For answers to these questions, and for the
meaning of the sacred place itself, one must enter the realm of myth and legend
represented in the Chronicle of the That Phanom Relic, which comprises the greater
part of this monograph.
II
The following translation of the That Phanom chronicle is from the modern Cen
tral Thai recension by the Venerable Phra Deba Ratanamoli, abbot of the That Phanom
temple-monastery. This recension bears the title Urangkhanithan: Tamnan Phra That
Phanom phitsadan [The Corrrplete History of the That Phanom Breast-bone Relic] (Bang
kok, 1969; hereaf'ter cited as UN). In his preface to the first printing of this work
(1947), Phra Deba noted that UN is derived.from an "indigenous text" in archaic Lao,
written in tham characters upon palm-leaves (bai Zan). The "indigenous text," accord
ing to Phra Deba, deals with the origins of various principalities and the introduc
tion of Theravada Buddhism throughout "ancient Lan Chang" (Laos), as well as the
establishment of the That Phanom shrine. However, UN comprises only the material
concerned with the shrine and the principalities in its immediate vicinity. This
material has been adapted and presented in UN for the purpose of conveying the con
tent of local myth and legend in a comprehensible form to contemporary Thai readers
(many of whom are not familiar with Lao dialects) while preserving much of the ar
chaic flavor of the "indigenous text." The editor of UN has drawn upon additional
sources (including other indigenous texts, epigraphy, and local folklore) to continue
the "history" of the That Phanom shrine up to the present. Thus, UN consists of an
adaptation of the "indigenous text" proper (Chapters One through Five of this mono
graph) and the "history" of the shrine with reference to events from the sixteenth
century A.D. to the late 1930's (Chapters Six and Seven). The eighth printing of UN
(1969) also includes an appendix which deals with shrine repairs, donations, royal
pilgrimages, festivals, and other events at the shrine from 1887 to 1967.
The circumstances behind the first appearance of the chronicle in manuscript
form are as much a subject for speculation as the origins of the shrine itself. One
3 Jean

Boisselier, quoted in Prince Damrong Rajanubhab, Tamnan Phraphutthachedi
[History of Buddhist Monuments] (Bangkok, 1971; orig. pub. 1926), p. 168, fn. l;

Urangkhanithan: Tamnan Phra That Phanom phitsadan [The Corrrp·lete History of the That
Phanom Breast-bone Relic] (8th ed.; Bangkok, 1969), p. 3.

3
answer is provided at the conclusion of the "indigenous text" (Chapter V, 14 of the
translation below). Further speculation on this matter will be postponed until Sec
tion Five of .this introduction (see footnote 18 below).

In addition to UN, there are several other published versions of the That Pha
nom story. First, there is an account in the form of a verse D!3-rrative, in the popu
lar mo lam idiom of northeast Thailand the Laos. This work, composed by a monk
(Achan Maha Samran Nangsombun) is entitled Klonlam nitha:n: pra:wat Phutthatamnan That
Phanom [History of the That Phanom Shrine in Verse] (Khon Kaen, Thailand, n.d.; here
after cited as KN). Second, a condensed version of the chronicle appears in a col
lection entitled Prachum tamna.n Phra That, Phak thi 1 lae phak thi 2 [Collected His
tories of Reliquaries, Parts One and Two] (Bangkok: Cremation volume in memory of
Nang Oep Umaphirom, 1970; hereafter cited as PP). Finally, Phra Deba has produced .an
abridgement of UN, which includes some material about the That Phanom shrine that is
absent from his earlier recension of the "indigenous text." This work is appropri
ately titled Prawat Yo Phra That Phanom [Short History of the That Phanom Shrine]
(Bangkok, 1961; hereafter cited as PY). 4 Dates and events absent in UN but mentioned
in these three books will be cited in footnotes to the English translation.

There are several reasons for selecting UN (8th edition) as the text to be
translated here. As a product of the abbot's scholarship and research, UN appears to
be the most complete and authoritative account of ·the That Phanom story, in spite of
severa;i. omissions which are included in other versions (to be cited at the appropri
ate places). Furthermore, UN is the most readily accessible account for the contem
porary pilgrims who visit the shrine, where copies of the book are available in ex
change for meritorious donations. Finally, because of its contemporaneity and
accessibility, UN is a good example of present-day "literature for pilgrims," an
important source for understanding aspects of Thai pilgrimage to Buddhist sacred
places. Some brief attention must be given to the possible origins of this typ e of
literature.
III

The "indigenous text" of the That Phanom story is an example of a genre of
Theravada Buddhist literature which may be called the "shrine chronicle." For read
ers of English, the most accessible representative of this genre is the recent Pali
Text Society translation of the Sinhalese chronicle, the Thupavainsa,a5 which deals
with the founding of the Mahav�hara shrine in Sri Lanka. Such chronicles initially
were products of an oral tradition, their mythic content transmitted from generation
to generation among both clergy and laity. When this material was recorded by monks
to be deposited in temple libraries, the "histories" of the shrines were probably
brought "up to date" and other matters incorporated into the body of the chronicles
as well. As noted previously, the chronicles were intended to "explain" the presence
of sacred objects at particular sites, and the circumstances behind their enshrine
ment. The present author has argued elsewhere 6 that this "explanation" of an object's
4 In addition to these works, the Department of Religious Affairs of the Thai

Ministry of Education has included the That Phanom shrine among 36 temples of histor
ical interest for which individual guide-books have been prepared (Surat Kanchanabu,

Nam thatsanachon Wat Phra That Phanom, Nakhan Phanom [Guidebook to Wat Phra That
Phanom, Nakhon Phanom], Bangkok, n. d.). The shrine authorities occasionally prepare

mimeographed "abridged histories" of the sacred place for distribution to pilgrims on
certain occasions, such as the annual presentation of kathin robes to the resident
clergy.

Chronicle of the Thupa and the Thupavainsa, edited and translated by N. A.

Jayawickrama (London, 1971).
5The

6J. Pruess, "Veneration and Merit-Seeking at Sacred Places: Buddhist Pilgrimage

in Contemporary Thailand" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Washington, 1974), pp.
31-37,

4
presence in Sri Lanka or Thailand (for example) is an expression, in symbolic form,
of the diffusion of Theravada Buddhism into these areas from its land of origin. In
other words, in a shrine chronicle the introduction and growth of the Theravada Bud
dhist tradition is not explained in terms of the missionary activities of proselytiz
ing monks. Instead, this theme is conveyed symbolically in the mythical account of
the enshrinement of a sacred object which represents the Buddha himself.

The origins of the Theravada Buddhist conception of sacred places, and the
sanctions for pilgrimage to these sites, are found in a canonical Pali text, the
Maha-Pa.Pinibbana Suttanta, which is concerned with the final days of the Buddha's
life. Shortly before his demise, the Buddha enumerated to his disciple Ananda the
four places which could be visited by devout believers: (1) the birthplace of the
Buddha; (2) the place where the Buddha achieved Enlightenment (nibbana); (3) the
place where the Buddha preached his first sermon; and (4) the place where the Buddha
passed away (pa.Pi-nibbana). In addition, the Buddha stated that burial mounds or
tumulii (dagaba, stupa) enclosing his remains would become objects of veneration.
Those devotees who undertook journeys to the repositories or to the four sacred
places for purposes of devotion were to obtain joy and calmness of heart. They were
also assured a favorable future rebirth as a reward for their meritorious action.s7

While these statements are attributed to the Buddha himself, the canonical
scriptures, including the Maha-Pa.Pinibbana Suttanta, were the products of an oral
tradition and did not appear in written form until several centuries after the Bud
dha's demise. It is possible that, after this event, the followers of the Buddha
sought those places associated with major happenings in his life, viewing them as
sacred memorials or "reminders" of his earthly existence. Pilgrimage to sites linked
with charismatic teachers seems to have been a feature of the Hindu tradition in
India prior to the Buddha. Followers and devotees of the Buddha's teachings contin
ued an already-existing practice, which was eventually authorized, explained, and
sanctioned by a canonical text. 8

According to the Mahii-Parinibbana Suttanta (VI, 51-62), the Buddha's remains
were divided into eight parts and distributed to various rulers for enshrinement
after his cremation. During the reign of the Buddhist convert Asoka (274-236 B.C.)
the construction and veneration of these reliquaries became popular, as part of a
proliferation of Buddhist sacred objects in general. These developments accompanied
changes in emphasis within the Buddhist tradition, and the spread of Buddhism through
out the Indian subcontinent and into other parts of Asia. Rather than the quest for
salvation, a stress upon the doctrines of kamma and rebirth appeared in monastic
teachings. Attention was given to the means by which the objectives of the laity
(emotional well-being, favorable rebirth) could be realized. The establishment of
sacred shrines seems to have been one means of satisfying the laity's devotional
needs. Under the auspices of King Asoka, Buddhist missions were dispatched to vari
ous parts of Asia, the seeds of devout Buddhist belief took r9ot, and the new Buddhist
communities required symbolic objects for devotional purposes, objects which embodied
the truthfulness of the newly-acquired conception of reality. A variety of symbolic
Buddhist objects were used to sanctify plots of ground in the mission territories..
Chief among these objects were the alleged relics of the Buddha and their reposi
tories (stupa).
The sacred sites in the mission territories were perhaps symbolic substitutes
for the four holy places of pilgrimage mentioned in the canonical text, in that they
met the needs of devotees who resided at too great a distance from the originals.
In this sense, the relics, remnants of the Buddha's physical person, directly "stand
for" the Buddha himself in the minds of devotees. In addition, the stupa which was

Suttanta V: 16-28 (Rhys Davids translation, Sacred Books of
the East, Volume XI; Oxford, 1881).
8A. Bharati, "Pilgrimage in the Indian Tradition," History of Religions 3:1
(1963), pp. 145-147; S. Dutt, Buddhist Monks and Monasteries of India (London, 1962),
p. 184.
7Maha-Pa_pinibbana

5
intended to enclose his remains represents one of the four sacred places, the spot
where the Buddha passed away.9

In sum, the four sacred places were originally established as memorials that
signified events in the Buddha's life. The diffusion of the faith into other areas
and its introduction to new devotees necessitated the foundation of additional sites
which became sanctified by relics and other symbols of the Buddha. These sites may
have taken on particular importance for devotees within journeying distance. Rahula
has noted that Buddhists in Sri Lanka have viewed the enshrinement of Buddha-relics
as equal to the Buddha's residence in the island. IO The relics may also have been
interpreted as mementoes of the Buddha's purported visit to Sri Lanka, one of the
first places to which Buddhism spread. This interpretation was set forth in the
earliest chronicles of events in the island, such as the Thupavamsa.a11 The monks
who recorded the material in the shrine chronicles also composed commentaries which
contained detailed information on the physical characteristics that enabled one to
distinguish "genuine" Buddha-relics from imitations. The flowering of Theravada
Buddhism in the Thai and Lao kingdoms was accompanied by the transmission not only
of scriptural doctrines but also of the body of lore connected with Buddhist sacred
objects. This material was adapted to new settings. Tales of the Buddha's visits
became associated with local landmarks and were recorded in local scripts to serve
as explanations for the presence
of sacred objects and, by implication, the religion.
_
itself • 12

The story of the That Phanom shrine is an example of this kind of adaptation.
Two themes are expressed in this shrine chronicle. First, the sanctification of
Buddhist territory is conveyed through the visit of the Buddha to the region, and
the later establishment of sacred shrines at various stopping places on his journey.
Not only the founding of the That Phanom shrine is included in the chronicle of
events, but also similar accounts of sacred sites located in various parts of the
region. Second, the emphasis upon Theravada Buddhism as the "state religion" of the
principalities and the legitimation of their rulers as "righteous Buddhist kings" is
revealed both in the Buddha's prophecies about the future prosperity of the region
and the royal sponsorship and support ,of sacred shrines. Thus, the rulers of various
Lao principalities are prominently featured in the That Phanom chronicle. These two
interrelated themes will form the basis for the analysis of its content.

IV

The story of the That Phanom shrine is divided into two sections. The first
section, the "indigenous text" ('Chapters One to Five of this translation), is. con:
cerned with three major events: the Buddha's visit to the region, the enshrinement
of the Breast-bone Relic at Phil Kamphra, and the "first restoration" of the shrine.
The second section (Chapters Six and Seven) focuses upon subsequent restorations of
the shrine and relevant local events from the sixteenth century to the late 1930's.
The sequence of events is chronological, beginning with the Buddha's journey through
the region shortly before his demise. Approximate dates for the major happenings in
the chronicle are presented in Table I (p. 6).
9The other three sacred places, associated with events in the Buddha's life,
and the sacred objects that symbolize these events, are as follows: the birthplace
of the Buddha--footprint; the place where -the Buddha reached nibbana--Bo tree; and
the place where the Buddha preached the first sermon--the "Wheel of the Law."
10 walpola Rahula,

History of Buddhism in Ceylon (Colombo, 1956), p. 58.
11The Ch:r>onicle of the Thupa and the Thupavamsa, pp. 79-81 (this material from
the earlier Sinhalese epic, the Mahavamsa, I: 19ff. ).
12 Damrong, op. cit., pp. 173-174.
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Table 1

Dates for Events in the That Phanom Chronicle
Buddhist
Era

Event

ca.

The Buddha's visit to Sri Gotanura
�
The Buddha's demise

Construction of the That Phanom Reliquary

Restoration of the shrine by Bra�ya
Sumitta Dharma and the five arahants
Reign of Nitaruttharaja and the
destruction of Marukkha-N agara

Nagara
Restor ation of the shrine by Brahya
•
Restoration of the shrine by
Phra Khru Phon Samek

Restoration of the shrine by
Phra Khru Viroc ana Ratanopala
Sources:

aKN, p.
12.
e
UN, VI, 6.

b

PP, p. 113.
f
UN, VII, 11.

c

ca.

Christi an
Era

480 B. C.

80

80

88

480 B. C.

472 B.C.

a

ca. 260

240 B.C.

b

ca. 593

2157

C

d

PP, p. 114; UN, V, 15.

A.D. 50

A.D. 1614

A.D. 1692

A.D. 1901

d

UN, VI, 2

Chapter One deals with the visit to the region by the Buddha Gotama and his

disciple

Ananda. The destination of this a irborne journey is the hill of Phu Kamphra
located in the kingdom of Sri Gotapura (the site of the future That Phanom shrine).
In former times, this hill had been the repository for relics of the Buddhas K aku
s andha, Konagamana, and Kassapa who preceded the Buddha Gotama of the present era.
The Bu ddha receives alms from the ruler of Sri Gotapura and predicts that Theravada
Buddhism will prosper throughout the kingdom in the future. He promises that, after
his demise, the Breast-bone Relic (that hua ok) will be brought from India to be en
shrined at the hill as an object of veneration for both deities and humans. The
adventures of the Buddh a and Anand a in other parts of the region also are described.
The Buddha utters prophecies about the future of the various principalities which he
visits. Upon returning to India, he becomes ill and passes away. The chronicle at
this point dr aws (not always accurately) from mater_ial in the Maha-Parinibbana

Suttanta.
Chapter Two describes the arrival of the Buddha's disciple, Phra M aha Kassapa,

from India and the enshrinement of the Breast-bone Relic (which he has brought with
him) at the site intended by the Buddha. Attention is also given to the establish
ment of several other s acred shrines in the region. However, the construction of
the reliquary for the Breast-bone Relic at Phu Kamphra, which involves the participa
tion of Phra Maha Kassa pa and the five kings, is the centr al topic of this chapter.
In Chapter Three, the celestial deities led by Lord Indr a descend to venerate
the Relic after the roy alty and the monks h ave departed. Sever al of the deities
a dorn the reliquary with images of those who particip ated in the enshrinement.
(The
images on the four sides of the stupa's base can be viewed at the present day. )

Chapter Four is concerned with developments in the various principalities of

the region after the construction of the reliquary has taken place. These events
unfold according to the Bu ddha's prophecy in Chapter One. The Cinderell a-like tale
of Burichan and the founding of C anda puri (Vientiane) is woven into the narr ative,
which centers upon the continuing c areers (expressed in a complex pattern of reincar
nation) of the five kings who sponsored the construction of the reliquary.
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In Chapter Five, these individuals,. in their reincarnated persons, are reunited
as participants in the "first restoration" of the shrine. The reasons for this event
are not immediately clear. The reliquary and the shrine compound may have fallen
into neglect during the intervening years, perhaps due to warfare in the region, and
repairs may have been necessary. The description of the "restoration" often seems
to suggest that the Breast-bone Relic is being enshrined at the site for the second
time, with a new set of sponsors who, nevertheless, are reincarnations of the kings
who participated in the construction of the reliquary. The reader learns that the
chief sponsor, Braoya Sumitta Dhamma, is the reincarnation of the king who presented
alms to the Buddha when the latter visited· Sri Gotapiira. Yet this "restoration" is
also in accordance with the Buddha's prophecy. During the description of the "resto
ration," attention is given to the creation of the local social order: a number of
peasant families are appointed (or seem to volunteer) as "attendants" to look after
the shrine and presumably to sustain through agricultural production a resident
monastic community.

At the end of the chapter, a note on the composition of the That Phanom story
marks the conclusion of the "indigenous text." The subsequent history of the shrine
begins with a brief account of the destruction of Marukkha-Nagara which concludes
this chapter.
·
Chapter Six continues this history with an account of the major events occur
ring in the region from the mid-,sixteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries A.D .·, when
various Lao rulers were the dominant powers in.the area. Royal pilgrimages to That
Phanom and shrine restorations are mentioned. Attention is given to.the biography
of the charismatic monk, Phra Khrii Luang Phon Samek, who sponsors major repairs of
the That Phanom reliquary and becomes interim ruler of the principality of Champassak.
The That Phanom region is convulsed by conflict between rival Lao princes and several
wars between the Lao and the Siamese. The disorder of the period is aptly symbolized
in the-final incident described in the chapter: the inexplicable collapse of a
sacred reliquary into the Mekong River.

Chapter Seven focuses upon events at That Phanom from 1901 to the late 1930's,

when Siam is in effective control of the region. At the beginning .of the century, a
new socio-political order was being imposed in the region by the Siamese government,
which was in the process of incorporating the Lao principalities into.the emerging
modern state of Siam. At the same time, the shrine. of the Breast-bone Relic (which
had fallen into neglect and ruin during the preceding period of warfare) is restored
to its former glory as a regional sacred place. This restoration is undertake� by a
monk, Phra Khrii Virocana Ratanopala, whose talents and skills are not only applied
to the completion of this important project, but are also used to persuade local
people not to join a potentially disruptive millenarian movement in a neighboring
province. The chapter concludes with the arrival of the shrine's guardian deity in
A.D. 1957.

The location of the major place names in the chronicle are indicated on the
map on page x. At this point, brief attention must.be given to the identification
of the principalities mentioned in the first five chapters. The source for these
comments is the prefatory chapter to UN (8th edition, 1969: pp. 3-6) by Phra Deba
Ratanamoli.

,,
Sri Gotapura was situated roughly in the area of present-day Nakhon Phanom

1.
province (Thailand) and adjacent parts of Laos. This is the principality in whose
territory the Breast-bone Relic was enshrined. The capital of Sri Gotapura was
located at the mouth of the Se Bang Fai River, where it empties into the Mekong
directly opposite the present-day town of That Phanom. The ruler who presented alms
to the Buddha dwelled in this capital. After his death, his younger brother Nandasena
ruled the principality for thirteen years, and was one of the participants in the
construction of the reliquary. After Nandasena's death, the capital of the princi
pality was transferred to a site across the Mekong River and to the North of the
shrine. The principality was renamed "Marukkha-Nagara." The destruction of this
capital many years later is described at the end of Chapter Five.
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2 . Cu.fa:YJ,ibrahmadata, according to the Phong�awadan Yonok (Northern Chronicle) ,
was situated in the region comprising the Sibs9ng Chao Tai area of extreme northwest
Vietnam and parts of northern Laos. The ruler of this principality participated in
the construction of the reliquary. His son, Bra�ya Puttacu+a�I , was co-sponsor of
the first shrine "restoration." This principality receives little attention in the
That Phanom chronicle.

Indapapha-Nagara was located to the south of Sri Gotapura , at a distance

equal to that separating the latter and the northerly kingdom of Cu+a�ibrahmadata.
By this reckoning , Indapa1ha-Nagara would be situated somewhere in present-day Cam
bodia. The ruler of this principality also participated in the construction of the
reliquary and his son , who succeeded him as king , was co-sponsor of the first shrine
"restoration. " It is possible that Sri Gotapura and the other principalities to be
identified below were tributary states of Indapatha-Nagara.s1 3 Nevertheless , this
principality is scarcely mentioned in the chronicle.

3.

4. Nang Han Luang was situated in the region of present-day Sakon Nakhon prov
ince (Thailand); its capital was located at the site of the marshy lake (nong) on the
northeastern edge of Sakon Nakhon city. The chronicle refers to the establishment
of several sacred shrines in this principality. Its ruler , Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara ,
was another participant in the construction of the That Phanom reliquary. Nong Han
Luang is featured in the Buddha's prophecy. After the death of Bratya Suvaroabhingara ,
extensive floods in the region forced the inhabitants to migrate to other areas.
Some of these migrants, under the leadership of Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara ' s uncle,
established a principality in the vicinity of present-day Vientiane.
5 , Nang Han N8i was situated just to the southwest of N9ng Han Luang , in the
region of present-day Kumphawapi district , Udon province (Thailand). Bratya
Khamdaeng , its ruler (the younger brother of Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara) , was the fifth
king present at the construction of the reliquary for the Breast-bone Relic. This
principality, in accordance with the Buddha's prophecy , met with the same fate as
N9ng Han Luang. Its inhabitants fled the floods to establish new settlements else
where in the region.

Sri Sattanaga�ahuta and Suvar�abhwni seem to be synonyms for the princi,

pality established in the vicinity of present-day Vientiane by the migrants from
N9ng Han Luang and N§ng Han N9i. Candapuri , making its appearance at a later date ,
originally comprised a royal grant of several villages presented by BraQya Suvar�a
bhingara's uncle to the homely but devout peasant Burichan (Purican) , who was trans
formed by the deities into a handsome prince (cf. Chapter Four, Section Eight).

6.

7. Saketa-Nagara or Roi-Et Pratu was situated in the region of present-day
Roi-Et province (Thailand). It appears from the chronicle that at one time this
principality was one of the most populous and flourishing in the area. The lords of
101 minor states owed tribute and allegiance to its ruler ; Bra�ya Suriyavamsa (hence
the name of the principality : "Roi-Et Pratu" = 11101 gateways"). According to the
chronicle , the disintegration of the principality after the death of Bra�ya Suriya
vamsa resulted from quarrels among the lords of the petty states and the cessation
of tribute payments. Many of the inhabitants migrated to Candapuri and Marukkha
Nagara. After the "first restoration" of the That Phanom shrine, Bral].ya Sumitta
Dharma left Marukkha-Nagara to reside at Roi-Et Pratu. This event seems to signify
the resumption of R9i-Et Pratu's hegemony in the region.
In Chapter Two (section 21) , one of the five kings refers briefly to a
principality named "Kurunda-Na,gara,a" wondering why the ruler of this state was not
present for the enshrinement of the Breast-bone Relic. According to UN and Phra

8.

Phra T'hat Choeng Chum, Changwat Sakon Nakhon [History of the Choeng
Chum Shrine, Sakon Nakhon Province] (Bangkok, 1971) , pp. 3-4 . (See also D. K. Wyatt ,
The Crystal Sands : The Chronicles of Nagara Sri Dharrrmaraja, Ithaca , 1975 , p. 87. ,
1 3.Prawat

n. 9.
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Deba's preface (UN: 4) , Kurunda-Nagara is identified as "Ayodhya or Dvaravati, "
which perhaps may mean the early Mon kingdom of Central Siam. However, no further
mention of it occurs in the chronicle.
V

Both the mundane and supernatural components of the chronicle's narrative are
used to convey two inter-related themes or ideas. The first theme is the sanctifica
tion of Buddhist territory, which associates a region and its inhabitants with a
flourishing Theravada Buddhist tradition. This identification is initially accom
plished by the alleged journey through the region by the founder of the tradition,
his actions during the journey, and th"e mementoes or "reminders" which are left or
promised at various points along the route. In the Theravada Buddhist traditions of
mainland Southeast .Asia there is a b�lief that the Buddha, shortly before his demise,
made an extended journey beyond India for the purpose of "showing mercy toward all
creatures" (Thai: prot sat). 1 4 The That Phanom chronicle, a product of the Lao tra
dition of the middle Mekong region, confines his journey to this particular area, and
generally restricts it to a specific purpose: a vi sit to the site where the Breast
bone Relic will be enshrined. Nevertheless, the Buddha's behavior during his passage
through the area conforms to the idea of a compassionate sojourn in a localized world
of deities, humans, and animals. Thus, at several points, the Buddha promises vari
ous beings relief from their suffering (I: 3, 8) and leaves Footprints as objects
for their meritorious veneration (I: 2, 3, 9 , 16) .

In addition, the Buddha demonstrates his merciful compassion for all beings by
revealing to them the message of the Dhamma which points the way toward the allevia
tion and transcendance of this-worldly suffering. In a sense, the Buddha's journey
may be viewed as a proselytizing mission during which a novel doctrine is communi
cated for the benefit of unenlightened beings. This view is supported by the enc_oun
ter between the Buddha and the hostile nagas who in itially seek to destroy the vis
itor and finally, overawed by his superior power, become humble recipients of the
Teaching. It will be argued below that this encounter symbolizes the neutralization
of chaotic natural forces by a superior moral power. At this point, the pacification
anci "conversion" of these serpent-deities can be viewed in terms of a successful
example of proper missionary activity.

Nevertheless, throughout the narrative there are indications that t.he region,
while possible "virgin territory" for the _sBuddha Gotama's propagating mission, had
been exposed to the "Buddhism" of past eras. During these periods, the relics of
the three Buddhas preceding Gota.ma had been enshrined at Phu Kamphra as objects of
veneration. Furthermore, the behavior of other beings whom the Buddha Gotama encoun
ters on his journey implies a prior familiarity with the idea of an "enlightened
one," if not a direct recognition of the visitor himself. . Thus, the Buddha Gotama ' s
Journey is not that of a foreign missionary carrying a new faith into pristine ter
ritory, but rather fulfills a Jattern established by the Buddhas of previous eras,
legitimizing for the present age a religious tradition which had flourished through
out the region in former times . Just as the three previous Buddhas in turn had vis
ited the area, received alms, and left their mementoes at Phu Kamphra, the Buddha
Gotama does likewise, in accordance with immutable custom (I: 5) .
Besides relieving the sufferings of various beings, through serving as a "field
of merit" for their alms-giving, leaving Footprints as objects of veneration, and
preaching the Dhamma, the omniscient Buddha also makes predictions concerning future
events in the principalities which he visits. These prophecies not only refer to
the future prosperity of these principalities (and by implication the continuing

1 4with regard to the Theravada Buddhist tradition in northern Thailand, see
Sanguan Chotisukkharat, Tamnan Muang Nua [Histories of the Northern Principaliti�s]
(Bangkok, 1965) , pp. 466-467 , 542 .
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vitality of Theravada Buddhism) but also mention natural catastrophe and the migra
t i on of peoples from place t o place ( I : 6, 7 , 9) . There are intimations that this
prosperity will continue after the coming of the future Buddha , Ariya Maitreyya .
Thus , in addit ion to the appearance of the actual Buddha Gotama in the region , his
omniscient facult ies exercised with regard t o future event s in the area and their
expre s s ion in the form o f prophec ies link the founder of the Buddhist tradition with
the principalities i n which Buddhism was established.

Finally, there are the "reminders" of the Buddha ' s visit which are visible
signposts of Buddhist territory and objects of veneration for its inhabitantas . The
Footprints are direct impress ions of the Buddha ' s physical presenc e , while the Rel i c s
are the remnants of the Buddha ' s physical person after h i s cremat i on . The former are
direct evidence of the Buddha ' s vi sit , the latter are brought t o the region by the
spiritual inheritor of the Buddha ' s teaching . With regard to the Relic at That
Phanom, the Buddha designates the exact portion o f the body (the breast-bone ) which
is to bec ome the object of venerat ion , and gives specific instructions t o his disci
ple Bra� Maha Kassapa concerning its transfer t o the site ( I : 6 , 12 ) . Thu s , the
association between the Buddha and the place where his t eaching takes root i s further
emphasized by means of a specified portion of the Buddha-person and his own word s .

There i s also the linguistic affinity between the Buddha ' s personal name
( Gotama ) and the kingdom i n which the Breast-bone Relic is to be established (Gota
pura) ( I ; 5). Yet Lord Indra ' s statement that the heavenly beings will refer to the
principality by the Buddha ' s personal name i s intended to honor the ruler of that
princ ipality . This observation brings us t o the second major theme of the chronicle :
the legitimation of the righteous ruler who is responsible for the administration
and control of the sanctified Buddhist territory, its inhabitants and its Buddhist
institutionsa.

The rulers of traditional South and Southeast Asian Theravada Buddhist states
patterned their behavior and legitimized their authority with reference to an ideal
of kingship which was derived from canonical scripture . 1 5 The ideal ruler was the
universal "wheel-turning" monarch (cakkavatti), the righteous king who brings the
world under the Wheel of the Dhamma (dhamma-cakka). The historical model of the
righteous ruler was the Buddhist king Asoka, whose patronage of Buddhism after his
victorious conquests contributed to it s florescence in the Indian subc ontinent and
its spread into other areasa. While the status o f the virtuous Buddhist monarch was
cloaked with notions of divinity, and many rulers considered themselves t o be incip
ient Buddha s , Asoka and his imitators were never "high priests" or the leaders of
organized cult s . They were instead the foremost "defenders o f the fait h , " supporters
of its institution s .
The righteous monarch owed his high status t o the merit he had obtained in past
exist enc e s . He justified this status (and accumulated additional merit ) by as suming
responsaibility for the material and spiritual well-being of his subjectas . Proper
royal conduct not only encompassed the organization of material resources and mea
sures for defens e , but also the performance of meritorious actions such as temporary
ordination in the monastic order , and the support of clergy, temple s , and sacred
shrines. The observance of Buddhist behavioral norms and the support of Buddhi st
institutions was considered essential both for the legitimacy of the monarch ' s reign
and the prosperity of the domain over which he ruleda.16

Sacred Buddhist obj ects , such as the alleged relics of the Buddha , were impor
tant to rulers with aspirations toward the Asokan ideala. The presence of a relic
within a domain was an indication that the territory and its inhabitants were
1 5Aggana

Sutta and Cakkavatti Sutta (Digha-Nikaya, in Dialogues of the Buddha,

Volume III ; London , 1921 ) .

1 6Dhani Nivata, "The Old Siamese Conception of the Monarchy , " in

Selected Arti

cles from the Siam Society Journal, vol. II ( Bangkok , 1954 [orig. pub . 1947 J ) , pp .
160-17 5 .
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Buddhist. The monarch was responsible fqr the enshrinement of the relic, and the
administration and material support of the shrine and its resident clergy. These
actions weres·undertaken in order to increase the ruler's own store of m�rit and to
satisfy the merit-seeking devotions of his subjects. Active resp?nsibility of this
sort further gilded the image of the pious Buddhist king and legitimized his right
to rule. In addition to the legitimation of royal authority, a sacred object located
in or near the royal capital was popularly believed to ensure the prosperity of the
kingdom and its inhabitants. Thu s , possession of or access to a Buddha-relic was
advantageous to the ambitious power-holder or power-seeker.s1 7 Support of a sacred
shrine (housing a portion of the Buddha-person) was as important a s the patronage of
the Sangha (the Buddha's spiritual descendants).

This association between a sacred object, the prosperity o_f a kingdom, and the
legitimacy of its ru_ler, appears throughout the That Phanom chronicle. The Breast
bone Relic enshrined at Phu Ka.mphra, and the Footprint s elsewhere, are visible indi
cations that the Buddha's teachings will be accepted by the inha�itants of the region
and will in the long run contribute to their well-being. · However , in the Buddha's
prophecies, there is an emphasis upon the active role of kings in supporting the
institutions of Buddhism (I: 6 , 7; 9 ) . Among these individuals mentioned in the
chronicle, there is the ruler , of Sri Gotapura, where the Breast-bone Relic is enshrined. Even though Bra�ya Sri Gotapura only briefly figures in the action of the
narrative (I: 6), he is nevertheless the principal royal character of the story. It
will be necessary at this point to trace out his career, as it is indirectly mani
fested in the narrative .

In Chapter Two (11) , Bra� Maha Kas sapa relates that Braoya Sri Gotapura, in an
earlier existence, had violated a major Buddhist precept by taking the lives of an·i
mals (albeit in indirect fashion). As a result of the demerit arising from these
acts (depriving young animals of nurturant parents), during a subsequent existence
he was .an orphan without wife, chi_ldren, or friends to ass�age his loneliness. At
that time he vowed that in a future existence he would enshrine a Buddha-relic at
the "hill of the orphan" (Phu Kamphra), where relics of three Buddhas had been de
posited. This statement can be interpreted to mean a promise to dedicate himself to
a meritorious career leading ultimately to salvation, a path which would involve the
active support of Buddhist teachings and institutions.
,

of the Buddha ' s visit, this individual had been reincarnated as
At the time
,
the ruler of Sri Gotapura. The text suggests that, prior to this incarnation, the
"unfortunate orphan" had been a righteous Buddhist ruler on two previous occasions,
1ue to his pious observance of the precepts and the proper kingly virtues. BraQya
Sri Gotapura performs the supremely meritorious act of presenting alms-food to the
living Buddha. Moved by this act, the king vows to become a Buddha himself in a
future existence (I: 4 ) .

At this point, Bragya Sri Gotapura disappears from the narrative. For unex.
plained reasons (perhaps the vagaries of accumulated demerit) the monarch has passed
away to be replaced by his younger brother. Nandasena. Thus, he i s not present during
the enshrinement of the Breast-bone Relic at Phu Kamphra, sponsorship being assumed
by his brother and the four rulers of neighboring principalities (II: 13-19). Lord
Indra later informs the artisan-deity Visvakarman that Brahya
Sri Gotapura has been
•
reincarnated as BraI:1ya Suriyava.msa, the righteous king of the neighboring principality of Roi-Et Pratu (III: 4 ) . This king in turn is reincarnated as Bratya Sumitta
Dharma, the ruler of Marukkha-Nagara (formerly Sri Gotapura) (IV: 6) (cf. page 14).
With the death of Suriyavamsa and the birth and reign of Sumitta Dharma, the princi
pality of Roi-Et Pratu disintegrates and the kingdom of Marukkha-Nagara becomes domi
Sri Gotapura, as Sumitta Dharma, is once
nant in the region (IV: 7 ) . Thus, Brahya
•

,

1 7 Both Indian and Sinhalese princes fought for posses sion of the celebrated

Tooth-Relic of the Buddha, since the individual with the sacred object at hand was
more likely to command public support (Rahula, op. cit.t, p . 280) .
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again ruler of the principality i n which the Breast-bone Relic i s locateda. After
two hundred year s , he has the opportunity to fulfill his vow of "enshrining" the
Relic by sponsoring the "first restorat ion" of the reliquary . He i s assisted by his
younger brother from an earlier existence (at this time his "son " ) and the four
rulers who installed the Reli c , all of whom are now monks ( V : 5-11 ) .

After this meritorious deed has been complet ed , Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma sponsors
the construction of another reliquary shrine ( V : 12 ) , and transfers his royal resi
dence to Roi-Et Pratu , an event which seems to indicate an expansion and consolida
tion of thi s ruler ' s power and authority ( V : 13 ) . After a long and virtuous rul e ,
Sumitta Dharma passes away to be reborn a s a "holy man" in Indi a , residing in the
forests of the Himalayas and presumably further along the path to Buddha-hood and
ultimate salvat ion ( V : 13 ) .

The career of this monarch, as presented i n the That Phanom chronicle , does not
rival the pious deeds and martial exploits o f the Sinhalese hero-king Dutthaga.mani ,
Nevertheless , there are indications throughout
the chief figure i n the Thupavamsa.
�
the narrative that Bra�ya Sri Gotapura/Suriyava.msa/Sumitta Dharma i s intended to be
a Lao version of the "righteous wheel-turning monarch . " In addition to Lord Indra ' s
pun on the names of the Buddha and the king ( I : 5 ; III : 4 ) , the chief of the heavenly
realm i nforms Visvakarman that the deit ies must watch over the monarch in all of h i s
existence s , because he i s destined t o b e the supporter of the faith and a future
Buddha ( III : 4 ) . Bra9 Maha Kassapa tellsathe four kings that the Buddha has sent
,
his Breast-bone Relic to be enshrined at Sri Gotapura because he views its ruler as
his own breast-bone, as a pa.rt of his very being. This statement i s int erpret ed to
mean that Br�ya Sri Gotapura i s the "seed of a line of future Buddhas , " i . e . , an
embryo Buddha himself ( I I : 11 ) . This phrase is repeated by the Brahmans as they not e
the wondrous features of the child who will become Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma ( IV : 6).
The king , in this reincarnat ion , i s frequently assoc iated with images of power ,
piety, and material wealth ( IV : 10-12 ; V : 6-7 ) . Finally, the entaire career of this
ruler , in his various incarnat ions , i s foretold by the Buddha during his visit , and
i s linked with the enshrinement of the Relic ( I : 6; V : 4). Bra9ya Sumitta Dharma ,
then , is the chief person in the chronicle to be described in terms of the Ashokan
ideal. 18

The other rulers who f igure i n the "indigenous text" also conform i n varying
degrees to this ideala. Most notable i n this respect i s Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara , ruler
of N9ng Han Luang , who presents alms to the Buddha , sponsors the construction of a
sacred shrine i n his own principalit y , and part ic ipat es in the enshrinement of the
Breast-bone Relic ( I : 9-1 1 ; II : 14 ) . Burichan, the only "commoner" to be princ ipally
f eatured in the story, behaves like a virtuous king even before he i s transformed
into the founder of Candapuri , i . e . a, by providing food for the village monks and
assisting his fellow villagers in their subsistence activities ( IV : 8 ) . In the sub
sequent history of the shr ine, various Lao kings demopstrate their capac ities for
merit-making (VI: 1-3 , 11-12 ) . Finally, elements of proper royal conduct are re
flected i n the behavior of King Chulalongkorn ' s representatives who visit the That
Phanom shrine whi l e overseeing governmental reform i n the region (VII : 11 ) .

The sanctification . of Buddhist territory ( symbolized by the Buddha ' s visit and
the enshrinement of a Buddha-relic ) and the legit imation i n Buddhist terms of its

1 8 According to the chronicle , the "indigenous text" was committed t o writing by

Brahya Sumitta Dharma himself and by the five monks who were pres ent at the "first
restoration" ( V : 14 ) . However , it seems that the anonymous monks who probably accom
plished this task were interested in "explaining" the origins of the shrine i n refer
ence to two important developme�ts i n the hi story of Buddhi sm : the lifet ime of the
Buddha Gotama, and the missions to Southeast As ia sponsored by King Asoka (the "first
restorat ion" allegedly taking place during the period of the latter ) . This "expla
nat ion" drew upon local oral tradition concerning the past rulers of various princi
palities of the region . This hypothesis about the origins of the "indigenous text " a·
i s purely speculat ivea.
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righteous ruler (expressed in the emphasis on pious deeds) form the basis for the
establishment and maintenance of a moral socio-political order, a society in which
Theravada Buddhism in effect becomes the "state religion." In the narrative, these
themes are worked out through a comp�ex set of linkages involving the Buddha (the .
founder of the tradition), the Relic (whose enshrinement symbolizes the establishment
of the tradition), monks (those who transmit the tradition and best ·realize its
teachings), and kings (the laity most able to provide material support for the cler
gy). These connections, as realized in the first five chapters of the chronicle,
are diagrammatically presented on the following page.
Three principal events occur at the site of the present-day shrine.

,,. .
1. The Buddha's visit, at which time he receives alms-food from Braqya- Sri
Gotapura and telepathically instructs his disciple, Bra� Maha Kassapa , to bring the
Breast-bone Relic to the site after the cremation.

2. The enshrinement of the Relic. Bra�ya �ri Gotapura has been replaced by
his younger brother and successor Brahya Nandasena. Four kings of nearby principali
ties also co-sponsor this event, chief among them BraQya Suvar�abhingara, who fed the
Buddha during the latter's visit. Also present are Bra� Maha Kassapa and five hun
dred arahants ("enlightened ones"), who return to India to convene the First Buddhist
Synod after the enshrinement has been completed (II: 20).

3. The "first restoration" of the shrine and "re-installation" of the Relic.
At this time, Bra9ya �ri Gotapura, reincarnated as Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma, is able to
fulfill his vow to sponsor the enshrinement of a sacred relic. Also present are the
descendants of the rulers of Cu+a�i and Indapa�ha-Nagara, who were co-sponsors of
All of these sponsors have been reincarnated as
the construction of the reliquary.
the monks who are present at the "first restoration."
The participants in these three events in turn are linked together in terms of
three principles of relationship.

1. Personal encounters with the Buddha. Bral}ya �ri Gotapura and Braqya
Suvar1:abhingara present alms to the Buddha, and receive the Dhamma directly from the
Buddha's lips. Bra� Maha Kassapa has been ordained by the Buddha and receives in
structions from him concerning the disposal of the Relic .

2. The "path of reincarnation." Bra�ya Sri Gotapura is reincarnated first as
BralJ.ya Suriyavamsa , then as BraJ:iya Sumitta Dharma. His younger brother Nandasena is
Suriyavamsa, is left an orphan shortly thereafter, bereborn as the son of Brahya
•
comes ordained as the monk Sankhavijja Thera, and is "re-united" with his parents
(from the previous existence) shortly before the "first restoration" of the shrine.
The other four rulers who were present at the enshrinement of the Relic are reincar
nated as royal princes who become monks, among them BralJ.ya Survar1:abhingara, the
only one of the four who personally encountered the Buddh�.

3. The ordination "line of descent" (the transmission of the Dhamma and the
tradition of Buddhist meditation practice). This path can be traced from the Buddha
to Brah. Maha Kassapa, to the "guardians" of the Three Gems (IV: 13), and finally to
the five princely monks (IV: 14) . All of these spiritual heirs of the Buddha are
arahants, fully-enlightened ones who lack only the supernatural and extraordinary
physical characteristics of a Buddha.
In this fashion, the Three Gems (Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha), the Buddha-relic,
and righteous royal authority are woven together into the structure of events in the
chronicle, with reference to a particular ideal type of Theravada Buddhist society.
While these elements are used to suggest the stable, enduring capacity of such a
societ y , one learns from the chronicle that Buddhist kingdoms are subject to the
fluctuations of historical events. Principalities prosper and decline; floods, war
fare, and migrations occur. How are these events treated, with regard t o the two
themes of the chronicle?
The That Phanom chronicle communicates more than an "explanation" for the ori
gin of a particular sacred place and, by extension, the introduction and development
•·
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of Theravada Buddhism as a "state re:J..igion" within a particular region. It also ex
presses a concern with the problem of dealing with the unpredictable contingent fac
tors that bear upon human and social experience. This concern is manifested in its
attempt to impose a sense of meaningful order upon chaotic phenomena, to explain
disorder in terms of some k1nd of orderly framework.
This framework, derived from the· Theravada Buddhist tradition, is inspired by
an ideal model of human society. Such a society is a stable entity whose maintenance
rests with a powerful and virtuous monarch. This ruler ensures the prosperity of
clergy and laity through observance of the Buddhist moral norms , concern for the
well-being of his subjects, and the support of Buddhist institutions. The members
of the clergy, each bent toward individual salvation, are collectively involved in
transmitting the tradition and in meeting the devotional needs of the laity, who in
turn generate the economic wealth which assures the continuance of the society.
At the level of Theravada Buddhist !'ultimate reality," this ideal society, as
an enduring entity, is basically an illusion. All material objects, beings , states
of mind, and societies are subject to the operation of impartial universal laws of
cause-and-effect which govern the impermanence and insubstantiality of existence.
Righteous kings and their domains are not exempt from these laws. Only the indivi
dual achievement of world-transcending salvation offers release from this all-encom
passing condition.

At the level of "empirical reality," a number of contingent factors threaten
the continuity of the ideal society. Rulers may appear virtuous, but they also at
tempt to monopolize the use of force within their domains. The uncontrolled exercise
of this force, along with efforts to extend this capacity into neighboring realms,
may unleash disruptive forces in the form of rebellious subjects or hostile rivals
for power. The well-being of the people is further menaced by uncontrollable natural
phenomena, such as floods or drought. A viable social order is a fragile construc
ti'on which may be undermined by unpredictable human and natural forces.

Nevertheless, in the midst of an ambiguous universe of contingency and poten
tial disorder, the members of a society must construct and maintain an image of that
society which provides a base of meaning for its collective endeavors. The construc
tion of such an image often finds expression in myth. Clarifying the image of an
ideal Buddhist society is the task of the That Phanom shrine chronicle. Attempts to
control the chaotic features of experience, as well as to interpret these phenomena
in meaningful terms, are derived from this image of social order.

The chief representatives of disorder (in the form of capricious natural
forces) are the nagas or serpent-deities. These beings are the localized guardians
of lakes, ponds, and rivers, the sources of the energy which ensures the fertility
of life-sustaining crops. By extension, the nagas are the indigenous protectors of
the soil and those who cultivate it. Their behavior is depicted in the chronicle as
capricious and unpredictable. They may engage in unprovoked physical aggression (I:
13-14), or cause floods and destroy crops for no apparent reason (IV: 2, 8). Their
power must be sat'isfactorily harnessed for socially benevolent purposes. In the
chronicle, the vehicle for this task is the superior moral force· of Theravada Bud
dhism.

The control and incorporation of unpredictable indigenous natural forces by
Theravada Buddhism are symbolized in the taming and "conversion" of the hostile nagas
by the Buddha (I : .14-15). The Buddha releases them from the "sickness" which fueled
their aggression, and persuades them to replace their hostility towards humans with
kindness and compassion. In addition to this pacification of potentially disorderly
natural forces, this incident represents the incorporation of "animistic" symbols and
beliefs (centered upon localized agricultural fertility cults) into the salvation
oriented religious scheme of Theravada Buddhism.
The capricious actions of serpent-deities (and other "guardian spirits" of
nature) are made more predictable in benevolent terms when placed within the meaning
ful framework of a Buddhist moral order. Thus, the nagas offer their assistance to
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individuals such as Burichan who treat them with respect and compassion, and who conform to proper Buddhist norms of behavior ( IV : 8 ) . Similarly, in the midst of a
tumultuous polit ical situation, the local deities at That Phanom exercise the guar
dianship of the ruined shrine, showing favor only to the meritorious individual who
will restore it to its former prominence (VII: 1-4)t. Finally, just as the serpent
king Muchalinda shielded the meditating Buddha from the elements and transformed him
self into a venerat ing youth, so the serpent-deity from the Himalayas becomes the
chief guardian of the Buddha ' s Relic and shrine community at That Phanom (VII: 13) .t1 9
The protectors of the natural environment have been converted into guardians of Bud
dhist institutions as we1 1 . t2 0

Other potentially disruptive forces are represented in the chronicle by the
actions of human beings who are motivated by individual craving or some inexplicable
perver sity. Such actions, depart ing from Buddhist normst, are threats to a stable
moral order. The most vivid example of the violation of proper royal behavior ( and
its contsequences) is provided by the "bad king" Ni"t:arut"t,hara.j a , whose failure to re
spect the Three Gems and support the shrine clergy brings catastrophe to his kingdom
(triggered by the consumption of an "unnatural" water-creature) (V : 15). (Those
residents with a favorable store o f merit from past existences have their lives
spared, however ; similarly, the embeztzlement of shrine funds brings on dire conse
quences only for the culprit ; cf. VII : 10.) The desires of rulers for power lead
them to engage in warfare which devastates their principalities (VI : 10, 13-14).
Finally, sexual desire impedes the construction of a reliquary and causes dis sension
among the villagers who wish to make merit (II : 1). (Nevertheless, the fulfillment
of sexual desire may be granted to those who observe proper moral norms; cf. IV : 8. )

These actions are the result of individual craving or "thirst , " which must be
held in check in order to increase individual chances for salvation and.tto guarantee
the functioning o f an ideal social order. The disruptive contsequences of such ac
tions can be explained in terms of karmic causality. In addition, these consequences
may be nullified and neutralized by those representatives and symbols of moral order
in the Theravada Buddhist tradition.

In the chronicle , the representat ives of order who perform this funct ion are
the Buddha and his spiritual descendant s , the monks. These individuals seek salva
tion by renouncing the chaos of the human world, yet find themselves actively im�
mersed in this world as t argets for merit, sources of compassion, and restorers of
order. The Buddha i s the dominant figure in the first chapter, interact ing with
heavenly deities, serpent guardian-spirits, human beings, and animals. He pacifies
and converts the troublesome serpents, preaches to and provides merit for pious
kings. He predicts both the future prosperity and temporary declines of the various
principalitties. Disequilibrium and o rder, the ingredient s of social experience, are
encompassed in the prophecies of the Buddha ( I : 1 , 7 , 9).

In the second chapter of the "indigenous text,"'tBral) Malia Kassapa, the Buddha ' s
disciple, performs the role of the representative of order. First, he provides con
tinuity between the local setting and the Buddha by serving as the agent for the
arrival of the Relic at Phu Karnphra. Second, he acts as mediator, peace-maker,
"explainer," in calming the anger of Bral}ya. Suvar:r:iabhingara, and assisting the chas
tened village women in their merit-making ( I I : 3, 7 ) ; by encouraging amity among the
five king s , informing them of their collective meritorious deeds in the future (II :
10-13). Finally, he and his followers are the r itual leaders of the consecration
ceremony at the enshrinement of the Relic , as well as a respectful audience for the
vows of the royal sponsors (II: 19-20) (these roles are performed in turn by the five
rulers in their reincarnations as monks at the "first restoration"; c f . V : 10).
1 9 For

the tale of Muchalinda and the Buddha, cf. Mahavagga I, 3.

2 0The deities in the Tavattimsa heaven (of Hindu origin) are depicted as part
of the Buddhist moral order, as supporters of Buddhism. Thus, Lord Indra assists the
Buddha , while the lesser deities decorate the shrine and provide choruses of approval
for the performance of pious deeds (V : 6).
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In those chapters which follow the "indigenous text, "-two monks are depicted
as representatives of Buddhist moral order. Phra Khru Phon Samek, incurring the
jealousy of a "bad king," flees a potentially disruptive sit�ation, makes merit at
the That Phanom shrine, becomes a source.of merit for a variety of peoples during
his journey, and re-establishes order at the kingdom of Champai3sak u,ntil t he - risk to
his
monastic vocation compels him to pass the reins to a "good" Buddhist -king (VI :
7
5 ). 2 1 . Phra Khru Virocana, the resourceful architect, restores the dilapidated
shrine, removes the disorder of its neglected compound, and wins the assistance of a
fearful and indifferent local populace (VII: 1-8). Furthermore, he dissuades the
local people from becoming overly involved in a millenarian movement (with its over
turning of the categories of nature) , and takes advantage of the movement's immediate
consequences for the completion of his meritorious task (VII : 6). These actions in
the moral-religious realm parallel similar actions in the political realm: the
restoration of order to the strife-ridden Lao principalities t hrough their incorpora
tion into the Siamese nation-state.

This observation brings us once again to the symbols of socio-political order
expressed in the two themes of the chronicle : the righteous Buddhist ruler and the
sacred Buddhist shrine. While the world-renouncing monks may perform important tasks
in restoring equilibrium to a system that is momentarily shaken by human events, the
righteous king provides material sustenance for the monastic community and adminis
ters the society of which both monks and laity form a part. The sacred relic, the
"representative" of Buddhism enshrined at a sacred place, is associated with the
prosperity of a society and the legitimation of its ruler's authority, if this ruler
observes the Buddhist precepts and exhibits the kingly virtues in the exercise of
his power. In addition, the sacred shrine locally is the cosmological center of a
Buddhist universe, as conceived by adherents of the Lao Theravada Buddhist tradition:
a center for the devotions and attentions of guardian spirits, laity, clergy, kings,
and heavenly deities.

In drawing upon myth and legend rather than empirically-verifiable past events,
those responsible for shrine chronicles show their concern for the legitimacy of the
society to which t hey belong, and their efforts to give meaning to the ambivalent
nature of human experience. These concerns, transcending an account of the origins
of a particular shrine, are presented in terms of the interrelationships between the
Buddha, his relics, deities, kings, and monks. Many of the incidents and motifs in
the That Phanom chronicle (e.g., the Buddha's visits, the "miracles" of Buddha
relics, the decoration of shrines by heavenly deities, etc. ) can be found· in other
representatives of the "shrine chronicle" genre, and simila; examples of "Buddhist
nationalist" literature such as the Sinhalese Maha:vainsa and Thupavainsa. There is no
space here for a comparison between the That Phanom chronicle and its Sinhalese
predecessors. However, these latter works and others of the genre may perhaps be
usefully analyzed in terms of the themes and messages communicated in the That Phanom
chronicle. The tradition of Theravada Buddhist historiography (relying upon myth
more than history) from which these works spring may be viewed in terms of the reduc
tion of chaotic social experience into orderly and comprehensible terms.

Khru Phon Samek became an interim ruler because of an "unnatural" occur
rence: Nang Phao, the queen who �ounded the principality of Champassak, gave birth
to a child out of wedlock, thus incurring the displeasure of the local deities. C.
Archaimbault, The New Year Ceremony at Basak (South Laos) (Ithaca, 1971), pp. 1-2, 25. .
2 1 Phra

THE CHRONICLE OF THE THAT PHANOM RELIC

CHAPTERt·tONE
IN THE TIME OF THE BUDDHA
Once upon a t ime, when the Buddha was living in contentment at the Jetavana
monastery , [his disciple ] Ananda brought him water and "teeth-cleaning sticks" 1
shortly after daybreak . When the Buddha had completed his ablutions, he reflected
upon the three Buddhas 2 who had achieved nibbana, and whose relics had been enshrined
at the hill of Kapa�agiri in the principality of Sri Gotapurat. He put on a robe
whose bright color resembled the rays of early morning sunlight . . t. and, with alms
bowl in hand , turned his face to the eastt. Ananda followed the Buddha on his air
borne j ourney.
1.

A Stop at N9ng Khan Thae Sila Nam (Vient iane)t3

They first
set down at D9n K9n Nao 4 and came to the edge of N9ng Khan Thae Sua
._
Nam. At Phon Chik Viang Nguat, south of the mouth of Ku Kham creek, the Buddha observed a small crocodile stick out it s tonguet. The Buddha opened his mouth as if to
reveal his thought s . Ananda asked the Buddha what circumstance prompted him to
speak. The Buddha replied with a prophecy concerning a future principality [to be
establitshed at this site]. This principality would [alternately ] decline and pros
per , with both elites and common folk enduring various conditions, according to the
omen of the small crocodile which stuck out its tongue.t5
2.

The Origins of the Phang Ph9n Reliquary and
the Footprint at Phon Chan

The Buddha then proceeded from Nong Khan Thae Sua Nam to Phon Chik Viang Ngua.
Bra0ya Pabbharanaga 6 was trantsformed into a white-robed elder [ta pha khaoJ who ca.me
V

1Mai

si fan:

probably slender _roots of cinnamon, bete l , or similar plants,
pieces of which are used for polishing teeth, removing food particles, etct. The
translator has observed elderly monks in northeastern Thailand cleaning their teeth
with these objectst.
2 Although

there were twenty-four Buddhas who preceded the Buddha Gota.ma of the
present era (cf. Khuddaka-Nikaya: Buddhavamsa ) , Theravada Buddhist myths concerning
sacred objects most often refer to Gota.ma ' s three immediate precedessors: Kakusandha,
Konaka.manat, and Kassapat.
3 "Nong"

refers to a marshy lake or pondt. This one supposedly i s located north
of . Vient iane, Laos . For the meaning of its name, see Chapter Four , section eight.
4 "Don"

refers to high ground which is not subject to inundation during floods.
In most Thai and Lao myths about the Buddha ' s airborne journeys to various places,
the Buddha first lands upon mountain s , hills, or plots of high groun d .
5According t o the account in KN (p . 6), this omen signifies that the inhabi
tants of the future (also unnamed ) principality, because of their violent and quar
relsome behavior , will experience a decline in their fortunes which will continue
for five thousand years.
6 The name of a local naga ( serpent ) deity. Serpent deities inhabit lakes,
pond s , and streams, and are territorial guard ians which guarantee the fertility of
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to present alms to the Buddha in the shade of a Bo tree at Phu Khao Luang.7 [In re
the Buddha gave a robe to the naga� then went to have his mid-day meal at Woen
turn],
.
Lot.s People .have called that spot Woen Phen 8 ever since.

A naga lord named Sukhahatthinaga was transformed into a bull elephant carrying
a flower in its trunk who came to request that the Buddha leave a Footprint [as an
object of veneration ]. The Buddha made an imprint of his foot upon the surfac� of a
rock near the edge of the Chua river.s9 The elephant trumpeted loudly, bowed down to
the Buddha with its trunk above its head, then fled into the forest.
3.

The Origin of the Buddha ' s Footprint at Woen Pla

The Buddha then proceeded toward the principality of Sri Gotapura. On the way,
he came to the residence of a "fish lord" Cphraya pla J a. This "fish lord," upon see
ing the glory of the Buddha, approached him, followed by its attendants. The Buddha
opened his mouth as i f to reveal his thoughts. Ananda asked the Buddha what circum
stance prompted him to speak. The Buddha replied, "In this stream I see a fish lord
followed by his attendants. This fish lo;r-ds· was formerly a man who had been ordained
as a monk during the time of ;the Buddha Kassapa. Once upon a time , he came to this
stream and broke off a leaf in order to filter his drinking water, wi�hout feeling
any misgiving. At the time of his death, doubt concern ing the karmic effects of this
deed caused him to be reborn as a fish here in order to endure its consequences.
When it sees sunlight and hears the sound of bells, drums, and gongs, the fish lord
habitually emerges from its habitat. Because it has in former existences experienced
the state of feeling which arises from the perception of forms, the state of feeling
associated with the insight into truth, and will eventually realize the
,. supreme wisdom, this fish lord will live a long life, until the bodhisatva Bra� Sri Ariya
Mettraiya appears as a Lord Buddha.IO At that time, the fish lord will be reborn as
a man who will become an ordained disciple of the Buddha Mettraiya." When the fish
lord heard this prophecy of the Buddha, he was overjoyed, �nd requested that a Foot
print be left [as an object of veneration ]. The Buddha complied with a show of com
passion, and left an imprint of his foot upon a rock outcrop in the water. Everyone
has called this Phra Bat Woen Fla ever since. 1 1

4 . The Arrival at .Doi Kapa�agiri (Phu Kamphra, That Phanom)

The Buddha then continued his airborne journey to the hill of Kapa9agiri, i.e. ,
Phu Kamphra. 1 2 That night, Visvakarman [the artisan-deity of the gods] came down to

the soil and the protection of local residents. Encounters between the Buddha and
these localized deities (both friendly and hostile) recur throughout this first chap
ter. These creatures also reappear in later chapters.
7 This

hill (phu khao ) was the residence of the "naga lord," and is the site of
the present-day Bang Phon shrine, SI Chiang Mai district, Nong Khai province, Thai
land. It should be noted that the Buddha achieved nibbana while meditating under
the branches of a Bo tree (Ficus religjosa).
8From ahan phen, · "to eat (sacerdotal verb) the mid-day meal. " "Woen" refers
to either a "whirlpool" or a "deep pool" in a stream.
9 1ocated

in Phon Phisai district, Nong Khai province, Thailand.

1 0 According to Theravada Buddhist conceptions of histor y , the future Buddha,

Ariya Mettraiya, will make his appearance five thousand years after the birth of the
Buddha Gotama.

1 1 "The Buddha's Footprint at the Fish Pool," located in Muang district, Nakhon

Phanom province, Thailand.

1 2At the present day, this "hill" is a plot of ground 2½ meters
_s higher tban the

surrounding area.
section 11.

For the meaning of kamphra (Pali: kapa1J,agiria) , see Chapter Two,
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attend the Buddha until daybreak. At dawn, the Buddha put on his robest, suspended
his alms-bowl from a branch on the west side of a Bo tree, and went to a nearby
stream to cleanse his feet. The royal seat of Lord Indra became as hard as rock. 1 3
Upon not icing this, Lord Indra descended into the forests of the Himalayas to fetch
water from Lake Anotattat1 4 and "teeth-cleaning sticks" for the Buddha. The Buddha
f inished his ablutions. Taking his alms-bowl and turning his face to the east, he
went to a saZ treet1 5 and sat down to rest against its trunk. He looked toward Sri
Gotapura, where he would go to receive alms.
_,.

At that t ime, the ruler of Sri Gotapura was a person who had observed the reli
gious precepts and duties to a great degree. This behavior had enabled him to reign
over a principality of the Ja.mbudvipa for a third time, in order to illuminate the
religion of the Buddhas. 1 6 Thus he was called the lord of SrI Gotapiira. This lord,
upon seeing the Buddha approach [the capital], invited him to receive alms at the
palace.
_,.

After the Buddha had received alms, he gave his alms-bowl to Brahya
Sri Gotapura
•
and returned to the saZ tree. When the king had received the alms-bowl from the
Buddha, he raised it above his head . . . and took it f illed with food to present to
the Buddha at his resting-place. The Buddha received
the alms-bowl and returned
_,. ...
- observed the Buddha proSri
Gotapura
through the air to Phu Kamphra. When Brahya
•
ceeding airborne in this manner, he joyfully raised his clasped hands and gazed after
him until he had passed out of sight, vowing to become a Buddha himself [ in a future
existence]. Then he returned to his palace.
5.

Consideration of Phu Kamphra and SrI Gotapiira

When the Buddha knew the reasons for Bra�ya Sri Gotapura ' s actions, he ad
dressed Lord Indrat: "Lord Indra, for what reason have I come here to spend one night
at this spot ? " Lord Indra replied : "You have come here because of the three pre
vious Buddhas, Kakusandha, Konakamana, and Kassapa. After these three Buddhas had
passed away, the arahantst1 7 had conveyed the relics of all three to be enshrined here
at Phu Kamphra, in order to serve as objects of venerattion and worship for all gods
and human beings in the future. This is a custom for all successive Buddhas, to be
observed w ithout fail.

"Since the Buddha has consumed alms-food presented to him by
. Sri
,. Brahya
piira, Lord Indra and all brahmans, deit ies, and angels will call Sri Gotapiira
name used by the people) ' Sri Gotamo,t' because of the Buddha ' s name 'Gotama,'
conferring a suitable honor and benedtiction upon Brar:ya Sri Gotapura." After
words of Lord Indra , the Buddha was silent.

Gota(the
thus
these

1 3 rn popular Thai and Lao folk l iterature, the royal seat of Lord Indra (the
chief of the deities) is normally a luxurious couch upon which the deity reclines at
ease. However, whenever a great "hero" is in trouble and requires d ivine assistance ,
the couch becomes hard and unyielding, prompt ing the deity into action. Cf. Phra
Maha Sathianphong Phunnawannano : "Huang khong Phra in [Tales of Lord Indra ]," in
Ru Samai Ni Lok Man Iang [The Contemporary World Is Out-of-Joint] (Bangkok, 1972 ) ,
pp. 234-244.
1 4According to Theravada Buddhist cosmology, Anotatta is one of the seven lakes
in the Himalayas, at the base of Mt. Meru, the center of the universe.
1 5 Presently the site of the shrine of Phra That Ing Hang, located 13 kilometers
east of Savannakhet, Laost.
1

6The term "Jambudvipa" here probably means "the inhabited world" rather than
"ancient India" proper. The sentence seems to in1ply that the ruler, in former exis
tences, had been a devout Buddhist.
17
Arahants are individuals who have achieved nibbana but who lack many of thet·
supernatural powers and physical characteristics attributed to a Buddha.
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At that instant, all of the powerful deities inhabiting the forests of the
area, upon hearing these words, simultaneously broke fors
th with a chorus of approval
_
of the universe. Lord
which resounded from the Brahma-heaven to the furthest limit
Indra then returned to his dwelling-place .
6.

The Prophecy Concerning Bra�ya �rI Gotapura

The Buddha then uttered the following prophecy to Ananda: "This ruler of Sri
Gotapura will be reborn in the principality of Saketa-Nagara, which.is located to
the west of Sri Gotapura. He will be named Suriyakumara. The principality of Sri
Gotapura will be reestablished at the Bamboo Forest and bear the name Marukkha-Nagara.
;

"After I pass away, Suriyakumara will become the foremost among all rulers, and
will lay the foundations of the Buddhist religion at Roi-Et Pratu [Saketa-NagaraJ,
which will gradually go into decline. From that time, the Buddhist religion will
prosper as if the Buddha himself had still been alive. After Suriyakumara passes
away, he will be reborn as Brahya
Sumitta Dharma Va.msa of Marukkha-Na-gara, who will
•
consecrate a villager as Bra�ya Candapuri N9ng Khan Thae Sua Nam, and establish the
Buddhist religion there.
Sumitta Dharma will enshrine my Breast-bone Relic
"Behold, A.nanda: Brahya
•
here at Phu Kamphra, and will return to Saketa-Roi-Et Pratu to illuminate the religion of the Buddha until the end of his days.
7.

A Prophecy Concerning Marukkha-Nagara

"With regard to Marukkha-Nagara, under its auspices the Buddhist religion will
be established near the residence of the fish lord (that is, near the Foo�print of
Woen Fla), but this principality will not be independent as before. It will be a
small principality under a larger one, and will be ruled by a king of good qualities.
For these reasons, I have left the imprint of my foot upon a piece of rock for the
fish lord as an object of veneration. "

When the Buddha had prophesied to this point, he turned his face in the direc
tion of Culanibrahmadata
and [then] Indapatha-Nagara.
Ananda wondered if the Buddha
•
• •
were intending to go to these two principalities. He asked the Buddha where he would
go after leaving Phu Kamphra. The Buddha replied, "From here, I will proceed first
to Nong Han Luang and leave a Footprint there. At Nong Han Luang, there is a king
named Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara. This ruler, who has a golden head-cloth, a gold neck
lace, and a large goblet, reigns over that principality."
8.

The Buddha Reaches the Phung River

The Buddha proceeded along a path until he reacheds� stream. There was a naga
named Dhodananaga which, in its previous human incarnation, had been a member of the
family of Bra�ya Sri Suddhodana. When near the moment of death, his heart had been
filled with anger.s· He was thus reborn as a naga which preyed upon the fish in this
stream. The Buddha knew about this and addressed the naga: "Behold, Dhodananaga.
Do not take on an additional burden which will add weight to the original load."
;

When the naga lord heard this, he thought to himself: "Who is this who knows
my name and addresses me thus? I had better find out." The naga approached the
Buddha, who said: "Naga, you have sought us in order to throw off a heavy burden,
have you not? We shall unloose you from suffering so that you will attain bliss.s"
Upon hearing these words, the naga lord's heart was filled with joy. The naga pros
trated himself at
the Buddha's feet and placed himself under the Three Refuges [Bud•
dha, Dhamma, Sangha]. When he passed from the existence of a naga, he would be reborn in Indra ' s realm as a deity with the name Dhodananaga Devaputra, similar to his
family name. The stream where this naga resided has been called the Nam Phung ever
since. 1 8
1 8 Located on the border of Milang district, Sakon Nakhon province, Thailand
(phung = a variety of sugar cane).
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9.

The Buddha Proceeds to N9ng Han Luang
in Order to Leave a Footprint

The Buddha left that spot and proceeded toward N9ng Han Luang. Bra�ya Suvar�a
bhingara saw the Buddha coming, and invited him to partake of a meal in the palace
hall. After the Buddha had completed the repast, he expounded his teachings to
Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara. He went out from the hall and left an imprint of his foot
at a spot visible to the ruler. Then something miraculous happened : from each of
the three Footprints [left by the previous Buddhas], a precious gem emerged and, to
compound the miracle, a fourth gem appeared. Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara marveled u� on
seeing this, and asked why the jewels had emerged from the Buddhas' Footprints. 9

The Buddha replied, "Behold, great king. At this spot are located the Foot
prints of the Three Buddhas. These three gem s appeared, one each from the Footprints
of the Buddhas � Kakusandha, Konagamana, and Kassapa. These three Buddhas came to receive alms at Sri Gotapura, t ook their meal at Phu Kamphra, and then left their Footprints at this spot. A s for the fourth gem, it [refers to] myself. After my demise,
this place will become empty and uninhabited." Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara respectfully
asked, "If this be so, why will your lordship leave your Footprint here?"

The Buddha replied, "Behold , great king. If there be any reason for leaving
Footprints at communities where Buddhitsm will be established, it is because they are
objects to be gUarded by gods and nagas, [even if] those communities gradually de
cline. The Buddhas have left Footprints in [thi s ] principality so that the Buddhist
religion will be established at its lower part and at its head.

"When a Buddha presents a precious gem, this means that [with regard to] the
Footprint in the lower part of the principality, the Buddhist religion will be estab
lished and will prosper there first, then will expand to the south of the Footprint.
When a gem is presented [i.e., appears] at the head of the principality , the Buddhist
religion will be established at that spot, then will expandt·to the north of the Foot
print which the Buddha has placed there. [At places where ] there are no settlements,
the people shall [move in and] establish residence.
"As for N9ng Han Luang, whatever king reigns at the time a Buddha leaves a
Footprint will acquire merit and high qualities which will endure for thousands of
eras. When the Buddha reaches N9ng Han No±, it will be the same [for the rulers of
that principality]. These two principalities will be establitshed together, because
of the Buddha ' s visits [to both of them]. After the rulers of these principalities
die, the deit ies and nagas who protect N9ng Han Luang and Nong Han Noi will cause
the waters of the lakes to come together and flood the Footprints and the villages.
The people will abandon their villages on the edges of the lakes , and adopt the cus
toms and activities of the villages near the large capital where the Buddhist reli
gion has prospered. After the Buddha has passed away, the arahants will bring a
Relic of the Buddha to be enshrined on the edge of the Dhananadi river. 20 The Bud
dhist religion will prosper among all the cities and villages on the banks of that
river. The northern principalities will be re-established in the south, and the
southern principalities likewise in the north. The principalities e stablished in
the center will be blessed with great majesty and power. Rulers of quality will
reign over these principalities, and will support and sustain the Buddhist religion.
After the religion comes to an end [i.e., five thousand years after Gotama ' s birth],
the capitals and villagers [originally] on the north edge of the river will return

to the canonical hagiography of the Buddha (cf. Majjhima-Nikaya :
Acchariyabhutadhcurona-Sutta ), after his birth, the Buddha took seven steps in the
direction of the north. A precious gem appeared in each of the footprintst. This
event is often pictorially represented on the walls of sanctuaries and gateways at
Thai sacred shrines.
2 0 rn a footnote , the Thai editor points out that , according to the Phongsawadan
Yonok [Norther>n Chronicle] , Dhananadi (= Jalanadi) refers to the Mekong River.
1 9According
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to the north. Those capitals where the Buddha received alms--for example, Sri Gota
pura--will be re-established at their former sites. The villages located in the
center will be re-established on the edges of the lakes as before , so that [the in
habitants] can await the coming of the [future] Buddha.

"At that time, all of the kings with merit and high qualities will be reborn
in their respective capitals. This will be in accordance with the customs and prac
tices of the Dhananadi river region. The Buddhist religion will be established to
the nort h , sout h , west , and east of this river as before .

"Behold , great king. I have spoken to you about the religion and the histories
of the capitals. Thus, there will be no people living at Ngng Han [after the floods].
Even if there are people living on the edges of both lakes, the kings of high quality
(who will be the principal rulers of powerful states) will not establish [new] Bud
dhist tributary states, but [will recognize] only those bordering upon Buddhist
[principalities] in existence at the time."

When Bragya SuvarQabhingara reflected upon these words , he was extremely im
pressed and satisfied. In his heart he felt a need to bow his head and venerate the
Footprint. At that moment, his• consort said, "If your lordship wishes to live a long
life and accumulate much future merit , you should not [worship] in this manner."
Upon hearing these words, the king removed his crown before venerating [the Foot
print].

The Buddha preached to the king a second time , in order to strengthen his faith
in the Dha.rnma.
10.

The Construction of the Choeng Chum Monument

11.

The Buddha Discourses on Buddhist Memorials

Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara and his consort reflected upon the Buddha's sermon about
the characteristics of Dhamma, and were filled with joy and bliss. They constructed
a rock tumulus to enclose the Footprints and the crown. This structure has been
called Phra That Choeng Chum from that time to the present day. 2 1
The Buddha preached to Bragya Suvar�abhingara as followss: "At those places
where I have descended from the air will be found in the future 'pure gems, ' which
will also appear at those trees under whose shade I have eaten. These two [kinds of
'pure gems ' ] will be called ' memorials of illumination' (jotikacetiyaa) , and the Bud
dhist religion will prosper at those places. Those spots where I have reclined and
eaten alms-food will be the 'descendants' of all of the Buddhas ; for example , at DQi
Singutra (That Yang Kung).s22 The place where I leaned against a tree with my alms
bowl will be another sort of 'descendant. ' Wherever there are these ' pure gems' to
which I have alluded , at those places 'memorials of illumination' will arise in the
future. Behold great king: this memorial of Choeng Chum, . now a minor shrine , will
become more important [as a widely-known object of veneration ] in t he future . "
After the
to the top of a
N9ng Han LuangJ
Luang, Ngng Han
2 1 The

Thailand.

1 2.

The Buddha Proceeds to a Hill

Buddha had finished preaching to Bragya Suvar�abhingara, he proceeded
hill whose interior was like a chamber. The people [inhabitants of
also climbed this hill, from the top of which one could see N9ng Han
Ngi, Sri Gotapura, ands.Phu Kamphra� · Bragya Suvar�abhingara presented

shrine of Phra That Choeng Chum is located in the c.ity of Sakon Nakhon ,
The name means "the meeting or assemblage of footprints." Prawat Phra

Thiit Choeng Chum, ....
Changwat Sakon Nakhon [History of the Choeng Chum Shrine, Sakon
Nakhon Province] (Bangkok, 1971) , pp . 2-3.
22Perhaps

the Shwe Dagon shrine in Rangoon (Yang Kung) , Burma.
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a golden necklace as a gift to the people after they had quickly constructed a stone
seat [for the Buddha]. The Buddha sat upon the royal seat and summoned Bra� Maha
Kassapa ,t2 3 who ca.me to attend [to his wishes]. The Buddha uttered to Brah Maha
Kassapa the following words in Pal i : "Urangadhatu kassapa kapaYj,agiri appattathiia. "
He turned his face in the direction of Phu Ka.mphra , and said , "Kas sapa, after my de
m ise, you will bring my Breast-bone Relic to Phu Kamphra. Do not forget these words
which I have spoken to you." Upon hearing these words , Bral) Maha Kassapa, overjoyed,
rai sed hi s clasped hands with shout s of "siidhu ., sadhu" ["well-done"], then returned
to his dwelling-place.
13.

The Buddha Goes to Phu Ku Wian

The Buddha then proceeded to Phu Ku Wian.t2 4 Rays of l ight emanat ing from the
Buddha reached the city of the nagas in the Pu Wian [river]. Suvar�anaga Cone of
the nagas ] , upon observing this radiance , emerged from the depths of the river and
approached the hill, spitting forth venomous smoke. The hill was shrouded in dark
ness. The Buddha then transformed his glory into flames which t ied the naga into
knot s and caused it to splash into the waters of the Pu Wiant. The flames sprang up
from the bottom of the river to consume the city of the nagas all the way to N9ng Bua
Ban , which was the residence of Buddhopapanaga. The horde of nagas surrounded Phu
Ku Wian.
14.

The Buddha Pacifies the Nagas

At that moment , the Buddha was seated in meditat ion [on top of Phu Ku WianJ.
The nagas exerted their magic powers and hurled flames toward him. These flames,
however, shot back to burn the ncigas and then were transformed into a lotus which
wor shipped the Buddha. The nagas then surrounded the Buddha so that Buddhopapanaga
could destroy the spot where he was sitting. The Buddha exerted his power so that
the resting-place became an extremely hard and unyielding stone seat. The nagas
strove their utmost to destroy the seat and the Buddha, but were unable to cause any
harmt. They shot forth flames once more, but the Buddha caused a wind to blow the
flames back upon the nagasa. He then ascended into the air. Seeing this, the nagas
arched upwards to form a ring around the Buddha. He magically caused the heads of
the nagas to separate from their bodies and fall to earth. When this happened, the
nagas were much afraid of the Buddha ' s supernatural powers. 2 5

15.

The Buddha Instructts the Nagas

The Buddha clearly recognized their fear , and descended to his previous rest ing
place. The nagas approached him. He said to them, "All of you should be relieved
of that sickness which causes you such angui sh. I will look after all of you so that
this sickness will disappear from your heart s." The nagas heard these words of the
Buddha and, with joyous hearts, prostrated themselves at his feet. The Buddha
preached to them , persuading them to seek out the Three Refuges and to have feelings
of kindness and compassion toward all human beings, in all manner of ways.
16.

The Buddha Proceeds to D9i Nanda Kang Hi

The Buddha then proceeded to D9i Nanda Kang Hi, which was the retsidence of Nan
Nandayak�a [a female demon]. Firstt, a seven-headed naga named "Sri Sattanaga" re2 3 Another chief disc iple of the Buddha Gotama, not to be confused with the Bud
dha Kassapa.
24The Thai editor identifies Phu Ku Wian as the hill of Phu Phan, where the
Buddha ' s Footprint of Kh9 Kaeng is located, north of Si Chiang Mai district and the
city of Vientiane.
25For the description ( in a canonical source ) of a fire combat between the
Buddha and a naga, see Mahavagga I, 15 ( 3-7 ) .

quested the Buddha to leave a Footprint at D9i Nanda Kang Hi. The Buddha stepped
across the right side of the hill, leaving an imprint of his foot [upon the top of
itJ. He opened his mouth [as if to reveal his thought s ] and Ananda asked [why he
was going to speak].
17.

25

A Prophecy Concerning �ri Sattanaga

The Buddha said to Anan 1 a, "We have seen the nZiga with seven heads. In the
future, a principality named Sri Sattanaga will arise at this spot. The place where
the naga lord conferred good fortune upon t.he ruler of Candapuri will fall into
ruin. "26
A Footprint is -Left Upon D9i Nanda Kang Hi

18.

The Buddha descended to the bottom of the hill and left a Footprint on the sur
face of a rock which was submerged in a str,eam to the le:rt of D9i Nanda Kang Hi, so
that people would not be able to see it. He returned to the top of the hill and
placed his foot upon the fringe on the nagaa's head (Brahya Sri Sattanaga considered
the hill to be the fringe on its hea d ) so· that the rulers of the principality would
not engage in warfare leading to the decline of Buddhism throughout the area.
19.

The Buddha Returns to the Jetavana Monastery

The Buddha then left Doi Nanda Kang Hi and returned to the Jetava.na monastery .
Several days later, a "succulent pig" [mu nguan J came to the Buddha and slyly asked
Ananda if the old sanctuary CviharaJ needed to be restored. Ananda replied that a
new restoration would be appropriate. 2 7 The Buddha said, "At this times; I will pass
into CpariaJ-nibbana [i.e., pass away].s" He a sked Ananda which city was large
enough C ? J. Ananda replied that Rajag:rha was a good-sized place. The Buddha said,
"I will pass away in the city of Kusina.ra.ya 2 8 in order to repay the kindnes s of the
brahman Sotthiya. This brahman brought me eight cubits of thatch ·to sit upon. This
seat became the excellent
platform upon which I achieved Enlighterunent.s2 9
.
20.

The Buddha Refers to Kusinaraya ' s Past
'

"Behold, Ananda: in a former time, I was Bra�ya Sudasana-Cakravartiraja, who
was ruler of that principality (Kusinaraya ). A brilliant gem appeared in the city. 3 0
Kusinaraya i s the place where all Buddhas pas s away, at a spot between the sat trees.
21.

The Buddha Refers to His Monuments

"Behold, Ananda: after I have passed away, let those who remember me bring
the core of a sal tree which I have used [ leaned against?] and construct an image of
section refers to .the future principality of Candapuris; located in the
vicinity of present-day Vientiane (Viang Chan ). Cf . Chapter Four, section 8.
2 6This
2 7 The

Buddha's demise, according to the Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta (IV: 14-23 ) ,
was ha stened in part through his consumption of a meal of pork at . a smith's residence.
2 8In the Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta (V: 41-44 ) , Ananda suggests that the Buddha
select Benares or Rajag�ha as a place for his demise (since in these cities theres·are
wealthy nobles to honor the Buddha's remain s ) , rather than Kusinara (Kusinaraya ),
which is a "branch township" "in the midst of the jungle."

Cf . Thomas, The Life of Buddha as Legend and History (New York, 1927 ) , p. 71.
There is no apparent connection between Sotthiya ' s action and the city of Kusinaraya.
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3 0 cf.

Maha-Sudassana Sutta for the Buddha's account of his former existence a s

Sudassana, "the great king of glory."
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it. Whenever anyone is moved by compassion to close the portals to the con
of suffering , two kinds of Buddhist memorials [will come into being] , or the
a dead Bo tree may be used as material for an image of me in the same fashion
core of a sal tree].

"For these reasons , I declare these two [species of] tree to be highly es
teemed. " The Buddha uttered these words, and then proceeded to the city of Kusina
raya. He became nauseated and vomited blood. Upon seeing this , .Ananda went looking
for water to bring to the Buddha. The water in the nearby vicinity was impure and
muddy , and thus was not fit to be brought to him. Ananda informed the Buddha about
the abnormal state [of the stream]. The Buddha said, "Ananda, you must not go to
seek this water at all. No matter where you go, the pure water which flows there
will become polluted.
22.

The Buddha Tells of a Misdeed in a Former Existence

"Behold, Anandas: in a former existence, I was a merchant traveling by ox-cart.
The oxen which pulled the cart became thirsty . Pure water lay distant, while impure
water was close by. Indolence and impatience were foremost , so that I led the oxen
to drink from the polluted stream nearby. The ill-will of that moment was limitless ,
so that Cits consequences] are repaid to me at this time." After hearing these words,
Ananda went to dip some water to bring to the Buddha. The water miraculously became
pure as it had been before.s3 1
23.

The Buddha Refers to the Dhamma-Vinaya

The Buddha then proceeded on foot to Kusinaraya. He lay down to rest between
two sal trees. He said to Ananda , "With regard to the 84 ,ooo segments of the Dhamma
Vinaya 3 2 which I have previously expounded, after I have passed away, my teachings
will endure for 5,000 years as a source of devotion and worship for all humans and
gods. The Dhamma-Vinaya will be the teacher that will instruct all of you , the same
as I [did when I J was alive. Those people with faith and wisdom of the highest order
will practice and discipline themselves according to that Dhamma-Vinaya which I have
taught , or construct reliquaries , monuments, and Buddha-images and prostrate them
selves [before these objects], gaining merit without ceasing. If they wish to obtain
temporal and eternal rewards , they may combine these pract ices accordingly, It is
as if , fire being absent, wise people were to bring dry sticks of wood and rub them
together in order to create fire, which would be brought into being through their
wishes.
"To put it another way , it is as if a person were to take a mirror and await
rays of sunlight in order to engender a spark which would lead to a large bonfire,
the fruition of the initial action.

"To put it another way, it is as if a person who desires a sweet and fragrant
taste were to take a sugar-cane cutting separated from its root and soak it in a damp
place so that shoots spring forth. [One has] a sweet taste and a sharp-edged leaf C ? J.

"Even if I pass away, my teachings will endure for 5,000 years. These teach
ings may be compared with a pond of water on the surface of the earth. Even if the
pond should become dry, during the rainy season it will be filled again with water.
Just as the flowers which bloom there, the royal lotus and the white lotus, will
flourish, so will the teachings of the Buddha. When persons are determined to ob
serve correct practice, they will obtain the ' fruits of the Pat h ' accordingly .
31

Cf. Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta ( IV : 24-32) for a different version of this
incident.
3 2 A reference to the teachings of the Buddha in their scriptural form , believed
to have been initially divided into 84, 000 sections.
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"Even if these fruits are not obtained in this
born as deities. They will listen to the sermons of
deity, and thus will obtain the 'fruits ·of the Path '
the heavens]. May all of you persevere in observing

24.

life, such persons will be re
the Dhamma as recited by a male
in that station [as deities in
proper practice without ceasing.

The Buddha Discusses the Nature of Worship , then Passes Away

"Behold, Ananda : people who show devotion to me and my teachings are not to be
called devotees just b ecause they have in their hands flowers, joss-sticks, and can
dles. Any person, whether monk, novice, or householder, who observes the correct
practice as set forth in my teaching, even if he lacks the articles to present as an
accompaniment to devotions but has only a heart filled with faith and belief in the
Three Gems, can b e called a true devotee whose veneration ( even with empty hands) ·is
of the highest worth and esteem." After the Buddha had thus spoken, he made the fol
lowing request: "Do not allow the fire to consume my body until Kassapa has obtained
the Breast-bone Relic to take to Doi Kapai;agiri." Having thus spoken, the Buddha
passed away into CPari- Jnibbana.
25.

The Kings of Mallaraja Prepare the Cremation

When the rulers of Mallaraja heard the news of the Buddha ' s demise, they came
to pay respect by bathing the corpse with fragrant perfumed water, and "invited"
Ci. e. , placed] the corpse into a golden ca-sket upon a pedestal. They attempted many
times to build up a fire, but the flames were unable to consume the corpse. At that
moment, Bra� Maha Kassapa arrived and venerated [the corpse upon the pyre]. The
Buddha's right foot miraculously extended itself from the golden casket, so that
Bra!: Maha Kassapa could venerate it. 3 3
26.

The Miraculous Powers of the Relic

At that instant, the Breast-bone Relic, wrapped in a woolen cloth, miraculously
emerged from the golden casket and hovered above the right palm of the disciple, Brah•
Maha Kassapa, and the flames shot up to consume the body of the Buddha.
27.

The Relics Which Remained After the Fire

As for the Jaw-bone Relic, this was taken by the brahman Ghatikara to the
"brahma-heaven.s11 The Eye-Tooth was concealed- in the top-knot of the brahman Dol)a,
and taken by Lord Indra to be enshrined in his realm. The Tooth-Relic [from the
lower part of the mouth] was taken by Bra�ya Naga to be enshrined in the city of the
nagas. These relics had not been endangered by the fire. As for the other relics
which had been broken up into three sizes (the largest the size of cow-beans, the
second portion the size of split rice grains, the third .portion the size of cabbage
seeds), these wer€ taken by Bral:ya Ajata§atru and placed in the cave of Sattapa1;a.
(Later, the other rulers divided up these relics and enshrined them in their respec
tive capitals. As for the Brea�t-bone Relic, Bra� Maha Kassapa took it to be estab
lished at Doi Kapa1;agiri, near Sri Gotapura, in accordance with the wishes of the
Buddha. ) 3 4
28.

The News of the Passage into Pari-nibbana

Bra1:ya Cu�a�ibrahmadata , Bra�ya Ihdapa�ha-Nagara, Bra�ya Nandasena, Bragya
and Brahya
Suvarnabhingara,
.
. . Khamdaeng learned that Brah. Maha Kassapa was bringing the
Breast-bone Relic to be enshrined at Phu Kamphra. Bra�ya Cu+a�ibrahmadata, Bra�ya
Indapa�ha-Nagara , and Bra gya Nandasena, accompanied by their attendants and servants,
3 3 Cf.

Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta, VI : 42-47 .
3 4 cr. Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta, VI: 51-62.
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set up camp on the bank of the Dhananadi [Mekong] River. All of the attendants
(five hundred for each ruler) were commanded to construct a dwelling-place for Brah•
Maha Kassapa.

CHAPTER TWO

THE LEGEND OF THE BREAST-BONE RELIC
1.

The People of N9ng Han Compete in Building Reliquaries

BraJ:iya. SuvarIJabhingara and Bral)ya Khamdaeng, the rulers of N9ng Han Luang and
Nong Han Noi respectively, ordered their followers to chisel out blocks of marble and
limestone in order to build a tumulus on top of D§i Thaen, where the Buddha had
stopped during his visit long ago. The kings ordered that holes be pierced in each
block so that they could be attached to one another. When the people received these
orders, they discussed the matter among themselves, and decided that the men of Nong
Han Luang would build a tumulus on top of Doi Thaen, while the women would build a
structure at a spot nearby, in competition with the men. Both sides agreed to start
work at dawn when there was light enough to see the palm of the hand, and stop when
Venus had risen into the sky that same evening. The_ structure that was most complete
by that time would be the repository for the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha. The
people of N9ng Han N9i and the two rulers were in agreement. Thus, on the designated
day, a bell was rung to signal the beginning of the competition.
The women of N9ng Han Luang and N9ng Han N§i joined together to build a fune
rary structure in competition with the men. The women asserted boastfully that even
though [each of] the men had two hands, each with five fingers, they were not equal
to Bra!: Naraya1:a [i.e. , Lord Vii�n;iuJ wi-th his four arms. Speaking in this fashion,
they set to work.

The men of Ngng Han Luang boasted that their strength was greater than that of
the women, so that [in addition to the funerary structure] they would also construct
a causeway 500 wa long and 5 wa wide 1 to join with the foot of the hill, and a stair
way to the top. An old man suggested that they first complete the tumulus before
Venus rose, and then use the remaining blocks to build causeway and stairway. How
ever, the other members of the group refused to heed this suggestion, asking the
elder why he thought they couldn't accomplish more [than the women] during the
allotted period for work?

Speaking in this fashion, they set to work. The tumulus assumed the shape of
a kiln, but the top part was not yet complete. The stone that had been brought to
the site was not adequate: some blocks were too big, othe_rs too narrow. All of the
blocks had been pierced so that they could be carried more easily.

When the women observed that the men would be finished first, they dressed
themselves in their finery and, speaking seductively, sauntered past a group of men
who were carrying stone blocks. Upon noticing this behavior, the men raised a lan
tern into the branches ofs� tree, proclaimed that "Venus has already risen , " and set
off after the women. The other men working at the site followed suit, except for
the oldsters, who were genuinely enraged [at this desertion]. People have called
the site khaen thcie ["genuine rage"J ever since.2
1A

wa

is a measure of length equal to about two meters.

2In another v�rsion of this tale, the women themselves raise a lantern into the
branches of a tall tree. The men, mistaking the lantern for Venus, lose heart, aban
don their work, and gallantly help the women to complete their funerary structure

(Pr»awat Phra That Choeng Chum, Changwat Sakon Nakhan [History of the Choeng Chum
Shrine, Sakon Nakhon Province J, p. 8) .
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2.

Bra� Maha Kassapa Brings the Relic to D9i Thaen

After the cremation and the distribution of the Buddha-relicts had been com
pleted , Bra� Maha Kassapa, accompanied by five hundred arahantst, brought the Breast
bone Relic from India to N9ng Han Luang. They first ascended D9i Thaent, on top of
which the uncompleted funerary structure stoodt. The monks then went to seek alms in
Nong Han Luang and N9ng Han Noi. Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara and Bra�ya Khamdaengt, along
with all of the people, filled the alms-bowls of the monks , and assembled "items for
use in worship" Ckhruang bucha, for devotions to the Relic] : flowers, candles , and
incense. Following the arahant s , Bra�ya Suvaroabhingara and his attendants went to
the top of the hill, where they venerated the Relict, circumambulating it three time s ,
and bathing it with fragrant water. The ruler saw the uncompleted tumulus and became
angry at the laborers. Upon learning the reason for its present statet, he grew
angrier still toward the woment, declaring that he would devise punishment for all
of them.
3.

Brah• Maha Kassapa Addrets ses the Ruler of Nong Han Luang

At that moment , Bra� Maha Kassapat's mind turned to a problem of the Dhamma
[the Buddha ' s teachings]. He began to preach to Bra�ya Survar�abhingara in the fol
lowing mannert: "Kimsu u�ho jato aggina, kilnsu ma�inii atirocati asarirocarati,
acittako na.ram khami.a" Behold, 0 King , the Buddha asked this riddle : ' What i s
hotter than fire, what i s more pure than crystal , what lacks bodily organs yet can
bite and eat other beingts , what lacks self-consciousness yet can go back and forth
at will?t' Can you answer itt, my lord?"
Bra9ya Suvar�abhingara could not solve the mon k ' s riddle.
Kassapa to explain it for him.

He asked Brao Maha

Bra� Maha Kassapa replied in the following fashiont: "That which is hotter than
fire i s lust [raga, ta�haJ. That which is purer than crystal is the consciousne ss
of the man of wisdom. That which lacks bodily organs yet can bite and eat other
beings i s old age. That which lacks self-awarene ss yet can go back and forth at
will is the heart (chitchai).

"Lust is hotter than fire because, once aroused, no amount of water can extin
guish it. All of the Buddhas , Pratyeka-buddhas, and arahants have severed themselves
from lust. The women here have flirted with the men , who were unable to restrain
their hearts. Thu s , this funerary structure, as you see, remains unfinished.t"
Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara heard the monkt' s words and extinguished his anger toward the
people. The venerable monk continued, "Even if it were completedt, this structure
would not be the repository for the Relic. When the Buddha was alive, it is true
that he came to this spot. However , he commanded that I bring this Breast-bone Relic
to be enshrined at Phu Kamphra."
4.

Bra0ya Suvar�abhingara Wishes to Split the Relic

Bra�ya Suvar9abhingara declared that , if so , he would break off a piece of the
Relic and install it within the tumulus once this structure was completedt. Bra� Maha
Kassapa warned him not to do thi s , saying , "You must not damage any part of the
Buddha-person , as it would be inauspicious for the [well-being of the] principality.
All of the Buddhas have stated that if any king should damage the Buddha-person, even
if motivated by good intentions (as in your case) , the deities and guardian spirits
who look after the principality and the relics of the Buddha would be very angry and
would hinder the prosperous development of the principality [where the harm to the
Buddha-person was done ]" (the venerable monk gave many long examples to illustrate
his point).
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5.

The Relic is Placed Within a Casket and the
Women are Forbidden to Go to Phu Kamphra

Brahya
Suvarnabhingara
realized that any harm done to the Buddha-person went
•
•
against the pronouncements of the Buddha. He ordered his courtiers to prepare items
for use in worship, and had the people fashion a casket from one of the stones of the
unfinished tumulus. The Relic, which was wrapped in a woolen cloth, was placed in
side the casket. A number of "good persons" [i.e.s, people of devout disposition and
high morals] were chosen and told to dress themselves completely in white. They were
to bear the Relic to Phu Ka.mphra in a procession with the monks. The ruler announced,
"It is forbidden to speak about any kind of wager or competition such as that which
recently occurred. Anyone who disobeys shall be punished. Furthermore, it is for
bidden for even one woman to go to Phu Ka.mphra. Women are likely to be a danger to
what is proper and meritorious. If anyone takes a woman along, we shall deal with
him very severely."
6.

The Women Request the Buddha-Relic

The women, upon learning about this announcement, respectfully approached Bra�
Maha Kassapa and said , "We have_ successfully completed the construction of a reli
quary. We have come to pay respect to you, and to request that the Buddha-Relic be
enshrined there."
7.

Ashes of the Buddha Are Given to the Women

Bra� Maha Kassapa asked the arahants to return to the cremation ground and
bring back three scoops of the Bud4ha ' s ashes, which were given to the women to be
enshrined within the funerary structure that they had built. This structure was
named "Dhatu Naraya�a CVi�Q-U Shrine], in recognition of the words of the women as
they began to work, to the effect that the strength of the men would be unequal to
that of Brah• Narayana,
since each of them had only two hands, etc. The old people
•
called it Umonga-itthimaya [ "Chamber of Woman ' s Deceit "J. Bral}.ya Suvarl}-abhingara said
that the words of the arahants should not be violated and that the structure should
be called "Bra'IJ, Dhatu N'a.Paya7Ja" as they indicated. 3 As for the men's unfinished
structure, Cits site] was called Phu Phek Musa [ "Hill of the False Venus"J. 4
8.

Bra�ya Kha.mdaeng Comes to Nong Han Luang

Brahya Khamdaeng, ruler of Nong Han Noi, had constructed two funerary monuments
in the Br�hman style, one at Bua Luang and one at Bua Kum Noi. 5 When he learned that
the arahants would not enshrine the Relic at Nong Han Luang, but were taking it to
Phu Kamphra, gold and silver from his treasury were loaded on the backs of elephants
and horses, and the king mounted his royal elephant to lead the procession to the
capital of N9ng Han Luang.
The people of Nong Han Luang, upon seeing this procession from afar, were
alarmed and feared that an enemy was approaching to do battle. They informed Bra�ya

3 The full name of this shrine is Pha That Nara.I Ceng Weng, as Brahya Suvarna•
•
bhingara's consort was called Phra Nang Ceng Weng. At the present day, its name has
been shortened to That Na Weng. The shrine is located six kilometers west of Sakon
Nakhon city, Thailand.
4venus =

dao phek in the local dialect of the area. This site is located in

Phanna Nikhom district, Sakon Nakhon province.
5No information is available on the location of these sites.
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Suvar�abhinga.ra, who in turn sent several clever courtiers to appraise the nearing
party. These men determined that it was Bra9ya Khamdaeng, the ruler ' s own younger
brother, who was bringing gifts for making merit. When he heard the news, the king
was overjoyed, and sent out several leading courtiers to welcome his brother. Now
they would both go to Phu Ka.mphra with the arahants. When Braoya Kha.mdaeng and his
party arrived, Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara greeted them with a warm welcome. The two
lords and their retinues proceeded to Phu Kamphra.
9.

The Five Rulers Meet at Phu Kamphra

When Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara, BraI:iya Cu+a�ibrahmadata , and Bral)ya Nandasena
heard that the arahants were bringing the Breast-bone Relic to be enshrined at Phu
Kamphra, they prepared their retinues and troops, and assembled on the bank of the
Mekong River. Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara and Bral).ya Khamdaeng saw the soldiers and arms
of the three rulers and were filled with anxiety, since neither of them had mustered
troops or brought weapons with them.
10.

Brag Maha Kas sapa Introduces the Rulers to One Another

At that moment, Brag Maha Kassapa sensed the mood of the two rulers. He did
not wish the hearts of the five lords to be rigid and unyielding toward one another;
rather they should be full of cheer. The five lords were assembled together to con
verse with each other in the midst of the arahants. Brag Maha Kassapa proffered a
problem [or riddle?J from the Dhamma (that is, "khua pai kha ma, kha pai khua ma"
["they go and they come" ]) and tied it together with words of the Dha.mma in ·order to
console the hearts of the five ruler s : "Gaaahanti naraagaaahanti kove narakove neyya

naraneyya sakanti narasakanti aorain na,raaorain theno naratheno nura nure nurea. "

Brah• Maha Kas sapa caused the five lords to come close together, encouraging
intimacy and familiarity sufficient to improve their dispositions toward each other.
He stated that in the future BraQ.ya Suvar�abhingara and BraQ.ya Kha.mdaeng would be
reborn from the same womb , in the principality of Indapatha-Nagara. He illumined
the Dhamma-phrase "khua paia" by this statement [ ? J.

The phrase ''kha ma" meant that Bra�ya Cu+a�ibrahmadata and Bratya Indapa�ha
Nagara would be reborn from the same womb, in the principality of Cu+aQibrahmadata.

The phrase "kha pai" meant that Bragya Sri Gotapura would be reborn as BraI:iya
Suriyavamsa in Sa.keta-Nagara (Roi-Et). Bra�ya Nandasena, his younger brother, would
rule for thirteen years before going to Phu Kamphra [ ? J. He would be reborn from the
womb of Nan Sri Ratana Devi, the consort of Bral).ya Surtyavamsa.
,,.

The phrase ''khua maa" meant that Nan Sri Ratana Devi would be reborn in the
lineage of Bra�ya Nandasena. Bra�ya Suriya�amsa would be reborn as the son of
Bral)ya Marukkha-Nagara, and would take Nan Sri Ratana Devi a s his consort.

,,.

Furthermore , the venerable monk foresaw that all of the rulers would become
"Lords of the Dhamma" [phraya thamJ who would suppo�t Buddhism in the principalities
of Sri Sattanaga, D9i Nanda Kang Hi, and Candapuri Sri Sattanaga. 6 Due to the causes
in past lives which brought about transformations (for example, with regard to Bra�ya
Sri Gotapura ) , 7 BraQ. Maha Kassapa knew clearly [all of thi s ], so he could elucidate
the phrases of Dhamma for the five lords, i. e. , "khua pai kha ma, kha pai khua ma"
["they go and they come"]. Those who possess wisdom are pure beings capable of look
ing clearly into the future.
6 Early Lao principalities , in the Vientiane region.
,,.
7 This sentence refers to an earlier existence of Bragya Sri Gotapura which is
mentioned below in Section 11.
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11.

The Explanation of the Dhamma-Statement

The subsequent words were concerned with the present existence[, rather than
future ones]. The phrase ''gacchant� naragacchanti" meant that one excellent person
and another excellent person would come to meet one another, thus causing greater
excellence than there was before. Brao Maha Kassapa saw from this phrase that the
five lords would accumulate merit which would endure for many ages. Their meeting
thus would give rise to greater excellence than before.

The phrase "kove naraakovea" meant that one person with intellectual ability and
another person with the same characteristic would come to meet one another, thus
causing greater intellectual ability and better knowledge than there were before.
The phrase "neyya naraneyya" meant that one person who knows and another person who
knows would come to meet one another, thus causing an increase in philosophic knowl
edge greater than before. The phrase "sakanti nerasakantia" meant that one person
who loves and another person who loves would come to meet one another, thus causing
greater love for one another than before. The explanation of these phrases indicates
that each of the persons is a great lord, with natural merits: he is a person of
intellectual ability, deep knowledge, and love. He fears only those dangers which
bring sorrow. He possesses a heart filled with devotion to the Three Gems, the foun
dation of the way toward nibbana. He does not have a heart which is winding toward
the ways of war.

The phrase "corain naraacorain" meant that one person who is a bandi.t and another
person who is a bandit would come to meet one another, thus encouraging one another
more in their behavior as bandits, going forth to kill and plunder to a greater ex
tent than before. The phrase· "theno naratheno" meant that one person skilled in
thievery and another person skilled in thievery would come to meet each other, thus
encouraging one another to steal to a greater extent than before. The phrase "nura
nure nure" meant that persons who are diligent and persevering would come to meet
each other, thus encouraging one another to be more diligent and persevering than
before. The explanation [of these phrases] is as follows: Even though the three
lords who came here brought with them the implements of war, they had no intention
of waging warfare; and they are persons of diligence and perseverance.

The three lords learned that the five hundred arahants would bring the Breast
bone Rel.ic to be enshrined here Ci.e., Phil KamphraJ. These lords are seeking the
path to nibbana in the same fashion as the two brothers [Suvar�abhingara and Kham
daengJ. Brao Maha Kassapa knew exactly [the reason whyJ the Buddha foretold that
the hill of Kappa�agiri [would be the place where the Relic would be enshrined].
[This name] means "the hill of ,,the unfortunate orphan" because of circumstances in
the former existence of Bra�ya Sri Gotapilra. It is said that the king [in a former
life] sought out young birds, turtle eggs, and eggs of the monitor lizard to eat or
to sell. When he was reborn, he became an unfortunate per�on unable to find parents,
wife, children, or followers as a refuge [for his loneliness]. [In a future life],
he would enshrine a Buddha-relic at this hill. 8 For that reason, this hi+l
. has been
.
called Doi Kamphra Khencai [ "Hill of the Unfortunate Orphan"].

Furthermore, the Buddha has sent·sthe Breast-bone Relic to be enshrined
here (in
,,
Pali, "kappa')G,girisamim urahgadhatua") because he considered Bratya Sri Gotapura to
be the same as his own breast.-bone, that is, the ruler was the seed for a line of
future Buddhas. As for the five lords who have come [to Phil Kamphra.J, they are the
seeds of the arahants and the ·development of Buddhism. Brao Maha Kassapa elucidated
these matters in a sermon to the five lords.

8The "unfortunate person" probably vowed to perform this act of great merit in
a future life, in order to cancel out the demerit accruing from his wicked actions
(taking the lives of young animals) in his past existence.
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12.

The Five Kings ' Mutual Suspicion Di sappears

The five kings, BraQya Suvar�abhingara the senior amongst them, li stened to the
sermon in which BraQ Maha Kassapa explained the phrases, and were cheerful and re
freshed in heart. They were better di sposed toward one another and conversed among
themselves in an attitude of deeply-felt friendship. They agreed that their retain
ers would transport the leftover stone from N9ng Han Luang to construct a repos itory
for the Reli c .
Bra� Maha Kassapa and the arahants said that the stone blocks used for the
N9ng Han Luang project had fallen into ruin and were not suitable. [It would be
better to] have new blocks cut to construct the reliquary, which would then be baked
in fire, so that it would be an enduring monument for Buddhism in the future.
13.

The Retainers Cut Blocks for Building the Reliquary

When the five rulers heard these words of the arahants, they agreed to have
the people cut new block s . The palm of Brah• Maha Kassapa's hand was the standard of
w idth and length for [the size of each block ] . When the people had assembled a sufficient number of blocks , BraQya Suvar9abhingara himself began to dig a ditch, and
BraQya Cu+a9ibrahmadatat, BraQya Indapatha-Nagara, Bra�ya Khamdaeng, and Bra9ya Nanda
sena followed suit, working together as equalst. When the five kings �rew tired from
their work, the courtiers continued the labort. The ditch was two sok deep and two
wa wide , on all four sides [ i .e. , the ditch would surround the completed reliquary ].
14.

Divis ion of Dut ies for Constructing the Reliquary

When the digging was finished, work was begun on the reliquary, with one lord
to be responsible for [the construction of] each sidet. Before getting under way ,
BraQ Maha Kassapa had four jars of fresh water brought to the sitet, one jar for each
cardinal point. An auspicious verse was inscribed on each jar, and [the monks]
chanted a benediction called "Rcihula Parittasutra . " Bra9ya Suvar�abhingara, who was
designated chief of the project, circumambulated the s ite of the reliquary three
times, dipping water from the jars on all four sides of the site as he proceededt.

Bra�ya Cu+aQibrahmadata dipped water from the jar on the east, and began to
build [the reliquary] on that s ide. Bra�ya Indapa�ha-Nagara d ipped water from the
jar on the south, and began to build from that s ide. BraQya Khamdaeng dipped water
from the jar on the west, and began to build from that s ide. Bra�ya Nandasena dipped
water from the jar on the north, and began to build from that sidet. On all sides,
water from the jars was poured onto the blocks during the process of constructiont.

The four kings [and their retainers] built the reliquary in the shape of a
four-sided kiln. When it was one wa high, they stopped workingt. From thi s point on,
Bra�ya Suvar9abhingara contstructed [the remainder of the reliquary] in the shape of
a "lid , " one wa to the very top (the measure according to the standard of BraQ Maha
Kas-sapa ) . The structure was two wa in height, according to BraQ Maha Kassapa' s stan
dard. Four doors were built , one on each side of the reliquaryt. Then various sort s
of aromat ic woods (sandalwood, rosewood , mai chuang, mai kralampha,k, mai khathorot,
mai nikrot, and sal wood) were brought [and piled up in the ditches around the reli
quary] to make a fire which burned for three days and night s . When [the reliquary
was baked] "fresh , " limestone pumice was brought from nearby hills as a precious
substance to fill in the ditche s .
9A

SQk i s an ancient meatsure equal to the distance from the tip of the middle

finger to the elbow joint.
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15.

The Five Lords Offer Wealth as an Act of Veneration

Bra�ya Cu+a�ibrahmadata presented items of great value as a meritorious act of
veneration. These articles, placed at the eastern side of the reliquary, were as
follows : 5,500 pieces of solid silver, each weiyhing 4 hai; 1 0 550 pieces of solid
gold, each weighing 3 hoi; 9 gongs, each 19 kam 1 in diameter ; 7 gongs, each 17 kam
in diameter.

Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara presented the following items of wealth as an act of
veneration: 9,999, 900 pieces of silver, 33,330 gold rings, assembled together in
the shape of a boat. These articles were placed at the southern side of the reliquary.

Brahya Khamdaeng completed work on the western side [of the reliquary] and pre
sented as an act of veneration a golden urn weighing 8 mun,a1 2 which was filled to the
brim with 300,000 silver rings, a pair of emerald crowns, a pair of gold pins, and
7,000 gold trays. A marble lid covered the treasure, and -the urn was placed at the
side [of the reliquary] which the king had built.
0

Brahya
Nandasena, who built the northern side [of the reliquary] presented the
•
following articles of wealth as an act of veneration: one gold basin weighing 7,000
(7 chang ) , 13 which was completely filled with gold ring s ; one silver basin weighing
9,000 (9 changa) , completely filled with gold pin s ; two silver vessels weighing 19,000
(19 chang), both filled with 20 pairs of bracelets; 19,000 pieces of silver ; 7 gongs,
each 17 karn in diameter ; 5 gongs, each 15 kam in diameter ; 1 gong, 1 3 kam in diame
ter. These articles were reverently placed at the side [of the reliquary] which the
king had built.

Brahya
presented the following articles of wealth to venerate
Suvarnabhingara
•
•
the Buddha: one pair of gold crowns, each weighing 30,000 (30 chang[?J ) ; a pair of
gold chain necklaces, each weighing 30,000 (30 changa) ; a golden urn weighing 90,000
(90 chang ) filled with 9 gold cups weighing 2,000 (2 ehanga) , 9 silver cups weighing
5,000 (5 chang), and 7 bronze cups weighing 5,000 (5 chang). These items were placed
at the base of the reliquary, in the midst of the five kings.
16.

The Relic is Placed Within the Reliquary

Brah• Maha Kassapa, the arahants, and the five lords installed the Breast-bone
Relic within the reliquary, and closed the doors on all four sides.
17.

The Relic Demonstrates its Miraculous Powers

At that moment, the Relic (which was wrapped in woolen cloth) demonstrated its
miraculous powers by emerging [from the crypt] and hovering above the p�lm of Bra�
Maha Kassapa's right hand. The arahants, joined by the five lords and the assembled
crowd of courtiers and villagers , uttered shouts of praise which resounded throughout
the area.
Brah• Maha Kassapa recalled the words of the Buddha concerning the enshrinement
of the Relic at Phu Kamphra. The Buddha had not said that it should be installed [in
this fashion]. Bra� Maha Kassapa clearly perceived this and, with purpose, stated,
"The insight-nature of the Buddha enabled him to foresee that .there wo�ld be many
1 0A

hai is an i�digenous weight measure equal to 0.15 kilograms.

1 1 A kam is a measure of diameter equal to about 10 centimeters.

1 2A

mun is an indigenous weight measure equai to 12 kilograms.
1 3 one ehang is roughly equivalent to 1. 2 kilograms.
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persons in the line of the Buddhas and of the arahants reborn in the future, who
would come here to repair and restore [the reliquary]. At this time, w e must not
install [the Relic ] as the Buddha said [without making this matter clear]. "t1 1+
18.

Doors built and Pillars In stalled

The f ive lords built door-panels from pradu wood and palmyra. They ordered
some of their followers to fetch a block of stone from the city of Kusinarayana·
[Kusinara, where the Buddha passed away], i n order to carve from it an image of a
giant horse which was eventually placed at the base of the northeast corner [of the
reliquary], in order to represent an important city in Jambudvipa [the India of the
Buddha ' s day]. Another block of stone was obtained from the city of Bara�asi [Bena
resJ, in order to carve from it an image of a giant horse which was to be placed at
the base of the southeast corner , signifying another important and auspicious city.
A block of stone was brought from the isle of Lanka to be placed at the southwest
corner, while a block of stone fetched from the city of Takkasila 1 5 was placed at the
northwest corner.
An image of a thoroughbred horse was constructed and placed to the north.

This image was meant to signify that the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha had emerged
to demonstrate its miraculous powers, according to the Buddha ' s prophecy as recorded
in the sacred legends from the north to the south. The tail of the thoroughbred
horse was pointed in the direction of the north.t1 6 Furthermore, the image was built
by Bra�ya Suvarvabhinga.ra, who was familiar with what the Buddha had preached [as
recorded ] in these legends.

Brah• Maha Kassapa had an image of a horse (with the speed of shiftingt·clouds)
constructed, its tail �ointing to the north in the same fashion as th�t of the thoroughbred horse image.t1
This image was meant to signify that Bra�ya Sri Gotapura
would look after the Breast-bone Relic for 5,000 years [i.e., he would come to repair
the reliquary in his reincarnation as Bral)ya Sumitta Dharma of Marukkha-NagaraJ. Its
tail jutted toward the south then swept around to the north like [the other images].
The five arahants were fully aware [of these symbolic meanings] when they recorded
the event s in this chronicle .t1 8 All wise persons will view these things and under
stand their significance.
19.

The Five Lords Present Offerings and Express Their Aspirations

The lords offered their gifts of gold and silver as an act of veneration, with
these words: "May these objects form a blissful Buddhist offering that will endure
for five thousand yearst!" The items of wealth were buried beneath the reliquary.
1 4 In

Chapter Five, there will be an account of the restoration of the reliquary
and "re-enshrinement" of,.,.the Relic , sponsored by t he ruler Bral)ya Sumitta Dharma ( a
reincarnat ion of Bra�ya Sri Gotapura) and five arahants who are reincarnations of the
kings who figure in thi s chapter.
It i s not specified in the next whether these
two blocks of stone were transformed into images of horses.
15A city in northwest India.

1 6 According to

PY (p. 17), this horse image faaes in the direction of the

north, in order to s ignify that the Relic had been brought to the site from t hat
d irect i on, and that Buddhism would prosper from the north to the south.

1 7 These images, minus their heads and tails, can be seen at the north end of

the steps to the Sanctuary of the Radiant Buddha (HQ Phra Kaeo) in the That Phanom
shrine compound.
1 8 see

Chapter Five , Section 14.
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Bra�ya Suvar�abhi�gara and his brother Bra�ya Khamdaeng together made the fol
lowing aspirations: "May we be ordained as Buddhist monks, and complete ourselves as
enlightened
arahants who will never be separated from one another ! " Whe.n Brahya
I
Cu+ar: brahrnadata and .Bral:ya Indapa�ha-Nagara heard this, they smiled and teased the
two brothers, saying: "When this reliquary was being built, you two and the rest of
us worked together without intending to desire anything. For what reason are you
two encouraging the rest of us [to express wishes] ? " Bratiya Suvar:t).abhingara replied,
"Since there are different desires for different people, the two of us had no inten
tion of persuading [the rest of you ]. The old saying has it that ' The house is built
to suit the person who lives in it.' If we intend to journey along the same path,
our desires will likewise be similar."

Thus, both Brahya
Culanibrahmadata
and Brahya
Indapatha-Nagara
expressed the
•
•
•
• •
wish to be reborn from the womb of the same mother, and become ordained Buddhist
monks and arahants like the two brothers. Bral:ya Nandasena expressed his aspiration,
"I have constructed one side of the repository, the result of my labor. May I be
ordained as a Buddhist monk, and be fulfilled as an enlightened arahant like the
others ! "
20.

The Arahants Express Approval and Depart

The five hundred arahants (Bral: Maha Kassapa the chief amongst t_hem) expressed
their approval of the five lords' declarations, saying: "May the aspirations of all
of you be completely fulfilled as you desire ! " Then the five hundred arahants cir-·
cumambulated the repository three times in a clockwise direction and ascended into
the air for their return to Rajagrha, where they would convene the First Synod.
21.

The Five Lords Bid Each Other Farewell

The five lords., with their younger siblings and children [retainers? J, assem
bled together in one place to bid each other farewell. Bra�ya Nandasena asked why
the rulers of Saketa-Nagara (Roi-Et) and Kulunda-Nagara (Ayodhya or Dvaravati) did
not come to construct the repository. Bratiya Khamdaeng replied, "The arahants did
not bring the Relic by that route [i.e., through the territory of those principali
ties]. They brought it through N9ng Han Luang. I heard the news from the arahants
who sought alms in N9ng Han Noi, and hurried here so as not to miss the event."

Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara said, "Bra�ya Cu+a:t).ibrahmadata lives far from the left
bank of the Mekong, and Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara resides at an equally far distance.
Nevertheless, they heard the news and arrived in time to help in building the reposi
tory. Those of us born in this world have much_smerit accruing to us from our pre�
vious existences. Thus, we have encountered the most marvellous and excellent of
things. Before the Buddha passed away, he ca.me to leave his Footprint on the edge
of Nong Han Luang lake and preached to us in the following manner: '.kiacho manusapa

piZabho kiaahain maaaanajivitain kiachain dhcorrmassavanain kiaaho buddhanamuppado. '

"This can be explained a·s follows. Those who are born into this circle of woe
will find it difficult to become human beings. Furthermore, it will be difficult to
listen to the message of the Dhamma and fathom its meaning. Furthermore , it will be
difficult to meet with the teachings of the Buddha, for the reason that there will be
no disposition [to do soJ in future times. 1 9

"We have encountered the five hundred arahants, and have joined together in the
construction of this reliquary into which the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha has
been placed. We brothers will be freed from suffering in this circle of woe, and
will without doubt achieve bliss , that is, nibbana., in the future."
1 9 cr.

Dhcorrmapada: XIV, 182.

'
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22.

The Four Lords Present Offerings in Veneration of the Dhamma

The four lords listened to the stanza which Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara had eluci
dated, and their hearts were refreshed and gladdened like persons who had been bathed
in ambrosia. Bra�ya Cu+a�ibrahmadata brought 500 gold bars, each weighing 3 hai;
Bra�ya Indapatha�Nagara brought 300,000 silver coins; Bra9ya Nandasena brought three
trays, each weighing 3 mun. The four lords assembled their gifts in order to present
them in veneration of the stanza of the Dhamma which Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara had
elucidated.

Then Bra�ya Suvar�abhingara took the four lords each by the hand, and they bid
each other farewell. Each of them left Phu Kamphra and returned to his respective
dwelling-place. Thus, the section [of the chronicle] concerning the five hundred
arahants (with Brat Maha Kassapa as their chief) and the five rulers who assembled
to construct the reliquary for the Breast-bone Relic at Phu Kamphra is now concluded.

CHAPTER THREE

1.

THE ASSEMBLY OF THE DEITIES

Lord Indra and His Attendants Descend to Venerate the Relic

After the five rulers had separated and returned to their kingdoms, Lord Indra
and the deity Visvakarman descended to venerate the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha.
Visvakarman summoned all of the gods and goddesses (both those with prescribed names
and those without) to a ssemble Cat Phu Ka.mphraJ, and ordered that items for use in
worship and offerings be accumulated a s well. As for the deities of the four cardi
nal directions and their 1,000 attendants, they blew conch shells at the head of the
procession.

The deities brought with them 1,000 flags, 1,000 sangka flowers, 1,000 korrrut
flowers, 40 sunshades, 40 small crowns, 40 ornamental fans, and 40 leaf-shaped
shields. These deities, upon arriving at Phu Kamphra, presented the items to Lord
Indra, who ordered the flower-goddesses to place them on all four sides of the reli
quary as an act of veneration.

Another group of deities carried 400 gold lamps, 4,000 silver trays of candles,
400 gold trays of incense, 400 gold trays of betel and areca, 400 gold trays of can
dles, 400 gold trays of puffed grain, and 400 lanterns. Wh�n these deities reached
Phu Kamphra, these articles were given to Lord Indra, who commanded the forest gods
to plac_e them on all four sides of the reliquary as an act of veneration.

Next [in the procession came] the deity A ssavalahaka, with 1,000 attendants
carrying peacock plumes ; the deity Naragandharba, with 1,000 attendant s carrying
musical instruments; the deity Paficasikkha, with 1,000 attendants carrying golden
lutes; the deity A.nkura, with 1,000 attendants carrying dwarf bananas ; the deity
Sumitta, who carried a crystal goblet embellished with gems ; the deity Suvara, who
carried a gold tray trimmed. with emerald; and the deity Carani, who carried an em
erald tray heaped with areca, betel, lime, herbs, tobacco, precious ointments, and
knives with crystal handles, enough to last for 5,000 years. Nan Sujata 1 had assem
bled and arranged these offerings.
Next [came] the deity Udaka, who carried a waterJgoblet with lid; the deity
Subhadda, who carried a tray of herbs; and the. deity Supatitthita,
who carried a
• •
tray of precious gems. Nan Sucitra had assembled and arranged these offerings.

Next [came] the deity Dhothanaga, who carried a tray of gold goblets encrusted
with diamonds; the deity Ujjaka, who carried a tray of gold tobacco boxes; and the
deity Sudeba, who carried a tray of precious gems. Nan Sunanda had as sembled and
arranged these offerings.

Next [came] the deity Ma�thaka, who carried a silver tray of precious dye s ;
the deity Uruka, who carried a gold tray of confection boxes studd�d with gems; and
the deity Matthaku�1ali, who carried a gold tray of betel which would last for 5,000
years. The deity Supiya carried a tray of fragrant perfum.es. The deity Matali car
ried a tray of malidesa flowers. Nan Sudharnia had a ssembled and arranged these of
ferings.
Nan Sujata and the other goddesses subsequentry mentioned are concubines of
Lord Indra.
1
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Next, the deities of the four cardinal directions carried gold-handled swords
embellished with gems. They arranged themselves on both sides of Lord Indra. Next,
the deity Indacitta carried a whip with a jewelled handle, to protect Lord Indra; in
his right hand he grasped 15 gold mali flowers. Four caturahgavuqhas2 bearing swords
with emerald handles accompanied Lord Indra on the right; four caturahgavuqhas bear
ing swords with jade handles accompanied Lord Indra on the left.

Next, Nan Rohi�i carried a tray of candles, Nan Saravatikesi carried a tray of
incense, Nan Patipuppha carried a tray of malika flowers, Nan Gandhavati carried a
tray of sandalwood boxes, Nan Sujata carried 1 5 lotus blossoms, Nan Sucitra carried
15 buntharik lotus blossoms, Nan Sunnanda carried 15 nilubon flowers, Nan Sudharma
carried 1 5 congalani flowers. Four caturahgavu4has followed at the rear, carrying
ornamental swords.

Next 100,000 goddesses came bearing flags , flowers, candles, and incense.
Next, more than 300,000 minor deities came carrying entire branches of white blos
soms, like a curtain separating them from the others.

Next, the deities Matali and Anuma . . . came carrying victory flags, followed
by deities carrying 100,000 candles, 100,000 flags, and 100,000 flowers; the four
lords [ ? J carrying gold bells; 100,000 retainers carrying bunches of flags, candles,
and flowers; the deities Suriya and Candara, in their left hands flowers, in their
right hands conch shells; and [other] deities bearing as many flowers, candles, etc.
assembled and
arranged the articles for
as they could. The deity Visvakarman had
�
�
this procession. He told the deities Srisunanda and Srimahamaya, along with 300,000
servants, to come down [ from the heavens] in order to sweep [the area] and open the
doors of the reliquary in expectation.
2.

Adorning the Monument

The deity Visvakarman (lotus blossom in his left hand, in his right hand a
chisel with an emerald handle nine wa long) and the deity Dharmakathika (lotus blos
som in his left hand, bottle of celestial oil in his right hand) descended to Phu
Kamphra [to work] between noon and dusk. Visvakarman prostrated himself in devotion
[before the reliquary], then circumambulated [it] three times in a clockwise direc
tion, before taking up his chisel to start carving images. Dharmakathika followed
suit, and carved images on the sides of the reliquary (starting on the east side and
moving clockwise), reciting this auspicious verses: "Buddhasa mahgalain Zoke.a11 3

He carved an image of BraQya Sri Gotapura riding a swift steed, and an image
of Bral)ya Suvar�abhingara riding through the air on a thoroughbred horse; These two
images were completed first; then Dharmakathika, with the assistance of Srisunanda,
Srimahamaya, and Visakha, took the oil [and poured it over th� images? ]. Images were
made of Brabya Cu+a�ibrahmadata riding an elephant, his son riding a horse, and his
courtiers. All of these images were interspersed with floral designs.
�

On the . south side [of the reliquary] the deities carved images of Bra�ya
Indapatha-Nagara riding an elephant, his brother riding a horse, and courtiers and
servants, all mixed with floral designs � On the west side, they carved images of
Braoya Khamdaeng riding an elephant, courtiers on horseback, and servants, all mixed
with designs of matthawari flowers. On the · north side, they carved images of Bra�ya
Nandasena riding an elephant , his brother riding a horse, and servants, all mixed
with floral designs. Images of BraQya Suvar�abhingara �ere carved 9n all four sides.
Above [i.e. , on the "lid" of the reliquary] , images of Srisunanda, Srimahamaya, and
Visakha covered all four sides.
2 Guardians
3A

associated with the four directions.

mantra or auspicious verse conferring "worldly good-fortune in the name of .

the Buddha" upon the undertaking.

3.

Designs and Images Inside the Reliquary
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Visvakarman entered the chamber of the reliquary and carved an image of Lord
Indra, his face in the direction of the north, a golden mali flower in his left hand,
a fan in his right. He carved images of Nan Sujata, her left hand raised in saluta
tion, her right _hand holding a lotus blossom; Nan Sucitra, her right hand raised in
salutation, her left hand holding a buntha.Pik [royal lotus] blossom; Nan Sunanda,
her left hand raised in salutation, her right hand holding a nilubon flower ; Nan
Sudharma, her right hand raised in salutation, her left hand holding a eongalani
flower; Nan Rohi�i, her right hand holding a gold tray, her left hand raised in salu
tation; and Nan Saravattikesi, Nan Patipuppha, and Nan Gandharavati, their right
hands holding trays, their left hands raised ,in salutation. All of these images
covered the surface of the [chamber 's] east wall.

Then he carved an image of himself, his right hand raised in salutation, his
left hand holding a carving tool; this was followed by an image of Dharmakathika,
his left hand raised in salutation, his right hand holding a jar of oil; and finally
images of Srisunanda and §rimahamaya, with hands raised in salutation. These images
covered the south wall.

Then he carved images of the six rulers in pairs hold•ing hands: Bral).:r,a SuvarI).a
bhinga.ra,,,. with Brahya
with Brahya
. Khamdaeng, Brahya
.
.
. Indapatha-Nagara,
. .
. Culanibrahmadata
Bra�ya Nartdasena, each facing the west. In front of them
Bra�ya Sri Gotapura with
,
was an image of Nan Sri Ratana Devi with her head turned back [toward her husband? ]
Bral;ya �ri Gotapura who was walking behind, facing the west.
Images of Bra� Maha Kassapa (his left hand holding a walking-stock, his right
hand empty) and the arahants (alms-bowls slung from their shoulders, both _ hands
raised in salutation) were carved above the images of the six rulers, to the north
west.

Images of the deities Indacitta, Pancasikkha, Ankura, Supiya, Ma.tali, and all
deities named according to the lineages [ ? J, were carved, all of them carrying arti
cles to be offered in veneration [of the Relic]. In addition, images of the Guar
dians of the Four Directions, the deity Suriyacanda, and goddesses with hands raised
in salutation appeared on the walls.

The deity Visvakarman came to Phu Kamphra and carved these images and designs
on the stone reliquary of the Breast-bone Relic between noon and midnight on Wednes
day, the full-moon day of the twelfth lunar month.
4.

The Deities Worship Inside the Chamber

Lord Indra, preceded by a guardian deity who blew a eonch shell, descended from
the Tavatimsa heaven to the west bank of the Dhananadi [Mekong] River. The deity
Visvakarman received him with gold mali flowers. Lord Indra and his heavenly con
sorts knelt before the door-sill of the reliquary and worshipped together. All of
the deities followed suit, then withdrew to a convenient spot [nearby]. They brought
the offerings, which were arranged in orderly heaps on all four sides [of the reli
quary].

Visvakarman entered the reliquary chamber and unwrapped the cloth which covered
the Breast-bone Relic. Lord Indra went into the chamber with his consorts and knelt
at a convenient spot. The deities who had arranged the offerings also went inside.
The guardian deities of the four directions, carrying swords, guarded from the rear;
other guardian deities, armed with pikes, stood watch at each of the four doors.
Indacitta walked to and fro, carrying a whip, while other deities assembled on all
four sides. The gandarvas [divine musicians] piped on woodwinds, while Paficasikkha
plucked the strings of a golden lute .

Lord Indra, smiling, observed the images of himself and his consorts on the
eastern wall of the chamber. The goddesses smiled too. The deities brought in the
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items for use i n wor ship, trays of betel , water goblet s , and boxes of herb s , and
placed them on the floor of the chamber . Lord Indra prostrated himself seven time s ,
then rec eived candles from Nan Gandharavati and Nan Rohinia
He received from Nan
• .
Savatt i incense which he lit for his devotion s . He received from Nan Patipuppha a
tray of flowers , which he [placed before the Relic ] . From Nan Gandharavat i , he re
ceived a bott le of scented water which he used to bathe the R elica. When finished ,
he put the Relic back where it had been before [ ? J , and went out side. From a god
dess , he received a container of perfumed water which he poured onto the repository.
From the deity Matalia, he recaeived blossoms of malidesa with which he covered the
repository . When finished , he prostrated himself seven time s , and all of the con
sorts followed suita. Lord Indra told Nan Sudharma to arrange heaps of 150 eongkon
blossomsa, one for each corner of the repository.

When she placed the eongkon blossoms at each cornera, the amount she had remain
ing in her hand doubled [miraculously]a, so that she never ran out of them. If she
started out carrying just enough flowers with hera, they would be used quickly and she
would have no mor e ; if she started out with too few flowers for the task, she would
always have enough of them in her handa. Even s o , sometimes the eongkon blossoms were
not sufficient for the piles at the four corner s ; she had to go fetch [additional]
flowers three t ime s .

Lord Indra took fifteen mali blossoms t o present as an act o f veneratio n . At
the first corner , he placed eight blossoms , leaving seven in his hand ; [others]
appeared [to make a total of] fourteen blossomsa. At the second cornera, he placed
eight blossoms, leaving six in the palm of his hand ; [others] appeared t o increase
the number to twelve blos soms . At the third corner, he placed eight blossoms , leav
ing four in his hand ; [others] appeared to increase the number to eight blossoms ,
which were placed at the fourth corner . Thus , from the initial total of fifteen
mali blossoms , Lord Indra was able to deposit eight at each corner , which added up
to thirty-two blossoms altogether.

Nan Sujat a , Nari. Sucitra, and Nan Sunanda followed suit with lotu s , buntha:r>ik,
and nilubon blossoms placed at each corner [of the reliquary]a. As for Nan Sudharma ,
she took 150 congkon blossoms to offer a s an act of veneration. At the first corner ,
she placed 80 blossoms , leaving 70 in her hand ; [others] appeared to make a total of
140 blossomsa. At the second corner , she placed 80 blos soms , leaving 60 in her hand ;
[others] appeared to increase the number t o 120 blossomsa. At the third corner , she
placed 80 blossoms , leaving 40 in her hand , another 4o appeared to make a total of 80
blos soms , which were placed at the fourth cornera.

At that momenta, Lord Indra observed that this had been done in an appropriate
fashion , and declared , "Yoga ve pe bhu:r>isa:hkhayo. If anyone , whether deity or human ,
has perseveranc e , wisdom [satipanna] will arisea. If there be indolen c e , then wi sdom
will curl up and diasappeara. " Nan Sudharma reflected upon the time when she had not
had enough congkon blossoms to place at the four corner s , and resolved to be more
persevering in the future . She smiled and raised her hand s , palms together , in a
gesture of venerat i on [at Lord Indra ' s word s ] a.

Lord Indra looked at the images and designs on all four sides [of the reli
quary] and recalled the t ime when the Buddha had come t o Phu Kamphra . He ordered
Visvakarman to produce an image of the Buddha standing beneath the sal tree , to be
placed at the top of the west side [ o f the reliquary] , along with an image of Bra�
Maha Kassapa .a.. In addit
ion , he carved an image of Brahya
Sri Gota.pura raising above
.
.
his head an alms-bowl filled with food for the Buddha , an image of Ananda eatin�, and
an image of himself , in his right hand a goblet of lustral water , his left hand
raised in salutation , above the image of Phu Kamphra .
When he was fini shed , Visvakarman prostrated himself before Lord Indra and
asked , "Why have you ordered me to carve all these images?" Lord Indra replied ,
"Behold , Visvakarman . W'n en the Buddha made his visita· here , he ate rice at that spot
we had prepared for him, even to t he seat and shelter which you had provided . "
Visvakarman smiled and saida, "That is correcta. The Buddha showed great kindnes s ,

but I did not see him.t" Lord Indra said, . "He came here at dusk, and left early next
day. On the morning of t hat day, I presented teeth-cleaning sticks and wat er t o the
Buddha. Then he went forth to receive almsfood which -he brought back with him to
consume. When he finished eating, I left.•�- Visvakarman [upon hearing these words]
proclaimed, "sadhu, sadhu " [ we11-doneJ •
.

;

Lord Indra continued, "Brawa Sri Gotapura is among those whom t he Buddha
Gotama had in mind when he noted that whoever would become a Buddha and support the
teachings of t he Buddha would never be endangered, including t hat lord who would
enshtrine the Breast-bone Relic.
;

"Even t hough that lord [Bral)ya Sri GotapuraJ observes the Precept s, he will
not be reborn ih t he heavenly realms, but rather go fort h to support Buddhism in all
the principalities of the Jambudvipa [the inhabit ed world?] for 5 ,000 years. That
principality on t he banks of the Se River over which he ruled we call 'Sri Gotamaa'
because of the favor shown by Gota.ma toward him. Nowadays t he people of the south [ ? J
call it 'Sri Gotrapana' because its l eader was of the same lineage and was allied in
friendship with [the l eaders of] Suvar:r;.iabhu.mi [ ? J . Thus, it shall be wealthy and
flourishing. Having cl early perceived t hese t hings, I have commanded you t o produce
these designs and images, as auspicious adornment to the t eachings of t he Buddhas.
;

;

\

"At this time , Bral)ya Sri Gotapura has been reborn in Saketa-Nagara. No matter
where he is reborn, yoµ must watch over him and g rant him favor in ail circumstances.t"
Visvakarman heeded t his prophecy by Lord Indra.
5.

Appointing the Guardians of the Relic

this time, all of t he deities had brought the offerings (including food
stuffs,t_ silver, and gold) [ which were added to] the g oods placed under t he hill by
the five kings. They made arrangements to l ook aftter [the reliquary].
A deity named Vanapagumba, wit h 1,000 servant s, was appoint ed t o be guardian
of the north. A deith named Bhummapatirikkha., with 500 servants, was guardian of
t he south. A deity named Saruddhaka, wit h 500 servants, was appointed to be guardian
·nt s, was appointed tot.be
of the east. A deit y named Bodhirukkhapatta, with 500 servat
guardian of the westt. These deities were the guardians of the objtects which Lord
Indra had offered in veneration [of the Relic].
By

A deity named Sundidhara:r;.ii , with 500 servants, lived underneath Phu Kamphra as
t he guardian of the articles which the five lords had placed there. A deity named
Vicittalekha., with 1, 000 servant s, resided· in the heavenly abode carrying the "ac
count s of warning" [ records of those who t ried to damage the reliquary or to steal
the buried t reasure? ] . All of these deities would prevail for many ages.
Andt·tthere were three territorial guardian deities: one, named Dakkhi�ara��ha
( or cao muang kfUJ)a ) , 4 resided at the southeast side o·f the [present -day] temple
monasttery; one, named Sahassara�� ha (or aao saen muangt) , 5t lived at t he northeast edge
of the marsh; t he third, named Nagakutt havittthara (or aao thong kwang ) , 6t l ived t o the
south of the Se Bang Fai River, where it empties into t he Mekong.
These t hree territorial guardian deities possessed great supernatural powers.
They cared for and protect ed the Relic and the attendant s [ of the shrine]. Anyone
who presumed to cause damage to t he sacred Relic would be punished with many calami
ties. Clergy or l aity, anyone who madet_merit and was moved t o share it [by pouring
water and chanting auspicious verses at the end of the merit-making ceremony] with
4 "Lord of the right-hand side of the settlement or principality.t"
5 "Lord

of limitless kingdoms or principalities."

6 "Lord of t he wide net , " implying that this serpent-deity inhabits t he watters.
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the 4,000 deities and the three guardians would receive expressions of gratitude from
them, in the form of good fortune and favor.
Lord Indra appointed these deities, then circumambulated [the reliquary] three
times in a clockwise direction.

6.

The Relic Demonstrates its Miraculous Powers

At that moment, the Breast-bone Relic demonstrated its miraculous powers.s. It
split into four parts, [one part] emerging from each side [of the reliquary] to cir
cle above the shrine at a height .of 100 wa. Then the four parts became two, as they
descended from the top of the reliquary. They rose into the air again, then combined
into one Relic the size of a coconut, which circled the reliquary three times. It
appeared at the eastern door to the reliquary, hovering above Lord Indra's hand. All
of the deities were delighted , and uttered shouts of praise which resounded through
out the area. The gandhaPVas played musical instruments.

The deity Vassavalahaka had his attendants dance with peacock plumes as an act
of veneration. Some of the deities sang, others plucked strings or blew horns in the .
act of veneration. Paficasikkha played a golden lute, while Uranga clapped his hands.
The Breast-bone Relic entered the chamber of the reliquary through the east door.
The doors of the reliquary shut with such a loud noise that the deities, startled,
stopped their music-making. At that moment, all of the deities, nagas, garuqas,
kumbhar;uj,as, and gandharvas 7 that inhabited the entire universe , hearing the sound of
Pancasikkha's lute, came to worship [the Relic ].
7.

The Chief Deities Depart

At mid-day, Lord Indra and all of the deities circumambulated the reliquary
three times in a clockwise direction, venerated [the Relic ] , and went to the bank of
the river, where they climbed into a wondrous pavilion with 3,337 towers, made of
seven kinds of precious gems. The stories of this pavilion (which was mounted in the
center of a chariot) ascended in spirals. People climbing into the top could almost
[slide] down [to the bottom].

Nan Sujata and Nan Sucitra sat to the right of Lord Indra , Nan Sunanda and Nan
Sudharma sat on his left, and Nan Rohi�i, Nan Vattikesi, Nan Patipuppha, and Nan
GandharavatI sat behind him. The deities Indacitta , Visvakarman, and Dharmakathika
sat hovering near the face of Lord Indra.

Next, of those deities with prescribed names, Pancasikkha sat on the right,
Uranka on the left.

Next, the aaturahgavuqhas, carrying pikes, guarded each story [of the pavilion]
on all four sides. One thousand gods and one thousand goddesses assembled on all
stories. The deity Matali held in his hands the bridles of the swift supernatural
steeds. At the rear of the chariot, each of the horsemen carried whips with nine
gold strands.

the other deities walked on both sides of the chariot. The deities
All of
�
Srinanda, Srimahamaya, and Visakha followed at the rear with their attendants.
Suriyacanda, with his attendants, was on the left; the Lords of the Four Cardinal
Directions, with their attendants, accompanied Lord Indra's chariot on the right.
When they reached the Tavatiinsa heaven, they circumambulated the shrine of the Sacred
Hair-relic Cphra autCllTla�i cetiyaJ 8 before returning to their dwelling-places.
�

7Respectively, divine serpents , eagles, ogres, and choristers.
8Gota.ma symbolized his renunciation of the householder's life by cutting off •
his hair and beard, which were obtained by Lord Indra and enshrined in the Tavatimsa
heaven (E. J. Thomas, The Life of Budiiha as Legend and History, p. 55).

8.

The Mythical Beings in the Universe Come t o Worship

The deities, nagas, garu..q,as, kumbharyjas, gandruz:t>Vas, and · yak[!as throughout the
universe came to Phu Kamphra. They were greeted by the guardian spirits ther e , and
arranged a celebration of worship by all of these beingsa. Some groups of deities
rang bell s , others clashed cymbals , beat drums , blew conch shells , sang, danced,
played wind or string instrumentas .

As for the nagas, some groups sanga, while others danced . The garuq,as danced
Relic J . As· for the
and spun three_ times around [the reliquary]a, then venerateda[the
·
gandharvas and yaksas,
some played. musical instruments , while others
.
. danced, jumped
into the air, sprinkled flowers around , l it candles and incense in devotion.a
· [All
of this activity occurred] throughout the precincts of the reliquary.

Thus ends the section concerned with Lord Indra, the deities , the kumbhandas,
••
nagas,
and
ga:r>uq,as
who
came
to
venerat
e
the
gandcwvas,
Breast-bone Relic of the
Buddha.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE PRINCIPALITIES

1.

Further Events Concerning the Rulers and the Principalities

At this point, the narrative will be concerned with the five lords who had
built the reliquary for the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha and had returned to their
respective domains, as related in a previous chapter.

During the same year that the five lords returned to their principalities, the
consort of Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara dreamed that two precious gems descended to place
themselves upon her breasts. The two gems then were transformed into a white ele
phant, which flew into the sky.

At that moment, Bravya Suvarvabhingara of N9ng Han Luang entered the womb of
Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara's consort to begin a new existence. The queen, when her term
of pregnancy came to an end, gave birth to a son. At the age of six months, the
father [Bra�ya Indapatha-Nagara J gave him the name Maha Ratanakuma.ra ["greater jewel
prince"], in recognition of his wife ' s dream. Later on, Brahya
Khamdaeng of Nong Han
•
Noi entered the womb of this queen. [After his birth] the father christened the
second son Cula Ratanakuma.ra ["lesser jewel prince"].
A Flood Covers N§ng Han Luang and Nong Han Noi

2.

The deities who looked after the principalities of N9ng Han Luang and Nong Han
Noi had the serpents Dhanamulanaga and Jivayanaga arch their backs to create a river. 1
They caused a wind to arise which blew the contents of this stream in heavy waves
toward N9ng Han N9i. The deities of Nong Han Noi caused this water to enter the re
gion of N9ng Han Luang. The deities of N9ng Han Luang caused the water to inundate
the Choeng Chum shrine and the capitals of the two rulers.
3.

Ph9 Thao Kham Bang Establishes a Settlement

Pho Thao ["honored father"] Kham Bang, who was the maternal uncle [mother's
younger brother] of Brahya Suvarnabhi:nga.ra, led the people in flight from the flood
waters. They emigrated to Huai Kao Liao Kao Khot on the bank of the Mekong, 2 where
they established a settlement. These people were of a noble lineage and knew the
appropriate customs for founding a new settlement that would continue the ways of
the two lords [Suvar�abhi:ngara and KhamdaengJ. They chose Pho Thao Kham Bang to be
their leader, and began to cultivate rice on the edge of N§ng Khan Thae Siia Nam.
0

As for those who fled south from the Jivayanadi river, Bahiragama, the spouse
of Dhanamulanaga, dug a channel into which part of the Mekong flowed to form a large
marshy lake . This creature caused waves of the Mekong to form this lake (which was
its residence) so that people have called it Nam Khong Long ["waters of the Mekong
from the names of the two nagas, the "river" may be the Mun and Chi
riverine system of northeastern Thailand.
2In the vicinity of present-day Vientiane, Laos.
1 Judging
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subsiding"J. 3 Jivayanaga caused the waters of the Mulanadi River [Mun River] to form
a marsh, which people have since called Nam Chi Long ["waters of the Chi subsiding" J.s4
The two nagas lived here for three months. When the migrants came to establish
settlements on the shores of these two lakes, the waters subsided. The settlers
chose one from among their number to be their chief . They built villages and estab
lished political and cultural ties with Ph9 Thao Kham Bang. For this reason , the
capital city was not located near these lakes.
.

.

4.

Circumstances of Cu+a�i and Indapatha-Nagqra

Next, we will be concerned with the remaining lords who had constructed the
reliquary. WhensMaha Ratanakumara and Cula Ratanakumara reached one year of age, Nan
Pacchimakumari, wife of Cao Rajaputra (the son of Bra�ya Cu+a�ibrahmadata), dreamed
that her father-in-law had ascended to the top of a golden palace and transformed
himself into a pure white lotus which rose into the air. At that moment,. Brahya
.
Cu+aIJibrahmadata and Bra.l}ya Indapa�ha-Nagara were conceived in the womb of Nari Pacchimakumari, to·begin their new existences. The nobles and the populace [of the princi
pality of Cu+a�ibrahmadata J recognized the prince as ruler in his father's stead,
with the name Bra�ya Puttacu+al)ibrahmadata.
[In the principality of] Indapa�ha-Nagara, the nobles and the populace conse
crated · the younger brother of Bra�ya Indapa�ha-Nagara as the ruler, with the name
Bra�ya Cula Indapa�ha-Nagara.

Nan Pacchimakumari gave birth to twin sons. When the two princes reached one
year of age, their father gave them the following names : Maha Suv·arr:apasadakumara
["greater heavenly-palace prince"] for the elder [i . e. , the first infant to emerge
from the womb], and Cula Suvar:oapasadakumara ["lesser heavenly-palace prince"] for
the younger.
5.

Events at Saketa-Nagara

Nari Sri Ratana Devi, consort of Bratiya Suriyava.msa Dharmikaraja (who was ruler
of Roi-Et Pratu CS�keta-NagaraJ), dreamed that a goddess brought her a pure white
conch shell and that the capital was transformed into a forest. She and her husband
fled to the east of the capital and founded a new settlement, leaving the goddess'
conch shell behind. The queen dreamed thus.
,

At that moment, Bral)ya Nandasena was conceived in the womb of Nan Sri Ratana
Devi , to begin a new existence. When her term of pregnancy was complet.ed, she gave
birth to a son. However, during the seven-day course of childbirth , she passed away.
A nurse nourished and looked a:rter the prince. At the age of one year, he was given
the name Chao Sankhavijjakumara ["lord wondrous-sheli prince"], after the dream ofs.
his mother.

As for Nan Ratana Devi (to begin , a new existence), she entered the womb of a
lady who was of the lineage of Braoya Sri Gotapura. This lady, when she became pregnant, dreamed about a "jewelled hair-pin." She gave birth to a daughter who, at the
age of one year, was given the name Nari Kaeo Ke�i C"�iss precious hair" J.

6.

Events at Sri Gotapura

The nobles of the principality of Sri Gotapiira, along with the populace, observed cremation rites for Bratiya Nandasena. Afterward, they consulted with one
,

3 1ocated in Bung Kan district , Nong Khai province, Thailand.
4No information is available for the location of this marsh.
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another and decided that, because of an epidemic at Sri Gotapura, they should move
the settlement to the Mai Ruak [Bamboo] Forest. They selected the younger brother
of Bra�ya Nandasena (who was the son of Nan Devapuppha) to be their ruler, with the
name Bra�ya Marukkha-Nagara, and brought Nan Kaeo Ke�i, who was born in the same
lineage, to be his adopted daughter.
,,,.

When Chao Sankhavijjakumara reached one year of age, the wife of Bra�ya
Marukkha-Nagara dreamed that she was inhaling the fragrant odors of many perfumes
that permeated the four quarters of the compass. She awakened with a start, imagin
ing the palace to be filled with these sweet smells. She commanded that some brah
mans come to interpret her dream. The brahmans prophesied that the queen would give
birth to a son who would become the most glorious of all the lords of Jambudvipa.
This dream had been a blessed benediction by all of the deities.

....

At that moment, Bragya Suriyavamsa of Saketa-Nagara was conceived in the womb
of the queen (consort of the ruler of Marukkha-Nagara) to begin a new existence.
When her term of pregnancy was completed, she gave birth to a handsome male child.
When the brahmans observed the features and characteristics of this child, they pro
claimed that he was the seed for a line of future Buddhas. The father gave him the
name Chao Sumittava.msa Kumara ["lord lineage-of-the-wise prince" ]. When the child
reached thirteen years of age, both parents passed away.

The courtiers, purohitas [brahman ritual experts], and the populace appointed
Chao Sumitta Kumara to reign, with the name Bratya Sumittavamsa Raja Marukkha-Nagara.
Nan Kaeo Kesi
was brought to be his consort.
•

....

7.

The Inhabitants of Saketa-Nagara Emigrate

With regard to R§i-Et Pratu CSaketa-NagaraJ, when the meritorious and powerful
reign of Br�ya Suriyavamsa came to an end, the small tributary states which previ
ously had sent gifts to the capital became recalcitrant, and organized themselves in
an attack on the principality. The populace scattered to place themselves under the
protection of strong and meritorious rulers ; that is, they fled to establish settle
ments in the region [ruled byJ Bragya Sumittava.msa Raja Marukkha-Nagara, and Suvar�a
bhumi (which Ph§ Thao Kham Bang had founded at the creek of Kao Liao Kao Khot) . .Of
those groups that fled, the following should be mentioned: Mun Luang Klang Hong and
Miin Nanda Arama, who led 200,000 families (among them the princeling Chao Sankhavijja
kumara) first to Suvar�abhumi. The adopted parents of Chao Sankhavijjakumara took
him [to a place where they] established a settlement with the name Miiang La N9ng Khai
[present-day Nong Khai city], which stretched to the mouth of Bang Phuang Creek. Mun
Klang Hong, with 50,000 families, established a settlement at the mouth of Khuk Kham
Creek, just to the south. Mun Nanda Ara.ma, with 50,000 families, emigrated to found
a settlement at the mouth of Nok Yung or Nam Mong Creek (Tha Bo district, Nong Khai).

Other nobles, having fled from R§i-Et Pratu, returned with their families to
build new villages. They secured enduring political ties with Bra�ya Surnittavamsa
Raja Marukkha-Nagara.
8.

Ph§ Thao Kham Bang Appoints his Son-in-Law Ruler of Candapuri

At this point we will summarize the story of Candapuri,s5 joining it with the
history of the That Phanom Breast-bone Relic.

The settlement of Pho Thao Kham Bang, located on the creek of Kao Liao Kao
Khot, was called Suvar�abhumi; it was just north of [present-day] Vientiane. PhQ
Thao Kham Bang had a daughter whose name was Indasawan Long H§t. Below the creek of

5Candapuri is the precursor of present-day Vientiane (Lao: viang can, "enclosen
settlement of sandalwood"; cf. p . 50 below).

Kao Liao Kao Khot , there was a village near Sakae pas s , where one end of Nong Khan
Thae Sua Nam came in to form a swampa. [In this village] there was a man of dark com
plexion, with large warts all over his body , whose heart was full of compassion and
who habitually performed meritorious act s . At the time there were two arabant s from
Rajagrha who dwelled near this village of Ban Ngng Khan Thae Sua Nam . One was named
Maha Buddhavamsa ; he lived on the bank of the Mekong River . The other , named Maha
Saj jatI, lived in the forest north of the swamp . These two arahants lived in peace
and comf'ort because of the services and support of the man [from the village ] , whom
they called Burichan Uai Lua i . 6

The people of N9ng Khan Thae Sua....Nam , both those who were related t o each other
and those who were nota, requested Burichan Uai Luai to be their teachera, to instruct
them in what t.hey should do a11d what they should nota. Burichan thus taught moral
precept s , handicrafts , and agricultural techniquesa. He cultivated rice during both
the rainy season and the dry season, and habitually made merit by presenting gifts
of food to the two arahant s . When the rice plants in the fields formed soft ear s ,
these were separated from the plants and squeezed ; the resulting liquid would be
mixed with honey, boiled , and presented to the arahants . When the rice was almost
ripea, it would be prepared as khao hang 7 and presented to the arahants . When the
rice was ready for harvest , another portion would be presented to the arahant s . When
it was t ime to pile the harvested rice up into sheaves , another portion was given to
them. When it was t ime to thresh the rice , another portion was given to them. When
the rice in the granary , another portion was given to them.
it was t ime to place
.
...,.
Their alms-bowls were filled with rice every single day. In addition , Burichan Uai
Luai shared merit with the naga lords [protective serpent deities] every day without
fai l .

The anc ient chronicle [of CandapurI J tells about these naga lord s , · especially
Suvarnanaga,
who came to look
over the territory and choose an appropriate site to
.
.....
....
establish a village for Burichan Uai Luai . One day, during the dry season, Burichan
and the villagers came to work in the rice fields near the ponda. As the rice ears
were almost ready to be separated from the planta, the water in the pond overflowed
its banks . Suvar�anaga, upon seeing thi s , transformed himself into a dike to hold
back the watera. Enough water flowed over the dike to inundate the rows of rice
plant s up to the level of the ear s . The people realized that this occurrence was
extremely irregular for the season of the yeara. They went over to look at the dike,
which wriggled away. Thus , the place has been called Ngng Khan Tha.e Sua Nam [ "the
pond whose water was dammed by the water-sprite"] ever sinc e . _ At that t ime , the
water-sprite [Suvar�anagaJ who looked after that pond caused the deaths of one hun
dred people . The others escapeda. Suvar�anaga caused two of his servant s to change
into snakes that toppled over all of the areca and rice plant s . A group of people
built a fence with a gap in the center [ in the pond]a, and placed a fi sh-�rap into
the gap . Later on , two small snakes , with reddish combs and scales like gold , were
discovered in the fish-trap.

One evening , Burichan dreamed that a striped worm resembling a lingain wrapped
itself seven t imes around his waista. He awakened with a start , shuddering with fear.
At dawn, as he filled the alms-bowls of the two arahant s , they advised him to take
some flowers in a tray to a nearby knoll and present them as an act of merit to the
naga lords . At daylight , a person brought the two little snakes in a cage. He in
tended to present them as a gift to Pho Thao Kham Bang , but had not yet done so.
6Uai luai means "pot-bellied . " Burichan seems to be a transformation of
Can[daJpuri ( "Ci�y of sandalwood" ) .
7 The Thai editor describes khao hang as follow s : "When the rice i s almost
ripe, it i s harvested and steamed unt il ripened , then spread in the sun to dry , then
steamed once more. It ' s very tasty, with a fragrant aroma" (UN: 53 , fn. 3 ) . , The
rice referred to in this paragraph is the glutinous variety, the staple food of the
peoples of northeast Thailand and Laos .
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At dusk of that day, Suvarnanaga
, transformed into a white-haired old man
.,. .
dressed in white, ca.me to Burichan and said, "Those two small snakes are my children.
For that reason, I have come to ask that you return them to me . " Burichan, puzzled,
asked, "Arent't you one who observes the Precepts? Since you are dressed in white
[like a lay ascet ic ] , then why do you say that these snakes are your children? I
want to present them to Pho Thao Kham Bang, so that he can see their golden scales."

The old man replied, "I am a na,ga lord. You must not take [the snakes] to
present to Pho Thao Kham Bangt. If you should desire anything o f any sort , we will
grant it to you." Burichan recalled his dream and the act of merit toward the naga
lord , reflecting that the na,ga had the power to grant him happinesst, and repliedt,
"If ever I should want anything, may it please you to grant it at that time." He
gave the two small snakes to the old man. These creatures changed into two youths
dressed in white who walked away until they were out of sightt. At that moment, the
old man said, "Dig a well at the edge of the pond outtside your house. On wan phra
[the full-moon day of the month, the major Precept Day] I shall cause the two nagas
to appear at that spot. Whenever you want anything, summon the two nagas and inform
them of your desires.·" Burichan heard these word s , and the old man left .

....

Two or three days later, Burichan Uai Luai and the villagers went to work in
the rice fields. When the [ source s of] water dried up , a well was dugt. The na,ga
lord caused Pho Thao Kham Bang and his wife to offer their daughter , Nan Indasavan
Long Hott., as spouse to Brahya Sumitta Dharma of Marukkha-Nagara. Pho Thao Kham Bang
.
ordered hi s courtiers to prepare
a boat with a pavilion to transport his daughter,
and ten boats filled with gift s. When Nan Indasavan Long Hot learned that her parents
were to send her to be the wife of Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma, she became despondentt. Her
father, realizing that she was unwilling to leave her parent s ' house, threatened her
by saying, "If that ' s the cas e , I'll have to give you to Buri chan Uai Lua i , who they
say i s covered with big wart s . You can eat his rice for the rest o f your days . "
His daughter, hearing these words, agreed to go to Marukkha-Nagara, her sadness com
pletely d i sappearing.

Pho Thao Kham Bang sent h i s court iers to build two house s , each with six rooms ,
and another wide pavilion , between the r iver-bank and the w ell that Burichan Uai Luai
had dug. The court iers were to bring the pr incess by boat to this spot , where Burichan would be requested to attend her so that she could become d isgusted at his
appearance.
Then she would be taken to Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma as originally intended .
....
When Burichan heard the news from the court iers, he went to the w ell and summoned the
two nagas. He said, "I would like Nan Indasavan Long Hot to be my wife. Would you
please fulfill this w i sh?"
At that momentt, all of the nagas and deities ....
erected a royal pavilion and
filled it with food and artticles of wealth for Burichan Uai Luai .

....

Burichan bathed at a spot des ignated by the na,ga lords and dried himself with
a cloth provided by them. H i s skin became pure whit e , his complexion flawless; he
was enveloped in the fragrant odor of sandalwood. H i s stomach contracted so that it
was [taut ] like the string of a bowt. H e dressed himself in fine clothing , covered
with adornments; flower-garlands were in his hand , a sword at his waist, gold slip
pers on his feet. In the late afternoon , the goddess Nan Macchanari brought Burichan
a golden combt. Then she seized him and placed him inside the tower of the palace
where Nan Indasavan Long H9t lay sleeping. The princess awakened , smelled the fra
grance of sandalwood,.... and fell asleep again. When she awakened a second time , she
fell in love in Burichan Uai Luai , and they became husband and wife.
When the servants awakened and saw this [had taken plac e ] , they were filled
with amazement, and hurri ed to inform Pho T�ao Kham Bang and h i s wife. Upon hearing
the news, these two were
to ....prepare the cere.... delighted. The courti ers were ordered
....
mony during which Burichan Uai Luai would be consecrated Chao Burichan, the husband
of Nan Indasavan Long H9t. The couple was presented with two villages [of atten
dant s ] . Later on, Brru:ya Sumitta Dharma of Marukkha-Nagara sent Brahmans to conse
crate the new husband as King Candapuri Pras iddhisakti.
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After Burichan began to rule over this principality [of Candapuri, i.e., the
two villages and their inhabitants], he had the people cover the well he had dug with
wooden boards. Then a ma,:vi,apa 8 was built over the well. A wooden bridge was erected
....
across the marsh from the capital to Burichan's home village. In this village, he
built a temple which the arahants called Vat Suan Uai Luai ["the Temple of the Garden
two arahants. These two araof Uai Luai"J, . and two dwelling-places nearby for the
....
hants taught the monks at Vat Suan Uai Luai. Burichan constructed a pavilion of
gold on top of a knoll to the south of the capital.
..,

In the mornings_, the arahants and the? monks would always cross the bridge to
seek alms in the capital . On Precept Days [the four Buddhist holidays of the lunar
month], Burichan would always go to observe the Precepts 9 at the pavilion to the
south of the capital. On the mornings [of these days], after filling the monkss'
bowls with food, he would venerate an image of the Buddha inside the sanctuary at
Vat Suan Uai Luai, and listen to the Dha.mma as revealed in the sermons of the ara
hants. Afterward, he would always perform meritorious acts for the nagas and deities
at the site of the well.
,

Maha Buddhava.msas� leaving Maha Sajjati to instruct the monks at Vat Suan Uai
Luai, went to fetch a relic of an arahant who had been a disciple of the Buddha. He
told Burichan that he would enshrine this relic near his former dwelling-place. A
hole was dug, eight wa deep and three wa wide ; a eetiya 1 0 was constructed at this
spot. Inside the eetiya, silver bars were placed, along with the relic itself. The
entrance to the detiya was sealed with stone, and a stone marker (three wa long, one
wa wide) was placed on top. Since that time, the people have called this spot Pa
Maha Buddhavam.sa [ "Forest of Maha Buddhavam.sa"J .

9.

Explanations to Burichan by a Deity

.....

One day, Burichan observed the Precepts, presented alms, and shared merit with
the nagas and deities. While resting in the pavilion, the naga lord appeared before
him in the guise of a white-robed nun, ·with a gold tray containing seven gems, a
white cloth bag filled with gold, and flowers, candles, and incense. The nun said,
"Your marria'se with Nan Indasavan Long Hot is not pleasing because her parentss·swished
to present her to Bratya Sumitta Dearma. This lord has declined to punish the nagas
and deities. who were happy at Burichan['s good fortune]. You must take these gems
and present them to Brahya Sumitta Dharma." Burichan, reflecting upon his forgetful
ness, uttered the wordss "Sa.dhu, sadhu. " The naga gave him 1,000 gold coins and then
disappeared.
..,,

0

10.

Burichan ' s Ambassadors Take Gifts to Brahya
Sumitta Dharma
•

....

...... returned t o the palace, he arranged the gifts, which included
When Burichan
those items given him by the ·naga lord. Mun Na Tai, Mun Na Nila, Mun Song Mii.ang,
Mun Chiang Chu, and Phan Na Miiang were appointed to take the gifts to Bratya Sumitta
Dharma [at] Marukkha-Nagara. As he received these gifts, a magnif�cent palace with
nineteen rooms sprang out of the ground. This structure was decorated with gold and

8 A pavilion, square in plan, with a pyramidal roof, whose purpose is to shelter
some sacred object.
9The eight precepts which devout laity should observe during every major Bud
dhist holiday (wan phra) : , to abstain from taking life; from taking what is not
given; from sexual intercourses; from falsehoods; from · intoxicants which cloud the
mind; from taking food beyond the fixed time (of noon ).; from dancing, singing, enter
tainments, using of garlands, perfumes, and things that beautify or adorn ; from using·
a high or luxurious seat or bed.
l OA memorial, in the form of a repository or reliquary.
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precious gems. There was also a park covered with vegetation of various kinds:
rice, maize, whea t , coconut palms, sugar palms, sugar cane, _soranges, bananas, areca,
betel. Even though [some of] these plants [would have required] transplanting, they
flourished throughout the area in great profusion and variety.
This was the blessing and reward granted to him who, as Bra�ya Sri Gotapura
[in an earlier existence], had filled the alms-bowl of the Buddha. The renowned
event reached the attention of the ruler of Saketa-Nagara, who was delighted upon
seeing that this was the reward for sending the alms-bowl filled with food · to the
Buddha (as related in an earlier chapter).
,,

The Consecration of Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma

11 .

Bra�ya Roi-Et Brao Nagara then brought his daughter from La-ong with her 500
attendants, ten bull elephants, ten female elephants, ten horses, along with mahouts
and horsemen, and 100, 000 pieces of gold, as gifts to present to the ruler of
Maruk.kha-Nagara, who was consecrated with the title Bra�ya Sumitta Dharmavamsa Raja
diraja Maruk.kha-Nagara. When the ceremony was completed, Braoya Roi-Et Bral}. Nagara
returned to his capital.
At the end of the rainy season, Braoya Roi-Et Bra}). Nagara sent his ambassadors··
with gifts of flowers, silver, and gold to present to the newly-titled ruler of
Marukkha-Nagara.
12.

_
The Embassy and Gifts to Burichan
....

... ....
such as
Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma presented servants to be attendants of Bur1chan,
Mun Carasa, for example. In addition, he presented as a gift 1 , 000 pieces.... of gold,
and complete sets of clothing. Two women were presented as gifts to Burichan: one
was named Mangala Katafifiu, of the lineage of Cula�i; the other was named Mangala
Dapalan, of the lineage of Rajag�ha. They were accompanied by 1 ,000 slave-atten
dants, 20 female elephants, 20 male elephants, 10 horses, mahouts and horsemen,
1 0 , 000 pieces of silver, 10 ,000 pieces of gold, and 10,000 sets of clothing. _Final
ly, the five insignia of royalty 1 1 were given to the charge of five Brahmans who· were
completely knowledgeable with the Three Vedas:s1 2 Mangalabrahma�a, Culamangalabrahma
�a, Jayabrahmaga, Siddh!brahma�a, and Cittavadhanabrahma�a. These five Brahmans were
sent to consecrate Burichan as a great ruler. On the appointed auspicious day, the
party proceeded by boat to Burichan's capital, ....where Mun Nandara, a man of wisdom,
decreed the extent of the territory under Burichan's rules: on the east bank, from
the mouth of the Kading River [between present-day Paksane and Tha Khaek, Laos] on
down; on the west bank, from the mouth of Bang Bat Creek [in present-day Bung Kan
district, Nong Khai province, Thailand] on down: this was the territory governed by
_ ....
Burichan.
13.

Brah• Maha Kassapa Designates His Heirs

Turning back to the time when Brao Maha Kassapa and the arahants had completed
the construction of the repository at Phu Kamphra and the enshrinement of the Breast
bone Relic, after their return to Rajagtha, Bra� Maha Kassapa noticed three novices
who observed the correct practices according to the teachings [of the Buddha] and
1 1 The five insignia of royalty

of ancient India, are as follows:
slippers, and fan.

(pancarajakakudhabharyj,a ) , associated with rulers

white umbrella, crown of victory, sword of victory,

The three sets of Hindu sacred texts referred to here are the Rig Veda (kno"\vl
edge of magical formulae), Yaju Veda (medical knowledge) , and Sama Veda (astrology).
12
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were persevering in the practice of meditation. When these three novices were or
dained as monks, they became arahants [enlightened ones who are not yet Buddhas].
One was named Buddharakkhita ["guardian of.the Buddha"], the second Dharmarakkhita
[" guardian of the Dha.rmna"J, and the third Sangharakkhita ["guardian of the Sarigha"J.
These three arahants came from Rajagrha to reside at Nong Kok, not far from .the moun
tain of Phu Khao Luang.
14.

The Three Arahants Introduce the Five
Princes to Buddhist Monasticism

Buddharakkhita brought the two young princes from the principality of Indapatha•
Nagara to be ordained as Buddhist novices and took them to live at the edge of Muang
Fak, on the east bank of the Mekong. He taught [them] meditation practices there.
Mun Klang Rong built a raft-like dwelling for them at that spot, which has since been
called Ho Phae ["raft dwelling"].
As for Dharmarakkhita, he brought the two young princes from the principality
of eu+a�ibrahmadatta to be ordained, and taught them meditation practices. They
lived at Viang Ngua, south of Khu Kham Creek. Mun Klang Rong built a sanctuary .for
them there.

Sangharakkhita ordained Chao Sankhavijjakumara. They resided at Muang La N9ng
Khai. The prince's adopted father built a dwelling for them. These five princes,
because of their study and practice of meditation with the three arahants, became
arahants themselves when they were ordained as Buddhist monks.
�

The five [new] arahants were named Maha Ratana Thera, Cula Ratana Thera, Maha.
Suvar�apasada Thera, Cula Suvar�apasada Thera, and Sanghavijja Thera. 1 3 · The teachers
took their pupils to Rajagrha. They brought back 29 skull-relics of the Buddha, 7
tooth-relics, and 9 relics of the right foot. During their return journey, they
stopped for one night at Muang Kh9n Rat [Nagara RajasimaJ. The eight arahants knew
about the Buddha's visit to the cave of Kaeo Vajiraprakara between the two mountains
near Lavo [LopburiJ. The eight arahants began to write a history of the principali
ties and the legendary events associated with them. They recorded an account of the
Buddha-relics which had been enshrined throughout Jambudvipa, the characteristics of
the Buddha's Footprint, and all of the tales associated with the religious tradition.

The three arahants sent their five pupils to enshrine the Buddha-relics at cer
tain places: the skull-relics at Phu Khao Luang, the foot-bone relics at Muang La
N9ng Khai, three of the tooth-relics at Viang Ngua, a nd four at Ho Phae. t l+ When this
was done, the three arahants returned to the city of Rajagrha
.
•

The five [young] arahants took the skull-relics of the Buddha to be enshrined
of gold
at Phu Khao Luang. Brahya
. Candapuri and his three wives presented articles
.
and precious gems of great value as an act of ven$ration. · A stone reliquary was
built on the mountain. Each of its sides was 5 wa wide and 4 wa 3 BQk high. [The
relics] had the same extraordinary [powers] as the Breast-bone Relic .
.

Maha Ratana Thera and Cul.a Ratana Thera enshrined four tooth-relics at Ho Phae
landing. As for
the two Bra� Suvarnapasada
brothers, they enshrined three tooth•
v
relics at Phon Chik Viang N gua . As for Maha Sanghavijja Thera , he took the nine
foot-bone relics to be enshrined at Muang La Nong Khai. His adopted father arid the
people
of the. city built a reliquary for the Buddha-relics beneath the surface of
·
the ground. Each side was 2 wa 2 sok wide� and 3 wa high . The structure was covered
with sheets of silver. The relics were placed within a gold casket which was in
serted into the reliquary.
1 3Thera means "venerable monk."

1 4Muang La Nong Khai was located at the site of present-day Nong Khai city,

Thailand.

The other sites are probably near Vientiane �

At that time, the two arahants of the north forest and the south forest [i .e.,
the arahants attended by BurichanJ passed away beyond the circle of life �nd death
in the course of the same.... day. Maha Sanghavijja Thera sought the two BraQ SuvarQapasada brothers at Phon Chik Viang Ngua; the three of them went to find the two Brao
Ratana Thera brothers at Ho Phae, in order to pay respect to the two arahants who
had passed away .

The five arahants spent the rainy�season retreat at Candapuri. Bra�ya Canda
puri had his courtiers build a sanctuary for. each of them. On the major and minor
Precept Days, the five arahants would always go to Vat Suan Uai Luai to teach the
monks there. Braoya Candapuri brought the remains of the two forest-dwelling ara
hants and had them interred at that place.

At the end of the rainy-season retreat, the five arahants went to live in the
forest of Phon Phai Nok at the mouth of Bang Phuan Creek. For a while, Maha Sangha
vijja Thera lived to the south of this creek, then he rejoined the others. They
were at peace with one another and lived in contentment. They recalled the four-line
stanza elucidated by BraQ Maha Kassapa in their previous lives:s1 5

gacahanti naragaachanti
neyya naraneyya

ko ve narako ve
sakanti narasakanti

etc.

The explanation of these four lines had now become clear. The five arahants
completely comprehended the explanation of these four lines. Thus, they made plans
to restore [the monument ofJ the Breast-bone Relic at Phu Kamphra, and decided to go
to Maruk.kha-Nagara in order to assist Brahya
Sumitta Dharma in restoring [the reli.
quaryJ. This ruler, [in a previous life,sJ had been Bratya ;
Sri Gotapura, then had
been reborn as Bragya Suriyava.msa of Saketa-Nagara (Roi-Et Pratu), who in turn had
been reborn as Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma of Marukkha-Nagara. The Buddha had foretold
that this lord would enshrine the Relic at Phu Kamphra with the assistance of the
five rulers and all of the arahants.
1 5 Cf . Chapter Two, sections 10 and 11.

CHAPTER FIVE
THE FIRST RESTORATION
The Five Arahant s Come to Marukkha-Nagara

1.

The five arahants started for Marukkha-Nagara . Ona-the way , they sought alms
at the spot on the edge of the river where the Buddha had left a Footprint for the
fish lord. 1 The five arahants presented the rice [which they had rec eived as alms]
to all of the fish, uttering the words "Dighayuko hotu." The fish would live long
lives. When the people heard these words, they named the village [at that spot ] Ban
Chiang Y-ITn [ "village of long life"J .a2

The five arahant s crossed the Mekong River to eat their fooda. They said that
[in the future] the capital of Marukkha-Nagara would be moved to the spot where they
ate . 3a When they finished their meal , they proceeded to Phu Kamphra , where they con
versed with one another in a pleasant mannera. The following day, the two Bral) Ratana
brothers went to seek alms at Indapa�ha-Nagara. They requested their uncle, who was
ruler of the principality, [to assist in· restoring the monument at Phu KamphraJa.

The two Bra� Suvar�apasada brothers went to seek alms at their birthplace in
order to ask their parentsa, BraQya Puttacu+a�ibrahmadata and Bra� Nan Pacchima Devia,
to assist in the [re-Jenshrinement of the Breast-bone Relica, in the company of BraQya
Sumitta Dharma [of Marukkha-NagaraJa.

· Bra.1). Sankhavij ja Thera cam� to seek alms at Marukkha-Nagara. Bra�ya Sumitta
Dharma and Brah• Nan Devi Kaeo saw him wearing a robe the color of the golden flower
that the naga lord had presented [ ? J . A profound j oyful interest swept over them,
as if a lion cub separated from its parents for a long time was to be united with
them once more, and they were filled with impatient desirea.

Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma and his wife were reluctant to extend an invitation to
the monk. Their hearts were trembling like a flag that flutters to and fro in the
wind. They emerged from the palace to escort the Bra� Maha Thera up to a towera,
where they offered him delicate and tasty foodsa. The ruler and his wife saida, "Your
senses have become purified , and you are the supreme blessing for our sight and our
mindsa. Please inform us of your origins . "
2.

Sankhavijja Thera Relates Experiences
of a Former Existence

Brah. Maha Sankhavij j a Thera spokea, "I was born in the principality of Roi-Et
Pratu and am searching for my parent s . " "Where do · your parents live? " asked Bra�ya
Sumitta Dharmaa. Brati Maha Thera replieda, "My parents live here in Sri Gotapuraa. My
1 Phra

Bat Woen Pla, north of Nakhon Phanom city ( c f . Chaptaer Onea, section 3).

2 Ban Chiang Yun is located near the Footprint of Woen Pla.
3 This is the site of the ancient city of Nakhon Phanom, just south of the
present-day city of Thakhek, Laos. The capital of Upper Chenla ( an early Khmer prin
cipality) during the eighth c entury A . D . may have been located herea. Cf. Lawrence
Briggsa, The Ancient Khiner Empire ( Philadelphia, 1951) , ppa. 58-59 .
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father fled from Sri Gotapura to take a wife at Rgi-Et Pratu .
parents abandoned me and came to this place."

,

When I was born, my

Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma and his wife did not comprehend the import of this reply.
Their hearts stirred with pity for the young monk who had lost his parents and met
with sorrow. At that point, Bra.l) Maha Thera asked, "Where did the two of you come
from, before living here?" The king replied, "We have not come from anywheres: we
were born in the lineage associated with this locality. " The monk interjected, "I
was not asking about your lineage; I was referring to a previous existence." The
king asked, "Are you an arahant?" The monk replied, "That is correct."4

At that moment, something miraculous happened. The Deities who watched over
the palace and the deities who looked after Phu Kamphra blew conch shells, the· noise
of which resounded throughout the palace grounds. The people, hearing the sound of
the shells but unable to see the deities, uttered shouts of "sadhu, sadhu" which rang
throughout the city.

Bra}) Sankhavijja Thera spoke to Bral)ya Sumitta Dharma and his wife in the fo�
lowing manner. "I have come from the city of Candapuri in order to ask a favor of
DharmaJ were the ruler
the , two of you . In a former existence, you [Brahya
. Sumitta
of Sri Gotapura. When the Buddha was alive, he came to r·est for a while at Phu
Kamphra. He took his alms-bowl (wrapped in a reddish-brown garment-) and went to sit.
beneath the sal .tree south of the city in order to, enable the ruler to obtain bliss.
The Buddha then went to seek alms_ in the city of Sri Gotapura. You .presented alms
to the Buddha and vowed to him that you would support the Buddhist religion. The
Buddha did not receive the alms-bowl from you and returned to sit under tne sal tree • .·
With joy you took the alms-bowl and presented it to the Buddha at that spot.
"At that time, I was Bral)ya Nandasena, your younger brother . When you departed
from that existence, you were reborn in Saketa-Nagara. You became ruler of Roi-Et
Pratu. As for Nan Sri Ratana Devi, she was your consort at that time.

"As for myself, I reigned at Sri Gotapura for thirteen years. After - the Bud
dha's demise, the five hundred arahants (with Bra}) Maha Kassapa as their leaders)
brought the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha to be enshrined at Phu Kamphra . The
four rulers and I constructed a reliquary for the Relic there. At that time, we de
sired to become ordained as Buddhist monks and, after our ordination, eventually_ to
become arahants like Bra9 Maha Kassapa and the five hundred, who expressed approval
of our resolve. Later, I was reborn, and became an arahant in this existence . When
.,
I departed from that life as Bral)ya Nandasena, I was conceived in the womb of Nan Sr!
Ratana Devi, the wife of Bra�ya R§i-Et Pratu, that is, the two of you [in a former
life].

"The people decided to emigrate from Sri Gotapura to establish a new settlement
in the Ruak [Bamboo] Forest. They consecrated the son of Nan Devapuppha to - rule as
Bral)ya Marukkha-Nagara. Seven days after my birth, Nan Sri Ratana Devi passed away
and was reborn in the lineage of Bratya Marukkha-Nagara, who adopted her as his
daughter. When you were reborn, you entered an existence as the son of Bra�ya
Marukkha-Nagara.

"In that former existence, both of you were truly my parents. For this reason,
I have referred to you as my lost father and mother whom I have found again here." ·
When they heard this account of their past lives, the king and queen were able to
recall these events clearly. Tears began flowing, especially on the face of the monk.
At that moment, the courtiers, slaves, and attendants seated nearby, affected
by the sight of tears oozing from the eyes of the king and queen, began to sob with
grief. The sound [of their sobbing] resounded throughout the chamber. Nan Devi Kaeo
4 Technically,

arahants, as enlightened beings, do not share with Buddhas the
capacity for comprehending the previous existences of other persons. However., beca-qse ·
of the close ties between the figures in this episode, this gift of omniscience is·
attributed to Bral) Maha Sankhavijja Thera.
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bowed to Bra.1:) Maha Thera and asked, "In.tthat former existencet, vmen I left you at
suc h an early age, who took c are of you?" The monk replied , "Na Liang Ph9 N orn
["Uncle Milk-Feeding Father , " i.e.t, an adopted parent] and a woman who was a servant
of Brahya
Roi-Et Pratu , who had me brought up.
•
"When c alamities befell the principality , some of the people die d , while others
fled to their vill ages of origin. N a Liang Pho Nom took me with hi m when he migrated
to Suvar�abhumi,t5 when I was still very young. Sangharakkhita Thera ordained me and
was my teacher. When I became an arahant, he returned to Rajtag�ha, from whence he
had c ome. "

Brahya
Sumitta Dharma recalled in his mind the ruler of Candapuri, who had
•
built the pal ace roofed with tiles the c olor of monks' robes and who had pre sented
blossoms of the royal l otus [ ? J . "How many arahants were there altogether at
Suvar�abhiimi? " he asked the monk. "Ten of them altogether ," replied Bral) Maha Thera.
"Three returned to Raj agrha, two passed away , and four have c ome here with me. "
3.

The F our Monks Relate Experiences from Previous Lives

At that moment, the four arahants, who had j ust arrived from Indapa�tha-Nagara
and Cula�ibrahmadata, entered the tower c hamber and declared , "o king, [in a _tprevioust.
existence] you vowed to support the Buddha's teachings for 5 ,000 years. The five
rulers who came to enshrine the Breast-b one Relic at Phu Kamphra include Sankhavij j a
Thera, who is your son, and the four of us who are now telling you this."
When she saw the arahants ( garbed in gold, the c olor of the naga lord ' s fl ower-·
offering [ ? J ) seated there in the c hamber , and heard the words j ust spoken, the
queen ' s hair stood on end with j oy, as if she were to be borne off into · the, air.
At that moment, all of the deities began to blow on c onch shells for the sectond
time ; their n oise reverberated throughout the c apital. Bral)ya Sumitta Dharma and
Brag Raj a Devi ordered the people to prepare food and present it to the arahants.
When they finished eating, the sound of the c onc h shells ceased. The king asked the
arahants which of · the five rulers each of them f ormerly had been. Bral) Maha Ratana
Thera replie d, "I was Bragya Suvar�abhingara, who ruled N9ng Han Luang. At that
time , I was privileged to hear a sermon preached .from the Buddha' s very mouth.

"Brati Cula Ratana, my yo�ger brother, was Bra�ya Khamdaeng, who ruled Nong
Han Noi. Bra1: Maha Suvar�apasada Thera was Bra�ya Cuta�ibrahmadata , . his younger
brother Brah. Cula Suvarnapasada
was Brahya
Indapatha-Nagara,
and Brah. Sankhavij j a
.
.
,.
.
Thera �as Brahya Nandasena, who ruled Sri Gotapura in your place after your death
( as Bra\}ya Sri Gotapura) and your rebirth in Saketa-Nagara.t"

4. Enctouraging the Restoration of the Reliquary
At that moment, Bra1:y a Sumitta Dharma, Br� Rajta Devi, and.tall of the servants
and slaves raised their hands ( palms together) above their heads and uttered cries
of praise. All of the deities echoed · these cries with harmonious shouts of "Sadhu,
sadhu. " The five arahants then said, "The hill of Phu Kamphra is C alsoJ c alled Doi
Kapanagiri.
The Buddha himself designated you· to restore the reliquary of the
•
Breast-bone Relic . " Brahya
Sumitta Dharma heard these words and, stirred wi�h faith,
•
said that he would perform this act. The five arahants gave their blessings to the
c ompany and went to Phu Kamphra.
5The settlement established by Pho Thao Kham Bang at Kao Liao Kao Khot Creek.
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Brahya
Sumitta Dharma Take� His Retainers to Phu Kamphra
•

Bragya Sumitta Dharma sent some of his retainers who were skilled in construc
tion work to Phu Kamphra in order to build two dwellings located 100 wa to the west
[of the shrine precincts] for the two Ratana Thera brothers, two dwellings to the
south for the two Suvar�apasada brothers, and one to the north for Brag Sankhavijja
Thera.

The nobles ordered the people to sweep clean [the surface ofJ Phu Kamphra, and
to construct a t emporary royal pavilion for Bra9ya Sumitta Dharma opposite the mouth
of the Se [Bang FaiJ River. Two additional royal pavilions for Bra{lya Puttacu+a:tii
brahmadata and Bragya Cula Indapatha-Nagara were built at the mouth of the Kam River
to the south [of the shrine]. When this work was completed, the nobles returned to
inform Bragya Sumitta Dharma, who ordered the preparation of all sorts of. items for
veneration [of the Relic] and the royal barge with a pavilion in the center . All of
the nobles and the goods went by horse and elephant, while the king himself went by
boat. By water, there were two processions ; by land, there were three.s · All of the
participants in these processions were dressed entirely in white.
6.

The Relic Demonstrates Its Miraculous Powers

The doors of the reliquary all were tightly closed. When the king reached
[Phu KamphraJ, he arranged the offerings in the compound in front of the reliquary.
At midnight, the Breast-bone Relic demonstrated its miraculous powers, the same as
on the occasion of Lord Indra's worship. The four doors of the reliquary sprang
open, and the king, queen, and att endants were startled. For the third time, all of
the deities who watched over that spot shouted praise and blew conch shells, whose
din echoed throughout the nearby forests.
7.

Designating Attendants Who Establish the Villages of That Phanom

Bragya Sumitta Dharma commanded his nobles and retainers t o inform the people
that those sufficient in religious faith would be appointed attendants Ckha upatthaka
J
••
of the holy Buddha-Relic. They would be exempt from obligations to the king [in the
form of corvee or taxes] and would be given land to cultivate.

One group of people responded, "We volunteer our services as stonemasons. "
Another group responded, "We volunteer to look for bark [to use in making sturdy
bricksJ." Another group responded, "We volunteer to cultivate fields of sugar -cane. 11
Another group responded, "We volunteer to weave rattan baskets." Another group re
sponded, "We volunteer to mould the bricks and bring gold leaf to cover [the reli
quary] in. layers." Another group responded, "We volunteer to dig [up dirt] and brin,g;
it to fill in [?J." Another group responded, "We volunteer to look after the Bo tree
from which the alms-bowl was suspended6 and provide leather and plaster for the con
struction work."

The nobles recorded the names of 3,000 volunteers as laborers. The register
was· shown to Bragya Sumitta Dharma, who placed into the hands of the nobles polished
coins and various items to be presented to the people . The nobles distributed among
the leaders of the various groups of laborers 10,000 silver coins, 1,000 gold coins,
and clothing. The other people received 1,000 silver coins, 100 gold coins, clothing,
and various items to assist them in their livelihood, such as machetes, hoes, spades,
small and large axe s , chisels, as well as a pair of water-buffalo, one cart, and one
6 A footnote by the Thai editor indicates that this Bo tree (from which the
Buddha suspended his alms-bowl while bathing) is on the edge of the Kam River, south
of That Phanom town.
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boat, for each [household head]. The people were asked to bring their f8Jllilies and
establish settlements at that spot [i. e., near Phu K8JilphraJ. 7

These articles were a royal gift which Bra�ya Roi-Et Pratu presented to BraQCya
Sumitta DharmaJ twice each year , in meritorious tribute for his action in filling
the Buddha's alms-bowl and vowing to support Buddhism, which has been related in an
earlier chapter. When the gifts had been distributed , the king and Brat Raja Devi
Kaeo returned to the capital. The people began work on the restoration and recon
struction of the reliquary.
8.

The Arrival of the Heirs of Cu+a�I and . Indapatha

Bra�ya Puttacu+a�ibrahmadata, Bra� Nan Pacchima Rajadevi , Bra�ya Cula Indapatha
Nagara , and his consort , came to Phu K8Jllphra. Two hermits, Amarar�I and Yodhikat�i,
[also] arrived. The nobles informed Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma. When he heard the news,
he went to reside at the royal pavilion [near the shrine]. He went to Phu K8Jllphra
and had the Buddha-Relic placed on a gold tray.
9.

The Re-enshrinement of the Buddha-Relic

Bra�ya Puttacu+a�ibrahmadata, Bra�ya Cula Indapatha-Nagara , and the two hermits
brought stone from the reliquary on Phu Phek hill. Brahya Sumitta Dharma installed
the Breast-bone Relic of the Buddha within. 8 The serva�ts presented to him a goblet
of water , and he poured the liquid over the Relic. The nobles and retainers brought
silver Buddha-images and the relics of arahants to deposit at the corners and edges
of the reliquary.

The -three rulers went to the top [of the reliquary ?]. Some groups of people
sang , others danced or played musical instruments. The deities blew conch shells
and caused rain to fall. Those people who liked the cool refreshment of the rain
got wet, while those who did not remaine_d completely dry. All those beset with ill
ness or physical infirmities, such as fever , pains , deafness , blindness, leprosy ,
etc.s, discovered that all of these maladies disappeared, due to the merit engendered
on this occasion. The deities scattered puffed rice and flower-blossoms over Phu
K8Jllphra as an act of veneration.
10.

Aspirations Are Expressed

Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma expressed the desire to rule over all of the principali
ties of J8Jllbudvipa, and to support the Buddha ' s teachings for 5,000 years. Then he
would be reborn in the blissful Tusit heaven and return with [the future Buddha]
Bra� Ariya Mettraiya Bodhisatva.

As for Amararsi
• • , he wanted
Puttaculanibrahmadata
and Brahya
•
• •
come to witness the construction
years old and had not wished for
(Bra� Maha Kassapa their leader)

to become the father of a future Buddha. Brahya
•
declared that, when they had
Cula Indapatha-Nagara
•
of the first reliquary, they had been only thirteen
anything [at that time]. The five hundred arahants
had truly seen this with their own eyes.

Bra�ya Puttacu+a�ibrahmadata expressed the wish to become the devoted disciple
of the left side [of a Buddha]. Bra�ya Cula Indapa�ha-Nagara wanted to become the

7Both KN (20-21) and PP (113) state that there were 3,333 attendants divided
into seven groups which established these villagess: Ban Lan, Ban Kadon, Ban Kwan,
Ban Chanya , Ban Sa-9ng Kham , Ban Sang Rae , Ban Phochai.
8 stone from the unfinished rel iquary at Phu Phek (cf. Chapter Two, section 7)
may have been used to construct a small chamber for the Relic on top of the reliquary
at Phu Kamphra (PY: 27-28 ) .
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Sumitta Dharma obdevoted disciple of the right side [of a Buddha]. When Brahya
•
tained the wisdom of a Buddha, Yodhikat?i desired to become a monk, and eventually
attain arahantship. The nobles wanted to be reborn in the city of Savatthi [India],
and live long lives until Buddhism reached its maturity in Suvar�abhumi [ ? J. After
their departure from that existence, they would be reborn in the Tusit heaven and re
turn with Bra.l} Ariya Mettraiya Bodhisatva.
As for Nan Devi Kaeo, she wanted to become the wife of Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma
until he should obtain the wisdom of a Buddha and reach nibbana. Nan Pacchima Raja
devi wanted to be the mother of Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma in all of his existences, _until
he should obtain the wisdom of a Buddha. The mother of the two Brah Ratana brothers
wanted to become a female disciple of a future Buddha.

The five arahants expressed their approval of these meritorious intentions with
the following words: "May your aspirations be fulfilled in all their particulars.
May nothing arise to interfere with their fulfillment. May the intentions of the
two hermits, the three queens, and the nobles likewise be achieved in all respects.
With our blessing, may all be fulfilled ! "
11.

Veneration

Brahya Sumitta Dharma and the other two rulers were pleased, uttering "Sadhu,
sadhu.a" The offerings were arranged: two gold trays covered with goblets of lime,
pots of areca and betel, boxes of herbs and tobacco, small knives, and 7,000 gold .
pieces. There was also a gold tray covered with silver urns, a gold water-jug , and
a silver tray (weighing 3,000 tamlung )a9 covered with precious handkerchiefs. .

The attendants placed these items inside the chamber. Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma
and his wife went in to arrange the offerings in an orderly fashion, the trays touch
ing one another. The king, queen, and attendants saw the images that Lord Indra [and
the deities] had left on the walls, and raised their hands (palms together) above
their heads in admiration (the gods allow the sight of these images only to those.
with a store of merit). The king and queen emerged to circumambulate the reliquary
three times in a clockwise direction. They commanded the people to build a wall
around the reliquary compound to designate the area given to the sacred Relic. Three
thousand people were dedicated to be the attendants of the shrine for 5,000 years.
The king poured water over the faces of the five arahants [an act of devout respect]
and returned to the royal pavilion. Bra�ya Puttacu+aQibrahmadata and Braoya Cula
Indapaiha-Nagara bade farewell and returned to their respective capitals.
12.

The Construction of the Ing Hang Reliquarys1 0

Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma and his retainers went to observe the saZ tree at whi�h
he had presented the alms-bowl to the Buddha [in his earlier existence as Bra�ya Sri
GotapuraJ. Moved with devotion at the sight, he ordered the construction of a reli
quary similar in shape to the structure that housed the Breast-bone Relic. The five
arahants went to Rajagrha and returned with a spine-relic of the Buddha which was
enshrined [inside the reliquary]. Then the king returned to Marukkha-Nagara.
9one tamlung equals the weight of 4 silver baht coins.

lOLocated 13 kilometers east of Savannakhet, Laos, the reliquary is similar in
shape to the one at That Phanom, except cruder in design and with a hollow interior
(Thai editor's note). "Ing hang" means "leaning against the saZ tree. "
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13.

He Reigns at Roi-Et Pratu

Brahya
Sumitta Dharma ordered his nobles to go and i nspect affairs at the
•
principality of Roi-Et Pratu , with its remaining population of 100,000 householders ,
5 , 000 white-robed ascetics , 5 , 000 monks , and 700 novices. The nobles observed mat
ters and returned to i nform the king. He asked them about the relations of R9i-Et
Pratu with other states at this time. The nobles informed him that the people
brought tribute of flowers , gold, si lver, and [ other] gifts to Bra� A�habhaya Na and
Bra�ya Kurunda-Nagara, who i n turn presented tribute to Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma each
year.

Bra�ya Sumitta Dharma left Marukkha-Nagara and went to rule at R9 i-Et Pratu
for many years. After his death, he was reborn i n the city of Bara!}asi [Benares ,
India] and became a "holy man" Cr?i J with the name "Sumitta Dharma:r�i.t" He resided
in the forests of the Himalayas and recorded the legend of the Breast-bone Relic, as
it has been presented up to this point.
14.

The Compilers of This Chronicle

The f i ve arahants compiled and recorded thi s chronicle at Roi -Et Pratu. The
deity Visvakarman i nscribed it upon sheets of gold i n the Tavatimsa heaven. At t he
time when Bra�ya Candaba�ij a established the principality of Fak at N9ng Khan Thae
Sila Nam Brahya Asoka [274-236 B.C. ; B.E. 286-324] reigned and fostered the spread
of Buddhism. Brahya Abhaya Dui:thaga.mar:i 1 1 built a palace of gold at Lankadvipa [Sri
Lanka]t. Visvakarman brought the s heets of gold and placed them inside the palace.
Bra� Buddhagho�acariya1 2 vis ited Lanka, copied down the chronicle, and brought it y o
be kept at Indapatha-Nagara. (At that time the That Phanom reliquary had fallen
into rui n . )
0

15.

The Calamities of Ancient Marukkha-Nagara 1 3
'

• . . After Brahya
Sumitta Dharma went to rule at Roi-Et Pratu , .Marukkha-Nagara
•
was ruled by three more kings. These rulers (with the exception of the last ) looked
after the i nheritance of their ancestors i n a good fashion; that i s , they were devout
believers i n Buddhism and venerated the Buddha-Relic at Phu Kamphra. The people were
cheerful and happy as their forebears had beent.
About five hundred years after the Buddha' s enlightenment,
a lord named "Brah.
.
,,
....Chao Ni�aru��
haraja" ( the fifth and last king of the Sri Gotapura dynasty) ruled over
Marukkha-Nagara. This lord had an unyielding heart, which set him aparttfrom
his
·t
predecessors. He was an apostate who did not believe i n the Three Gems .- He did not
behave according to the teachings of the Dha.mma that had guided the actions of the
previous rulers. All of the attendants were withdrawn from service to the Buddha
Relic, and the wealth donated to support the shrine �as expropri ated by the ruler
himself. His behavior departed from the proper royal ideal i n . tmany [ other] respects.
1 1 The

Sinhalese warrior-king Dutthaga.ma�i ( 101-77 B. C . ) , the central figure of
the shrine chronicle, the Thupavamsa.
1 2The

translator i s not certain whether this personage is meant to be Buddha
ghosa, the scholar-monk of the fifth century (A.D. • ) , who compiled the commentary on
the Pali canon known as the Visuddhimagga (The Path of Purification).
1 3 From this point on, the materi al i n this chronicle i s drawn from "histories

recorded by . . . knowledgeable ones" ( UN: 73 ) , rather than t-he "indigenous text"
proper, which concludes with the first restoration of the shrine.
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One day a fisherman caught a large albino water-turtlet1 4 and presented it to
the king, who divided its meat among the people who had residues of kamma from pre
vious lives, except those who had not performed w icked .tactions in their former exis
tences. That evening , the entire city fell into ruin: the only remaining structures
were the monasteries and the houses of those who had not consumed the flesh of the
albino turtle. The people fled thi s place of death to reside in the territories of
various nearby principalities. The capital of Marukkha-Nagara thus reverted to swamp
and forest. The area of the ruined city i s in the vicinity of Bung Kl9ng , Bung Noi ,
and Bung Khi Lek [names of pond s ] in Phra Klang Tung commune, present-day That Phanom
district [six kilometers north of That Phanom di strict town] ; thi s i s proven by re
mains of temples which can still be seen in the area. . . .
. . . The present-day village of Ban Laksila i s located at the site of the
ancient city of Marukkha-Nagara. Since 1955, its t emple-monastery has been called
"Wat Marukkhara.ma," in order to preserve the [ name of the] ancient settlement . . . .
1 4This creature has also been referred to as an "albino snapping turtle" (PY:
31) and a "skate with an albino head" (PP: 114).

CHAPTER SIX

1.

THE LAN CHANG PERIOD

Control by the · Lan Chang Dynasty

Bra�ya Bodhisalaraja, the twentieth king of the Lan Chang dynasty, who ruled
at Luang Phrabang (A.D. 1 5 50-1559), received a woman from Indapatha-Nagara to be his
consort. The parents of this woman presented him with a copy of the chronicle of
the Breast-bone Relic. After reading the chronicle, he went to venerate the Relic
and to repair the reliquary. He built a sanctuary with corners decorated in lead.
Shrine attendants may have been chosen to labor on this project . The king designated
an additional number of attendants to serve the shrine, making a total of 3,000
people . There were two young hill tribesmen who had been given to the king when
they were children, to be raised as household slaves. The elder was named Kha
Cha-eng, the younger Phan Ruan Hin. The king appointed them to be in charge of the
shrine attendants. A temple was built north of Phu Ka.mphra. It was named Wat
Somsanuk, and was to be looked after by temple attendants. The territory dedicated
to the Buddha-Relic was extended as far as the mouth of Pla Suam Creek. The king
returned to the royal capital.

One year later, Phan Ruan Hin fled [Phu KamphraJ and returned to see Bravya
Bodhisalaraja, who said, "I appointed you and your brother to be attendants of the
sacred Relic. [Since you have left your duties], I will not assign you any further
governing tasks. You will not become a lord, but will remain a slave . However, at
the end of the rainy-season retreat, I will give you candles, incense, and offerings
with which to venerate [the Relic] as is customary. "
Kha Cha-eng sent thirty people to watch over Phan Ruan Hin, but the group who
sent [fed him with?] rice and fish felt sympathy for him, and appointed thirty per
sons to serve as spies [on Kha Cha-eng's men?J.l

King Jaiyaje�thadhiraja, son of Bra�ya Bodhisalaraja, ruled Chiang Mai in place
of Bra� Chao Maha Brahmaraja (Phra Muang Ket Klao)s. When Bodhisalaraja passed away,
he returned to rule Lan Chang at Luang Phrabang from 2102 to 2103 (A.D. 1559-1560).
He then designated Candapuri [Vientiane] as the royal capital of Lan Chang. It was
called Viang Candapuri Srisattana.ga until 2114 (1571),
.the _ end of his reign.
.

King Jaiyaje�1hadhiraja ruled according to the teachings of the Dhamma. The
principality was peaceful, and brahmans, devout women , philosophers, and teachers
flourished . The king read [this] chronicle, and was filled. with devotion to Bud
dhism. He built a large reliquary similar to those of King Asoka (Phra That Luang,
a repository for an arahant's relic at
Vientiane). He also constructed Wat Pa Rsi,
••
the Forest of Maha Buddhavamsa, a temple at Kan Thong Forest, a temple at Ngng Yang
Kham, a repository for a skull-relic at Phu Khao Luang, and a temple at Phon N9ng
Kok. Land and attendants were provided for all of these holy places. . . .s
',

The king went to Marukkha-Nagara (ancient Nakhon Phanom, south of Thakhek) and
built·a reliquary (Phra That �ri Gotapura, Thakhek)s. Then he went to venerate the
Buddha-Relic at Phu Kamphra, and restored the shrine there. He dedicated himself to
1 According to another equally incomplete and enigmatic account of these events

(PP: 115), it seems that local nobles were supporting Phan Ruan Hin during a dispute

with his brother.
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the service of Buddhi sm, and returned to the royal capital. Later , a fter reading the
chronicl e , he constructed a reliquary at Nongkhai , and built a temple at the spot
where the naga lord had miraculously caused a palace to appear for Burichan Uai Luai
and Nan Indasavan Long Hot [ c f. Chapter Four , section 8 J t. This temple was called
Wat
Manoramma Candapuri.
'
2.

Bra�ya Nagara Venerates the Relic

King Dharmikaraja reigned at Sri Sattanaganahuta ( Lan Chang , Vientiane ) from
2139 to 2165 (1596-1622). He was the fifty-seventh king of the line which started
with King Khun Borom Maharajat, but he was the sixth king to rule after King Jaiyajte�
thadhiraja established Vientiane as the capital.

...

-

At that time, a lord named King Nagara Luang Bijita Rajadhani Sri Gotapura
ruled over Sri Gotapura, which was a tributary state of Sri Sattanaganahuta (Vien
tiane). This was the "later Sri Gotapura," whose people had crossed tb'.= Mekong River
to found [ancient] Nakh9n Phanom, which today lies in ruins south of Thakhek, Laos.
Only the foundations of the city and the Phra That Sri Gotapura rel.iquary ( built by
King Jaiyajetthadhiraja ) r emain.

In 2157 (1614), Bra9ya Nagara Luang Bijtita and his nobles came to restore the
shrine. The sides of the reliquary were repaired with new bricks , a wall was built
around the reliquary, and two gateways were constructed. On all four side s , plat
forms and small enclosed stands for offerings Cho bucha khao phraJ were built. Brick
structures were erected el sewhere in the compound as well , but the text does not in
dicate what kind of structures these were. The inner wall and the gateways _were
rebuilt in A . D. 1949a. At that time, the offering-stands were located both east and
west of the reliquary , but had been very much damaged. The style of these structures
was similar to that of an ancient palace in miniature , with very interesting floral
design craftwor k . To the north and south of the reliquary were small ornate pavil
ions; we do not know if these were built at this time or not. When the work was
finished , the lord inscribed in Thai N9i script the imprecation reproduced here :
3.

...

The Inscription of Chao BraQya Nagara

"In the year Ka.p Yi year 976 , on the fourth day of the waxing moon in the
fourth lunar montht, . . .t Brahya
Nagara Luang Bijita RajadhanI Sri Gotapon [GotapuraJ
•
and his nobles , with devot ion for the Breast-bone Relic and the teaching s , came to
repair all four sides of the reliquary, construct offering-stands and platforms at
all four sides , a sanctuary , and a wall 54 wa long and 52 wa wide surrounding the
reliquar y , with gateways , so that there will be no blemish on _the teachings [and]
the sacred Relic. May this work be a sign to all humans and deities of our faith
and veneration. Nibbanapaccayohotu. May I take this opportunity to declare all of
the rice fields , ponds, forest s , and streams that Bra9ya Sumitta [DharmaJ Raja dedi
cated as the patrimony of the shrine, now as before. May the spirits prevent the
peeling back and withdrawal [of this property from the shrine]. If anyone should
withdraw any of these rice fields, villages, streams, pondst, and forests [from the
shr ine for their own purposes], apayagamaniya, may they be annihilatedt!"

This inscription was found b eneath the foundations of the Sanctuary of the
Radiant Buddha Cat present-day Wat Phra That PhanomJ. Later, it was sent to Bangkok
to be examined by scholars . In A . D. 1957, after the reconstruction of the inner
wall , this inscription was placed at the base of the north side of the offering-stand
located to the east of the reliquary.t2 ( It forms one of a pair, with the inscription
of Phra Khru Wirocana Ratanopala , which was placed against the east side of thi s
2 In

the east side of the inner compound surrounding the That Phanom relitquary,
this scarcely legible inscription may be viewed at the present day.

stand in the same year. ) Bratya Nagara Luang Bijita designated attendants for the
shrine that were added to those appointed by previous rulers: the villages of Sadu,
Nawang, Tan Thoeng , Fak Phua, Dong N§k, and Dong Nai, all located on th� Se Bang Fai
River. After the harvest, the people would bring rice, other foodstuffs, and offer
ings to present to the sacred Relic, a custom that continues to the present day.

Whenever misfortune struck, the people would supplicate [the Relic] fqr protec
tion, which is still done at the present day. Furthermore, all of the villagers in
the vicinity of That Phanom, ext ending westward as far as Na Kae district , consider
themselves to have been servants of the sacred Rel_ic since ancient times. Each year,
they have presented rice and other foodstuffs to the Relic _ as an act of veneration.
Since ancient times, the shrine attendants who were "serva_nts of the Relic'' have been
exempt from taxes of [corveeJ · service to any lord or abbot. They were required to
be watchmen at the shrine, six persons each night.

The son of Brah. Nagara Luang Bijita, Brah. Bodhisala, declared the That Phanom
shrine to be a royal temple. No one could participate in the annual kathin presentation 3 at the shrine without his permission. Each year, the ruler of the princi
pality would come to present kathin robes at the · shrine. This custom continued into
the period of the Nakhon Phanom cao muangs [local aristocratic chiefs under the
authority of the Siamese government] but ceased when the system of internal adminis
tration was reorganized toward the end of King Chulalongkorn's reign.
.

.

King Suriyavamsa Dharmikaraja reigned at Vientiane frore 2197 to 2253 (1654- 1710). He was the fifty-third king [ ? J of the line which started with Khun Borom
Maharaja of Lan Chang, and the twelfth king to rule at Vientiane. He was the
youngest son of Phra Ton Kham. When he began his· reign, his elder brothers (Chao
Chomphu and Chao Bunchu) fled to other places.
4.

Phra Khru Luang Phon Samek (KhI H9m)

In Vientiane at that time, there was a famous monk who was strict in the ob
servance of the Dhamma and skilled in the knowledge of the Tripitaka
.s . H� had been
•
admired and respected by previous rulers, and had influenced many students and laity
who were devoted to him. This monk had originally been a student of Phra Khru Lfun
B9ng at Muang Phan. In 2186 (1643), at the age of 13 or 14, he had come to live and
study with Phra Khru Yot Kaeo, the head of the Sangha in Vientiane. The novice was
noted for his quickness in obtaining wisdom and his ability to l earn the Tripi�aka
rapidly. The rumors of his abil_ity reached the ruler of Vientiane, who gave him the
title of "Raja Chua" [ "royal novice"] and his support, even though the novice was . ·
still quite young. When it was time for him to be ordained [as a monk], Phra Khru
Yot Kaeo and the king decided to ordain him with five hundred monks parti�ipating as
witnesses to the ceremony held at the Vientiane landing. ·When the ceremony was over,
the raft collapsed, spilling the monks into the water. However, while the others
were soaked, the new monk remained dry. This incident increased his miraculous
[renown] among the people. One year after his ordination, the king gave him the
title _ of phra khru and invited· him to preach at Wat Phon Samek in Vientiane. From
that time on, the people called him Phra Khru Phon Samek. He became a t eacher who
instructed both clergy and laity, from nobles to commoners, about the Buddhist scrip
tures and the practice of meditation. He was respected and beloved by all.
5.

Escaping from Danger

During the reign of King Suriyava.msa Dharmikaraja, a rebellion arose. The
pregnant wife of Chao Chomphu brought her 13-year-old son (who was named "Chao Ong

3 Kathin robes are those presented to monks and novices at the end of the three

month "Buddhist Lent, 11 or rainy-season retreat (phansa) (cf. Vinaya-Pitaka: Mahavagga,
.
VII, 1-3).
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Lo" ) to the residence of Phra Khru Phon Samek. Observing that the situation was
critical , he
young prince
would return
Hue] or King

asked some trusted royal pages and some of his devotees to take the
to the c ourt of the Vietnamese emperor in Hue. Later , this prince
to rule at Vientiane , with the new name of Phra .tChai Ong Wae [i.e. ,
Jaiyajetthadhiraja the Second.

As for the wife of Chao Chomphu (and mother of Chao Ong 19t) , Phra Khru Phon
Samek had his followers take her to be hidden at Phu Sang9 H9 Kham , far from the
Mekong River. She gave birth
there
,, to a son who was named Chao NQ Kasat. Later , he
would be consecrated as Chao S9i Sri Samudra· Buddhankura, ruler of Nagara Champassak
and founder of a dynasty , as will be mentioned below. Because of these actions, the
ruler of Vientiane began to feel suspicious about Phra Khru Phon Samek. He feared
. the monk was
that the venerable monk would be a threat to his power because, fir st , t
revered by many; sec ond , people were urging the monk to withdraw his loyalty [to the
ruler]; third , Phra Khru Phon Samek had been like a Bo tree or banyan tree to the
people of that [rival] royal line [ i .e. , he had provided assistance and shelter to
members of Chao Chomphu's family, rivals for the throne]. Phra Khru Phon Samek knew
that his life was in danger , and sought an opportunity to obtain safety for himself
and his supporters.
6.

Building the Top of the Reliquary

In 2233 ( 1690 A.D. ), the Year of the Horse , the monk sent his followers to
bring Chao NQ Kasat and his mother from Phu Sang9 Ho Kham. They joined him and a
group of 3 ,000 people who had left Vientiane by boat and proceeded to That Phanom in
order to repair the reliquary. Wherever they stopped on the way downstream, great
numbers of devotees volunteered to join them on their journey. When the procession
reached Ngua Phanlam Som Sanuk ( Ban Phan Lam, Bung Kan , Nongkhai), the venerable monk
split a group of families from the party (including Chao N9 Kasat and his mother) to
establish a settlement there. The rest of the procession continued on to That Phanomt.
The monk and his followers set to work restoring the reliquary , in part i cular the
spire. The "chronicle" states that it was made of "soft iron"t[ ? "lek piakJ from the
pedestal base up to the very top. The work was begun in 2233 ( 1 690) , and completed
in 2235 (1 692).
The work accomplished by Phra Khru Phon Samek can be divided into three part s :
(a ) from the base to the upward-turned lotus-petal [design], brick and plaster [were
used for the construction of the spire]; (b) from that point upward , [the spire
assumed] the shape of a chalice that was made of "soft iron," covered with a layer
of brick and plaster; (c) from [the upper portion of the "chalice"] up to the very
top, [the structure] was made of copper covered with brick and plaster , with a pro
tuberance at the top for inserting the "ornamental umbrella" [chat]. This "ornamen
tal umbrella" was made of gold, with precious gems and gold rings embedded in each
tiert. The stem was made of iron, while the ribs were silver adorned with gems. This
spire that Phra Khru Phon Samek constructed has deteriorated and is now covered by
the concrete applied by the Fine Arts Department during restorations in A. D . 19401941t. It is uncertain whether the "ornamental umbrella" was c onstructed by Phra Khru
Phon Samek or [by someone else ] afterward , since an archival document states that in
2350 (1807) "the ornament wast.broken.t" There is no mention of the person who erected
the new one.
7.

Continuing Down the Mekong, Finding Refuge,
and Establi shing the Champassak Dynasty

When the repairs to the reliquary were completedt, Phra Khru Phon Samek appoint
ed a group of people to remain and look after the shrine. Then be and the remaining
families continued down the Mekong to [settle at] Banteay Phett, Cambodia. The people
were not happy here, because the Khmer demands for tribute and tax were too excessive.
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The monk thus led his followers back to the territory of Lan Chang. One group set
tled at Chiang Taeng (Stung Treng, present-day Cambodia)s� and another at Khong
(southern Laos). Later, the Phra Khru went to reside at Nagara Cha.mpassak. Every
where he went, he attracted more followers. His students and devotees comprised Lao,
Khiner, and hill-tribe peoples. At that time, a queen ruled at Nagara Champassak.
The people of the city had faith in the monk, and requested him to rule in place [of
the queenJ. 4 From 2252 (1709), the Year of the Ox, he controlled and protected the
monks, nuns, brahmans, and laity of Nagara Champassak, enabling them to live in peace
and contentment for a long time. However, this reign became inconvenient [ for him J ,
since trouble-makers began to cause anxiety among the populace , and to subdue them
by force.... would dishonor his status as a monk. Therefore, he
sent his followers to
.
invite Chao No Kasat from Ngua Phanlam Som Sanuk to come and rule the principality
instead. At this time, [the prince] was already 20 years of age.
.... In 2253
,. (1710),
the Year of the Snake, he was consecrated ruler, with the name Chao Soi Sri Samudra
Buddhangiira. The Phra Khru received
.... the new title of Chao Raja Khru Luang Phon Samek
as the patriarch of Cha.mpassak. Chao Raja Khru was a person of excellent conduct,
exhibiting the "four virtuous inclinations" [kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy,
equanimity]. Because of his bearing and behavior among the laity and clergy, he was
admired and respected by people of all classes and conditions, from royalty to the
unfortunate. He was thus given the name Than Phra Khru Khi H9m ["Venerable Fragrance
Teacher"] from that time on.

8.

Chao Raja Khru Luang Passes Away

....

In 2263 (1720), the Year of the Rat, Chao Raja Khru Luang Phon Samek fell ills.
He sent for Chao Soi �ri Samudra Buddhangura (No Kasat), the ruler of Nagara Cham
passak, and asked him to enshrine his ashes at That .....Phanom . On Wednesday, the fifth
day of .the waxing moon in the seventh lunar month, Chao Raja Khru passed away, at
around the age of 90. After the cremation, several nobles and monks took the ashes
of the venerable Chao Raja Khru to Wat Phra That Phanom, where they were placed in
side a stupa [reliquary]. People have since called [this stupaJ "That Than Phan
Samek" or "That Than Phra Khru Khi Ham" or "That Phra Arahan Phai Soi. " The stupa
the .That Phanom reliquary, outside the wall [of the inner
is located to the north of
...
compound]. The body of Chao Raja Khru Luang Phon Samek has disintegrated, leaving
not a trace of its form in this phenomenal world; only his name and his honor will
remain. It is as the Buddha said: "Rupain jirati macoanain nomagottain na jirati.a"
The bodily form of all living beings will disintegrate, leaving only name and clan
to endure.
9.

The Villages of That Phanom Break Up

In 2273 (1730), the Year of the Dog, the villages of That Phanom dissolved be
cause of warfare in the area. In 2279 (1736), the Year of the Dragon, the villages
were disturbed by warfare for a second time. The archival records do not tell us
which principalities were engaged in war [during this period]. On the second occa
sion, two-thirds of the shrine attendants at That Phanom fled to Cha.mpassak, while
one-third remained behind.

In 2301 (1758), the Year of the Tiger, Chao Jaya Kumara, ruler of Nagara Cham
passak (and son of Chao Soi Sri Samudra) , started a quarrel with his brother Chao
Uparaja Dharma Devo, the viceroy. Confusion arose in Nagara Champassak. Some of
the shrine attendants who had migrated to Champassak earlier decided to return to
That Phanom, while others went to live at Ban Tha Sano and Ban Chanot [Laos].

fuller account of this episode may be found in Charles Archaimbault, "L'his
toire de Campasak," Journal Asiatique, 249 (1961), p. 534ff. Cf. "Translator ' s
Introduction, " footnote 21.
4A
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10 .

War Between Vientiane and the Siamese

In 2321 (1778 ) , the Year of the Dog, there was war between Vientiane and Krung
Thonburi [i. e., Siam]. It all started because of a quarrel between Phra WQ and Phra
Ta of Nong Bua Lamphu, and their overlord, the ruler of Vientiane. These two lords
took their followers and dependents with them to reside in the territory of Nagara
Cha.mpassak. Later on, they became estranged from the ruler of Cha.mpassaks; Phra WQ
placed himself under the protection of the ruler of Thonburi. The ruler of Vientiane
and his forces battled with Phra Wo and his followers at Ban Du and Ban Kae in Cham
passak principality. The forces of Phra Wo could not hold out, so assistance was
requested from Thonburi. Troops from Thonburi ca.me by land and by water, captured
Nagara Cha.mpassak and Vientiane, a,nd "invited" [i.e. , seizeds] the "Emerald" and Phra
Bang Buddha-images
at Vientiane to be enshrined in Krung Thonburi. At that time
,,.
King Siri Puflasara or Dharma Devonsa was the ruler of Vientiane. It seems that
during this period all the shrine attendants at That Phanom fled the perils of war
fare to hide in various places, with only twenty or thirty families returning [when
the war was over].

11.

Construction of a Road and the Ordination Hall

In 2349 ( 1806 ) , the Year of the Tiger, King Anuruddharaja (Chao Anu of Vien
tiane), with the chiefs of Nakhon Phanom and Mukdahan, built a road from the shrine
to the boat landing. This road was surfaced with brick at the front of the shrine.
People have called this road khua taphan or khua saphan 5 ever since. In the same
year, Chao Bra.J:iya Candasuriyavamsa of Mukdahan constructed the sima boundary markers6
and ordination hall at Wat Phra That Phanom, leaving the following inscription:
12.

Text of the Inscription

"In . . . 68 CA.D. 1806], the Year of the Tiger, Chao BraI:iya Candasuriyava.msa
of Mukdahan, his consort, all of his retainers and nobles, with devout faith in the
religion, have invited the ruler of Vientiane to come and persevere [with usJ in this
opportunity, with the blessing of the patriarch and his pupils, to erect these sima
boundaries, the handiwork of arahants. May our hearts be strengthened toward nibbana
by this task."

The ordination chamber was built of brick and plaster . The structure was open
on three sides, with a wall on the fourth side divided into two sections. The ordi
nation hall was rebuilt in A.D. 1922, in the form in which it appears today. . . .

In 2350 (1807 ) , the Year of the Rabbit, the King of Vientiane and the chiefs of
Nakhon Phanom and Mukdahan (i.e., Chao Anu, Bra� Paramaraja CSuttaJ, and Bra� Canda
suriyava.msa [SongJ) came to dedicate the new road, which was covered with brick from
the front of the shrine to the boat landing at the Mekong River. At the landing,
images of two guardian deities were erected, kneeling with incense pots, facing the
river. The villagers called them nang thewa, since they were images of female demons
(yak?a ) . . . s. The road is 478 meters long. In this same year, the documents say
that "the ' ceremonial umbrella' Cat the top] of the reliquary broke off in that
year," but there is no information as to why this happened and what anyone did about
it.

5 Literally "bridge," although "causeway" would be more accurate, as the road
traverses a low-lying marsh between the shrine and the raised ground about 100 meters
from the river-bank.
stone boundary markers set off and consecrate a plot of ground within
which ordinations into the monastic order may officially take place.
6 These

In 2355 (1812), the Year of the Monkey, King Anuruddharaja of Vientiane came to
dedicate the ho phra [ ? J at Wat Phra That Phanom, but we do not know which structure
this statement refers to. In 2356 (1813),s·the Year of the Cock, on the fourth day
of the waxing moon in the first lunar month, the King came from Yientiane to make
merit at Wat Phra That Phanom.
13.

Misfortune .Strikes the Land

In 2369 (1826) , the Year of the Dog, during the reign of King Rama III of the
Bangkok dynasty, a war broke out between Vientiane and Bangkok [i.e., Siam ] which
continued until 2371 (1828), the Year of the Rat. Chao Anu of Vientiane was captured
by the southern people [ i . e. , the Siamese] and taken t o Bangkok. All the villagers
fled to safety, hiding themselves in the forests. Numbers of them were captured by
the [enemy] soldiers and forcibly resettled in the southern areas [i.e., in the Cen
tral Plains north of Bangkok]. Some years later, the Vietnamese and the Thai began
to dispute the boundaries of their territories [of influence] . The Thai invaded the
left bank of the Mekong, were harassed by Vietnamese forces, and recrossed to the
right bank of the river in great numbers. Many people in the battle zone settled in
the vicinity of Sakon Nakhon or Nakhon Phanom, establishing new hamlets and villages.
People from Sepone and Vang Kham [Laos] migrated to the Dong Wai forest area of That
Phanom [district]. Afterward, their settlement became Miiang Renu Nakhon [15 kilome
ters northwest of That Phanom district town]. During this period of almost constant
warfare, the people of the villages became fearful and melancholy, making a living
was inconvenient, the cultivation of crops very difficult. Dried corn was the staple
for many years. The monks and nuns endured the same misery as the laity. It was
just as the ancient saying has it, "When the hammer strikes the village and its in
habitants, the ensuing suffering [is like] searing flames."
14.

The Nongkhai Stupa Collapses into the Mekong

In 2389 (1846), the Year of the 'Horse, on the eighth day of the waning moon in
the eleventh lunar month, the people of Nongkhai presented kathin robes to the monks
at Wat Phra Maha That. In 2390 (1847), the Year of the Horse [ ? J, on the ninth day
of the waxing moon in the ninth lunar month, near dusk, the great Reliquary of
Nongkhai Cphra that yai muang Nang Khiii J collapsed into the Mekong River. 7

It is conjectured that this stupa enclosed a relic of the Buddha's right foot
that the arahants enshrined at Muang La Nongkhai, as was mentioned in Chapter Four
of this chronicle. This incident is brought up at this point for the edification of
those who are interested in antiquities, and to cause wise persons to reflect upon
the laws of impermanence and transformation that govern ai� conditioned elements.
In this [phenomenal] world, all conditioned elements meet with complete and final
extinction.
7According to several monastic informants in Nongkhai city, local people be

lieve that this repository "bowed" in the direction of the That Phanom shrine (like
a "junior" paying respect to a "senior" before departing) prior to its collapse. No
explanation for this strange event was given. A similar misfortune has recently
occurred at the That Phanom shrine itself (cf. "Translator's · Introduction," footnote
2).

CHAPTER SEVEN
THE SIAMESE PERIOD
1.

The Miraculous Nature of the Buddha-Relic

In 2444 (1901) , the Year of the Oxt, the fifth king [ChulalongkornJ of the Cakri
Dynasty ruled at Krung Ratanakosindra [Bangkok ]. The That Phanom shrine had become
a dilapidated ruin. Banyan tree limbs the size of a person ' s arm poked through crev
ices in the bricks. There was no one with the merit-power to undertake repair s . As
for those who started this task, when they became ill they thought they had incurred
the punishment of the guardian deities who were di spleased at their presence. It
even seemed that all of the images and stones throughout various parts of the shrine
precincts held an air of menace and suspiction. No one dared to climb or even step
upon anything because of the fear that a person doing so would be punished [by the
deities]. It was neces sary to present propitiatory offerings to them. The villagers
firmly believed thi s , so that they brought flowers, candles , and incense to worship
without daring to touch anything in the compound , even the large attractive sanctuary
built by Chao Anu, of which it was said that anyone entering it would turn completely
yellow like gold. This building was thus practically a heap of stones. Grass had
sprung up between the cracks of the stones of the courtyard; these stones were so
fissured and broken up that it was impossible to find a spot to kneel and venerate
the Relic.
The rel iquary and the sanctuary were extremely dilapidated at this time.
....
Since Chao Raja Khru Phon Samek ' s restoration 209 years previously , warfare had raged
in the area causing villages to dissolve and their inhabitants to migrate elsewheret.
The leader s , subj ect to the same dangers , were not inclined to support and keep a
sacred Buddhist place such as the That Phanom shrine in a flouri shing condition.

If it be true that the Buddha-Relic induced this respectful submtission and
fear , one can say that when people lack the power to protect and care for the impor
tant anci ent places of Buddhism , the deities (all of whom are absorbed in the Bud
dhist faith) will watch over them instead. When no one possesses the meritorious
capacity to look after a shrine, the deities are likely to do it them selves. Thu s ,
it seems that danger will always come to those who lack a respectful attitude. This
has been the belief of local people (with regard to the veneration of the Relic ) from
the times of their ancestors to the present day. They hold that the Relic i s a ref
uge for one ' s daily life and [the well-being of the] family. Whenever they become
ill , they bring offerings and make vows to fulfill if their wishes for health are
granted. Before going anywher e , beeswax i s m ixed with detritus from the reliquary
to make amulets that are worn around the neck to ensure good fortune during the jour
ney. These customs heap up and increase the rewards from [devotion to] the sacred
Relic.
2.

A Buddhist Whom No One Could View with Indifference

In 2444 (1901) , two monks from Ubon who were on a dhutanga journeyt1 spent a
rainy-season retreat in the woods near the ancient ruined tank in the That Phanom
1 Pali

dhutanga = "ascetic practtices." Monks on dhutanga journeys strive to

approxtimate the Theravada Buddhist monastic ideal of solitary , meditative wandering
from place to plac e . They are suppo sed to observe a number of ascetic practices
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shrine precincts. These monks were named_ Phra Khru Sidavat Puraba and Phra Acariya
Nu. The latter subsequently became Phra Pannavisala Thera Chao , of Wat Sra Paduma,
Bangkok. When they viewed the dilapidated shrine, they weres_ssaddened and wished to
undertake repairs , but concluded that they were not qualified for the task. They
sent some people from That Phanom to request the assistance of Phra Khru Virocana
.,. - ..
Ratanopala at Wat Thung Sri Muang, Ubon. He was asked to become head of the project
to restore the shrine. He responded with pleasure. This monk was blessed with many
virtues: patience, fortitude, endurance, persistence. His heart was compassionate
toward people of all classes; he could comfort both kings and servants. He spoke
with courtesy and concern. Anyone meeting him was moved with affectionate respect
and could not remain indifferent [to his personality]. Everyone gave him the name
"Than Phr,a Khri1 Di Lot" ["the venerable teacher jumping with goodness"] because no
matter what anyone said or did, [for him] it was "good" without objection. Another
special quality was his talent as a sculptor, stone-mason, and architect . Thus, he
was eminently qualified to take charge of restoration work at That Phanom.
3.

Fear and Reluctance Arise at the Meeting

The venerable Phra Khru Virocana came to That Phanom on the first day of the
first lunar month. He met with the village chiefs and asked them what they wanted
done. They informed him that he should only clean up and level out the courtyard
next to the reliquary so t hat there would be places to kneel and venerate the Relic.
The monk replied that he would undertake nothing less than a complete restoration
[of the reliquary] from ground level to top. The people refused to accept this pro
posal, voicing various objections. They claimed that he did not strictly observe
the spirit of the Vinaya [Pali texts prescribing correct Buddhist monastic behavior],
since to tear down a Buddhist memorial and sacred Bo trees would be a morally inap
propriate act. In addition, they pointed out that, if they did what he proposed,
the deities who protected the shrine would molest the villagers and cause them great
anxiety. The venerable Phra Khru set forth explanations and arguments in favor of
his proposal, but to no avail . He then declared that, if they were unwilling to
undertake a complete restoration, he might as well return to Ubon. The villagers
replied that he was free to return if he wished. The meeting broke up, and the vil
lage leaders returned t o their homes.

At this point, attention will be given to some customary beliefs held by That
Phanom people of former times, in order to contribute to the knowledge of our read
ers. In the third chapter of this chronicle, there was a description of the tumul
tuous celebration by Lord Indra and the deities after the repository had been
completed. Before this celebration came t o an end, six deities were appointed as
guardians: one for each of the four sides, one for zenith, one for nadir. In addi
tion, three deities were given the mandate to protect and watch over the Buddhists
in the area. These three deities have been called ''mahesakti lak-mUang sa:m phr,a-ong"
C"the three territorial prot·ectors"J or "chao huan som phr,a-ong" ["the three lords
of dwelling-places"]. It is thought that these territorial guardian deities are
more powerful than any others. The people firmly believe in their powers. There
have been female mediums [who regularly communicate the wishes of these deities],
from former times to the present day.

(concerning the number of robes worn, consumption of food, etc . ) that were enumerated
by Buddhaghosa in his important commentary on the Buddhist scriptures (The Path of
Pur,ifiaation, Chapter II). Nowadays, the travels of these monks occur during the
dry season, and in northeastern Thailand they often include visits to both for.est
meditation centers and sacred Buddhist shrines.
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4.

The Deities Per suade the People

Now we shall return to the villagers who were leaving the meeting with the
venerable Phra Khru at the temple. Some of them had not even reached their homes
when a female medium was possessed by the three guardian deities, who expressed their
malicious resolve toward those village chiefs who had obj ected to the monk's plan
for repairing the monument. "Whoever hinders his restoration of the reliquary will
have his throat cut. Why should there be obstacles to our wishes?" Thi.s mes sage
was passed on to Phra Khru Virocana, the elders, and finally to all of the villagers.
When the village chiefs heard about this unnatural communication, they were filled
with amazement and fear, and hurriedly returned to the temple to prostrate themselves
and ask forgiveness from Phra Khru Virocana, begging him not to depart. Whatever he
wished to do [concerning the restoration of the shrine] would be accomplished. When
the Phra Khru observed this development, he thought that his intentions would be
definitely fulfilled, because with the assistance of the deities he soon would be
able to return to Ubon. The villagers volunteered their services. When he observed
that no further obstacles would arise from the people, he took on the responsibility
for the task of restoration.
5.

Beginning the Restoration

On the 1 4th day of the waxing moon in the first lunar month, t�e venerable
Phra Khru and the disciples who had come with him set to work cleaning up the shrine
compound. They chopped down tree limbs, pulled up grass, and peeled off the detritus
from the dilapidated stones. Nobody dared to come help them at first, because of
possible danger at the hands of the deities. Even the novices at the temple�monastery
closed the doors of their cells, not daring to look. The venerable monk declared
that it was very difficult to get assistance. There was only one elder from Ban Don
Klang who worked a bit here and a bit there. Within seven days, there were nine or
ten people observing the labor, then gradually joining in. Their numbers slowly in
creased, until in the fifth lunar month there were people flowing in from all four
directions like hordes of ants and termites, so that there was hardly room for them.
They were organized into groups which cut down foliage and erected pavilions through
out the compound up to the edge of the marsh...,.in front of the shrine. Silver and - gold
poured in, exceeding all expectations. The ahao muang [aristocratic chiefs ] of Sakon
Nakhon and Nongkhai sent elephants to be used in the labor. In that same year, a
celebration was held, from the 13th day of the waxing moons·until the full-moon day
of the third lunar month. The chips of brick and plaster peeled off the surface of
the monument were not discarded but rather were used in the construction of a small
stupa in the southeast corner of the inner courtyard. This stupa signifies the im
portance of the venerable Phra Khru Virocana in the restoration of the sacred shrine.
Bits of plaster and brick were taken by the people [to serve a·s objects_ of veneration
and as guarantees of well-being]. Even today in various parts of northeastern Thai
land, those who build stupas at their local temples bring candles and incense to
venerate the Relic and ask for bits of plaster [from the reliquary] to install within
the stupa as an auspicious mark of well-being.

The work that Phra Khru Virocana accomplished at this time included leveling
out the stones of the courtyard, limiting the growth of tree limbs and grass, cover
ing the reliquary with plaster from the third level [ ? J to the base, adorning it
with bits of gold leaf, decorating the top part of the reliquary with flowers of
baked clay and sheets of gold, repairing the inner wall, increasing its height by
one arm's length and covering it with a new coat of plaster. During the Maghapuja
holy day festivities at that time, it is said that there were hundreds of monks, nov
ices, and laymen jammed together in the shrine compound. It was a festival unequaled
by any others in those days. However, it was unfortunate that sanitary conditions
were not sufficient to prevent an outbreak of disease toward the end of the festival,s·
which caused some deaths, and drove many of the pilgrims back to their homes.
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6.

The Person-of-Merit

At the time when the venerable Phra Khru was engaged in restoring the shrine ,
there was a religious charismatic Cphu mi bun: "person-of-merit"] in Trakan Phucha
phon district, Ubon province, who was attracting followers with declarations that
"Water-buffalo would be transformed into yak?as, silver and gold would be transformed
into pebbles, and vice-versa, " etc. These statements attracted people who were defi
cient in education. They diligently flocked to the charismatic with stone pebbles
over which he would pronounce incantations in the expectation of turning them to
silver or gold. The followers were called phi ba phi bun ["crazy spirits"]. Their
numbers increased , and they attempted to seize the city of Ubon. The government
sent in troops to subdue the rebellion, and order was soon restored. 2

Phra Khru Virocana encountered the fruits of this event in the following man
ner: the people were not attached to their money, and willingly relinquished it to
cover the cost of repairs to the shrine. In order to turn the deluded understanding
of the people back into the correct path, the venerable Phra Khru asked Acariya Nu
to make images of an elephant and a horse. Silver necklaces were hung from the necks
of these i mages, and they were borne in a procession in veneration of the Relic.
When the procession had a ssembled in the courtyard, the monk asked the people ques
tions. He pointed to the quartz eye of the horse-image and asked, "What's. this?"
"That's its eye," was the reply. "What is it made of?" the monk a sked. The people
replied , "It's made of quartz." The monk asked, "Is this piece of quartz really a
horse's eye ?" When the crowd answered, "Of course not ! " he proceeded in a similar
vein with other parts of the two images, receiving similar responses from the vil
lagers. Finally, the questioner said: "Behold, they believe that pebbles can be
come silver , and water-buffalo and pigs change into yak?as. Yet it is not possiple,
Just as these images cannot become real horses or elephants." This stratagem, under
taken many times daily, caused the people's delusion [concerning the millenarian
prophecies] to disappear . It can be interpreted as very advantageous for religion
and the social order. It was laudable for the teacher to find a stratagem in teach
ing the Dhamma to people in order to strengthen their propensities for meritorious
deeds. The listeners were not bored. The teacher received advantage from the
collection [of cash from the people ] , since the money was . combined with the funds
for the restoration of the shrine.
7.

Further Objections are Raised

However, these obstacles were fairly common. Thus, small-town philosophers
and teachers who thought they were knowledgeable came from various places to oppose
the restoration of the shrine, quoting passages from Pali texts to support their
protest that the repair of the shrine was inappropriate an� should not be undertaken.
The venerable Phra Khru Virocana was never interested [in this sort of dispute ]; he
had Phra Khru Sida or Phra Acariya Nu point out the problems and clear up the doubts
.
of the people. The final result was that [these matters ] subsided.

8.

The Unwillingness of the People

As for the laity, there were some towns whose inhabitants were not permi�ted
to share the merit in the repair of the shrine. Critics would complain that the
undertaking was a desecration of an ancient structure, or the instrument of merchants

2For additional information about this millenarian movement, see Tej Bunnag,
"Khabot phu mi bun Phak Isan R.S. 121 [The 1901�1902 Rebellion of the ' Person-of
Merit'· in the Northeast Thailand]," Sangkhomsat Parithat [Journal of the Social
Sciences], 5: 1 (Jun� 1967), pp. 78-86; John B. Murdoch, "The 1901-1902 'Holy Ma�'s'
Rebellion," Jour,nal of the Siam Society, 62: 1 (January 1974), pp. 47-66.

who wanted to sell their gold and quartz.s .When the restoration was completed, there
were some who claimed that the reliquary was no longer as attractive as it had for
merly been, since its elegance had been ruined by the decorations of gold and quartz.
Phra Khru Virocana replied, "If an object made of gold and quartz is not attractive,
then pray tell me what object can be?" This [particular] complaint subsided at that
point, although there were many other criticisms and objections. This [situation]
is a reminder for all those who undertake great tasks. They must know that endurance
and coolness of heart, a daring to overcome obstacles, i s needed to bring great tasks
to completion. If one is timid and faint-hearted in meeting these obstacles, then
nothing can be accomplished in the future.
9.

The Miraculous Nature of the Shrine

When Phra Khru Virocana completed the restoration of the shrine, there was 100
chang of silver (100,000 pieces according to the former standard) left over. This
amount was entrusted to the ruler of Nakhon Phanom for safekeeping. The venerable
monk and his followers returned to Ubon. Later on, the ruler of Nakhon Phanom became
negligent. He borrowed some of the money for his own purposes and did not replace
it. When the shrine authorities needed these funds, they found that some of the
silver was missing.
10.

An Extraordinary Fire Strikes the Town

One day, during the rainy season, lightning struck the ruler's house, setting
it afire along with other adjoining buildings, including the stables. Articles that
were removed from the blaze and placed in the grounds of the residence were also de
stroyed by fire. On the other hand, the homes of other people nearby were spared
from the flames. The wonder and amazement of the people were aroused. This event
has been a subject of conversation ever since. The circumstances of the misfortune
that befell the ruler of Nakhon Phanom served to enhance the sacred nature of the
That Phanom shrine. The devotion and the respect of the people greatly increased.
Nowadays, the elders teach their grandchildren not to be negligent concerning the
sacred Relic, and to respect its wealth, since it is believed that those who take
away that which belongs to the Relic, without observing the DhammR, [i. e., without
showing proper veneration], will meet with future misfortune. This event took place
between A.D. 1901 and 1907.
11.

Abridged Biography of th.e Venerable Phra Khru Virocana

In order to show gratitude to those venerable monastic elders whom we should
respect, the biography of Phra Khru Virocana is presented here, as a remembrance for
future generations. The venerable Phra Khru Virocana (Bunrot Sonchit) was born in
the city of Ubon. Before becoming a monk, he was an apprentice stone-mason and
laborer.
in Ubon, and went to reside in Wat Thung
He was ordained at Wat Manivan
.
�
Sri Muang, later becoming abbot of that temple-monastery. He studied the Dha:mmaVinaya at the monastery school of Wat Ma.I}ivan. Later, he became Phra Khru Utarabi
dak�a (rank of det ) , the ecclesiastical chief of Muang Sam Sip district. In 1901 ,
he came to restore the re l iquary at That Phanom and returned to be elevated in rank
to Phra Khru Virocana Ratanopala, ecclesiastical chief of Ubon Rachathani province.
In his old age, the Sangha Corder of monks] elevated him to a higher rank. On
January 1, 1941, he passed away at Wat Thung Sri Muang, at the age of 88, 67 phansa
[i.e., 67 years in the monkhoodJ. The cremation ceremony was held in April, 1942.
Somdet Phra Maha Virava.msa was the sponsor of this ceremony. The body [of Phra Khru
VirocanaJ was placed inside a wooden box decorated with gold leaf in the ancient
style. One portion of his ashes was placed within a memorial that his devotees con
structed at Wat Thung Sri Muang; another portion was enshrined at Wat Phra That
Phanom.
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The venerable Phra Khru Virocana was a monk whose cult ivation of the four vir
tuous states of mind [kindness, compassion, sypathetic joy, equanimity] inclin�d his
heart to serenity. His manner and way of speaking were gentle and polite . His pur
ity of spirit and sense of service engendered respect and affectiona. He was familiar
with all classes of society, and was able to speak with the poor and unfortunate .
His moral·s were pure , and he showed kindness and compassion toward all classes of
people. He was the obj ect of trust and affect ion for all those who came in contact
with him, both clergy and laity. The concerns ·or others were as important to hima.aas
his own . It can be said that he is trulyaan
·a adornment for the religion and the
Sanghaa.
In 1906, the venerable Phra Khru Virocana erected the large gateway in front
of the shrine , and welcomed a visit by officials of the Ministry of Interior , that
i s , Prince Damrong Raj anubhab and his party, who had come to pr:esent two bells · ror
ringing in veneration of the Relic. In 1946, this .agateway had become very dilapi
dated and on the verge of collapse ; the shrine authorities built a new one in 1947a.
12a. Further Restorationsa3
In 1913, Phra Palat Candi, a monk from Kantharawichai district , Mahasarakham
province , supervised the construct ion of a new outer wall, gateways , marble stair
ways , and dormitories for monks and novices . The cost of these restorations (which
were completed .in 1916) was 8 , 800 baht , a figure that does not take into account the
labor of the monksa, novicesa, and villager s .
In 1920, Phra Khru Silaphirat ( a native o f That Phanom district ) was abbot of
Wat Phra That Phanom , and chief ecclesiastic for the districta. Under his auspicesas
a new ordination hall was built , replacing the original structure built by Bra�ya
Candasuriyavamsa in 1806. In addit ion, the road between the shrine and the boat .
landing on the Mekong was widened and improved , and many new structures were added
to the monastery compound and shrine precinctas .

Phra Khru Sila Phirat passed away in 1936. His successor , Phra Phanom Cetiya
nuraksa ( now Phra Deba Ratanamoli ) has been abbot and chief ecclesiastic ever sincea.
In 1941 , under the auspices of the Fine Arts Department , extensive restoration of the
reliquary was undertaken , a sacred Bo tree from Buddha Gaya , India 4 was planted , and
a new inner wall was builta. There have been changes in the appearance and form of
the temple-monastery compound , as well as improvement s in the administration of
temple affairs and monastic educat ion. In recent years, greater convenience of mod
ern transportataion and improvement of the road network have meant an increase in
visitors to the shrine , especially during the period of the annual shrine festivala.
13.

The New Guardian Deity 5

In the year 2500 ( A . D . 1957 ) , on the fifth day of the waxing moon in the
eleventh lunar month, at 2 p.m.a, rain fell heavily for half an hour before slacken
ing to a drizzle, which lasted an additi�nal twenty minutesa. During the showera,
thunder resounded through the heavens . That evening , Mr . Kai Huat , who resided in
3 This sect ion summarizes the material on pages 95-104 of the final chapter

(UN, 8th edition ) , much of which is concerned .with details of shrine repairs and the

admiring biographies of former abbot s .
4This

specimen , as with many others at sacred shrines throughout Thailand, i s
allegedly the "descendant" of the original Bo tree (at Buddha Gaya) under which the
Buddha attained nibbana.
5 This section is an excerpt from the appendix to the 8th edition of

112-113a) .

UN (pp.
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the That Phanom market area, came out of his house to collect the rain-water [that
had run off the roof into jars]. He saw an amazing multi-colored shaft of .light the
size of a sugar-palm trunk shoot forth from the north toward the sacred reliquary
and then disappear. Wondering where it was coming from, he called his wife out to
see it. Since his house was near the Mekong River, he thought about going to the
river-bank and looking upstream [in order to determine the possible origin of the
mysterious beam ] ; however, his fear of thunder and thieves dissuaded him from leaving
the premises. On the following morning, he informed his neighbors of the strange
phenomenon, but few of them showed interest. Two days later (on the seventh day of
the waxing moon in the same month), the abbot [of Wat Phra That PhanomJ sent one of
the novices on an errand. This novice encountered seven nagM coiled in a row at
the base of the reliquary. Their combs -[i.e. , fringes on their heads] were reddish
in color. The novice stopped in astonishments; in an instant, the serpents trans
formed themselves into seven white-robed youths, standing in a row in front of the
reliquary. The novice was so startled that he could scarcely speak; not knowing
whether to perform obeisance or remain standing, his attitude wavered uncertainly
between the two. The chief of the white-robed youths addressed the novice: "What
are you doing here, novice? Don't be afraid ! " The novice was unable to reply, and
decided to return to his quarters. As he turned to leave the courtyard, the chief
naga said, "Are you leaving already? Why not invite me along? I want to converse
with the venerable abbot.s" He then entered into the body of the novice, who immedi
ately lost his senses. The body of the novice was [next] seated cross-legged in
front of the abbot and four visitors. His hands, palms together, were raised in
salutation to the abbot, while these words came from his mouths: "Greetings, venera
ble eh.a.a khun Ca polite form of address to high-ranking clergy]. Didn ' t you know of
my arrival here two evenings ago?" The abbot ' s puzzled questions elicited the fol
lowing response: "I am a seven-headed naga lord who comes from Lake Anotatta in the
Himalayas. Lord Indra connn.anded me to come and watch over the sacred Relic.· The
former guardians were being bribed by food-offerings and sacrifices. For myself,
I ask for nothing but a single glass of perfumed water." Ever since, the - [guardian
deity] has entered the body of a novice on frequent occasions to preach sermons and
look after sick people, curing their ills and prescribing medicines. . .s . [The naga
lord] will be he guardian deity at the shrine until the end of this era of the
Buddha Gotama.

5

_ 6This deity is named Sadet Pho Sri Sattanakha. One of the monastic dormitories
( ku:ti) at Wat Phra That Phanom has been named after it. Muchalinda, the ser�ent king
with seven heads, protected the Buddha during a storm while he meditated after
achieving nibbana (Vinaya-P4a,kas: Mahavagga, I, 3).

